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" a l l ignorance toboggans into know 
and trudges up to ignorance again." 
- e.e. cummings 
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A B S T R A C T 
A self contained, free floating, recoverable sonobuoy system 
is desoribed, for use i n marine reflection and refraction surveys, 
together with a mathematical derivation of the wave amplitudes to 
be expected i n such investigations. A detailed examination of the 
reflection and refraction results from several areas i n the North 
Atlantic, obtained i n the summers of 1973 and 1974 during the oourse 
of two Durham University 6-eophysioal Surveys, i s presented, i n 
conjunction with simple processing procedures designed to extract 
information concerning the physioal composition of the sea floor 
sediments, on the basis of the theory developed i n the text. 
C H A P T E R ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
The usual procedure undertaken when a marine seismic 
investigation i s made of a particular region i s to examine the 
range of oompressional and transverse wave velocities obtained by the 
various refleotion and refraction methods, together with their 
corresponding interface depths (Ref. 1,1). 
These kinematic properties oan provide an enormous amount of 
information about eaoh particular reflecting and/or refracting 
horizon present i n the area surveyed, as is well known (Ref. 1.2), but 
for the most part the dynamic characteristics of the waves - the 
amplitude, spectra, change of wave shape upon refleotion or 
refraotion, are largely ignored. 
When one considers the amplitude of a reflected-wave, even a 
simple analysis oan provide information about the reflecting medium 
for instanoe, i n a normal incidence refleotion survey, the 'Bright' 
or 'Hot' Spot technique (Ref. 1.3)• 
In this system a real amplitude, as opposed to a gain 
controlled, plot of the arr i v a l i s made, and oan clearly (Fig. 1.1, 
1.2), reveal trapped gas deposits, for instanoe, very readily since 
the amplitude of the wave reflected from the gas saturated rook is 
many times that of the non-saturated surrounding rook. 
I t i s hoped that examination of the refleoted amplitude from a 
given interface with increasing angles of incidence may enable some 
information concerning the aooustio parameters of the interface to be 
determined. I n particular, the behaviour of the amplitude as the 
angle of incidenoe approaches the c r i t i o a l angle i s of interest, 
sinoe i t i s at this angle that head waves are produoed along the 
lower surfaoe of the interface. 
Having deoided to examine the refleoted wave amplitudes at 
varying angles of inoidenoe, at sea, the problem of the design of a 
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F i g . 1.2 Playback of F i g . 1.1 Section Using Real 
Amplitude Processing 
the prooedure into three parts, one obtains the following structure: 
i ) Data Acquisition System, 
i i ) Development of mathematical techniques, i f neoessary to 
provide theoretical expectations for the examination, 
i i i ) Data Reduction and Processing to produce experimental results 
which may be oompared to and contrasted with, those results 
obtained theoretically. 
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Data Acquisition System 
Qlven the limitation imposed by having access to a single 
ship for marine geophysical surveying purposes, there are several 
possible single ship systems (Fig. 1.3 a-d). 
a) Shooting at sea, Receiving on land (Fig. 1.3a)• 
This i s technically the simplest way of recording marine 
seismio data, but for an amplitude study, the problem of differing 
structures beneath ship and station(s), presents a d i f f i c u l t y as 
regards interpretation. An entire array of stations would be 
required to calculate individual station delays and the logistics 
involved i n setting up and maintaining such an array are considerable. 
A slightly different approach would be to use a single station, 
olose to the coast and allow the ship to sa i l from close to shore 
seawards. 
The problem with this system i s that being olose to the sea, 
such a station would be very prone to t i d a l and wave noise, and 
thi s , combined with the inevitable d i f f i c u l t y of having to use a 
high energy aooustio source to introduce energy across the sea/land 
interfaoe, makes suoh a system unacceptable. 
b) Towed Arrays/Single Hydrophone (Fig. 1.3b). 
A hydrophone array streamer, towed behind the survey ship gives 
excellent quality data on near vertical incidence reflections but 
does not, i n deeper water, cover a large enough angle of inoidenoe 
range. Obviously, suoh a system suffers from towed body noise (Ref. 1.4), 
due to i t s relatively rapid motion through the water, and also from 
transmitted ship noise, both through the towing oable and i n direct 
and multiple refleoted waves emanating from the ship i t s e l f . 
Similar drawbacks face a towed single hydrophone system, which 
could be towed at ever increasing separations to enable i t to 
encompass the wide angle reflections. Praotioally, however, this 
i s extremely inoonvenient, reducing the manoeuvreability of the 
19 
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Fig. 1.3(d) Free Floating Sonobuoy System 
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towing ship and presenting somewhat of a hazard to shipping i n 
the area, a limitation which affects a l l marine systems to a greater 
or lesser extent. 
o) Bottom Systems (Fig. 1.3o). 
The immediate advantage of this type of system i s that i t i s 
remote from interference by man or surfaoe weather conditions 
(Ref. 1.5). According to Wenz, (Ref. 1.6), the r.m.s. noise levels 
obtained i n a typioal bottom environment are of the order of 6dB 
less than shallow water noise levels (Fig. 1.4)• 
The bottom mounted system i s simply lowered over the side of 
the ship and l e f t weighted, on the bottom u n t i l the particular 
experiment haB been completed, whereupon an acoustic release 
meohanism i s aotivated allowing the instrument to rise to the surfaoe 
under i t s own buoyancy, having l e f t the weight on the sea bed behind 
(Ref. 1.7). This would seem to be the ideal solution to the 
situation to be investigated, at f i r s t sight, but on consideration 
there are several drawbaoks, primarily the cost of the pressure 
housing, which i s exorbitantly expensive. This, ooupled with the 
fact that the areas to be examined are i n fishing grounds, where the 
loss rate of scientific equipment i n general i s high, decided against 
this technique. 
d) Moored/Free Floating Sonobuoys (Fig. 1.3d). 
Following the successful use of disposable free floating 
sonobuoys by various researchers (Ref. 1.8), i t was found (Ref, 1.9) 
that given adequate decoupling of the hydrophone from surfaoe motion 
and reasonable sea states, the noise levels encountered are not 
signifioantly worse than those obtained using bottom systems (Ref. 
1.10). 
One particular advantage of this system i s the relative ease of 
development and reoovery of the buoy, the techniques of Shan Buoy 
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floating hydrophone should have a better signal to noise ratio but 
may present somewhat of a danger to shipping, whilst both options 
run the risk of being 'acquired' by fishing trawlers, either 
intentionally or by being accidentally caught i n the nets. By 
attaching the buoy to a moored Dhan buoy, with i t s standard radar 
refleotor, the problem of relocation would be eased but the flow 
noise i s l i k e l y to be higher. 
This f i n a l system was the one decided upon having taken 
cost, f e a s i b i l i t y and f i t t i n g i n with other departmental research 
programmes into consideration. 
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System Requirements 
i ) large dynamic range; 
i i ) large geographical range; 
i i i ) low power consumption; 
iv) physical r e l i a b i l i t y . 
i ) Dynamic Range. 
The dynamic range of the system must be sufficient to cope with 
the large variation i n signal strength encountered by such a system. 
At olose ranges from the ship, the amount of refleoted and direotly 
reoeived energy i s large and both the hydrophone and amplifiers 
must be able to deal with t h i s , whilst s t i l l being sufficiently 
sensitive to be able to detect the lower energy longer range refracted 
arrivals• 
A wide band hydrophone i s also required sinoe at olose range, 
there is a large high frequency content i n the received signal, 
whilst at greater distances the dominant frequenoy shifts to the 
lower end of the frequenoy spectrum. Similar considerations apply to 
the amplifier. 
I n order to carry out d i g i t a l processing on the reoeived data, 
a dynamic range of at least 86dB i s necessary for reflection work, 
or 60dB for refraction results (Ref. 1.11), which automatically 
necessitates the use of d i g i t a l recording, since at the very best an 
F.M. recording system, incorporating f l u t t e r compensation can aohieve 
55-60dB of dynamic range. 
i i ) Geographical Range. 
At olose separations of ship and buoy the combination of large 
signal amplitude and good radio contact with the buoy is sufficient 
to allow the use of an P.M. l i n k (Ref. 1.12). The analogue signal 
i s frequenoy modulated onto a carrier which i s telemetered back to the 
ship for recording on F.M. tape. This improves the range of the 
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buoy since the internal tape unit envisaged (see Chapter I I ) need 
only begin operation onoe the F.M. signal f a l l s below an acceptable 
level. The range limitation i s then imposed by the length of 
running time available on the recorder i t s e l f and the seismio 
source u t i l i s e d . When recording d i g i t a l l y , the maximum packing 
density acceptable is of the order of 1000 bi t s per inch, which for 
moderate digitisation rates implies that a tape speed of at least 
l n/sec. must be used. For a standard 3600' tape, this gives an 
operating time of 12 hours continuously, representing a ship travel 
distance of approximately 72 nautical miles, at the standard towing 
speed of 6 knots. 
This may not be sufficient, i f large scale refraotion work is 
to be undertaken, and so, to increase the system range, intermittent 
operation of the tape deok i s neoessary. For long range work, also, 
the standard "air-gun" system (Ref. 1.13) does not have sufficient 
power to provide significant amplitude levels and hence an explosive 
source is normally used, which can only be detonated at certain 
definite intervals. By arranging that the tape unit is on f o r , say 
6 minutes, i n every half hour, after five hours of continuous operation, 
the system range i s increased to 280 nautical miles. 
These figures represent the maximum attainable and are dependent 
on tape speed. I f a speed of 1.5"/ s e c o n d i s used the range f a l l s 
to I80n.m. approximately, which i s s t i l l sufficient for refraotion 
studies• 
i i i ) Power Consumption. 
I n order to allow the system to operate for long periods of 
time, power consumption must be kept to a minimum. M.O.S. (Metal 
Oxide Silicon) Logic provides d i g i t a l c i r c u i t r y i n robust packages 
with low power consumption and high noise immunity.. Henoe, i t was 
deoided to use as much M0S logic as possible i n the sonobuoy. 
Rechargeable nickel-cadmium oells provide the greatest power to 
26 
weight ratio but are prohibitively expensive, so that the non-spill 
lead aoid batteries commonly used i n motorcycles and small boats 
were chosen. 
iv) Physical Considerations. 
The physical environment i n which the system is to operate 
decides the design of the sonobuoy to a great extent. 
The buoy must be such that i t is not easily damaged, either by 
mishandling during launoh or re-acquisition, or by heavy seas that 
i t might encounter. At the same time, i t muBt be sufficiently l i g h t to 
allow ease of handling, and the compromise solution is to use a glass 
reinforoed plastic (&.R.P.) body which is ribbed vertically, to provide 
protection during handling and strength to withstand wave bombardment. 
By using well tested peripheral equipment, flashing l i g h t for 
recovery, hydrophone, the r e l i a b i l i t y of the system i s inoreased 
without exoessive oost, so these items were bought i n . 
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Mathematical Analysis 
The problems of reflection and refraction of elastio waves i n 
a layered medium have been extensively studies i n the past, notably 
by Cagniard(Ref. 1.14), Rayleigh (Ref. 1.15), Lamb (Ref. 1.16), 
Sommerfeld (Ref. 1.17), Smirnov and Sobolev (Ref. 1.18), Spencer 
(Ref. 1.19), Pekeris (Ref. 1.20), Petrashen (Ref. 1.21) and Sherwood 
(Ref. 1.22). 
Given the two layer situation whioh i s the simplest to consider, 
and that most extensively studied, i n trying to obtain the amplitude 
of the reflected wave for a l l angles of inoidence, the f i r s t approaoh 
i s to examine the behaviour of plane waves. 
Since the original papers by Zoeppritz (Ref. 1.23) and Knott 
(Ref. 1.24), numerous authors have developed and published various 
forms of Zoeppritz' amplitude and Knott's energy equation (Ref. 
1.25 - 1.37), with some oonfusion as to the computation and physical 
interpretation of these equations, due to differing notation and 
nomenclature (Ref. 1.38)• 
The plane wave i s , however, not sufficient to cope with the 
problems of wide angle reflections (Ref. 1.39) but i t i s extremely 
useful i n developing some insight into the problem and i n providing 
some concepts whioh simplify the exposition of the behaviour of the 
more complicated spherical waveform used subsequently. 
The spherical wave has been analysed by several authors, and 
the work detailed i n Chapter I I I follows on from that undertaken by 
Brekoskikh (Ref. 1.40), Cerveny (Ref. 1.41) and others based on the 
theoretical development of spherioal wave analysis, to suit the 
particular requirements of the marine survey described above, by 
introducing a different approximation i n the method of steepest 
desoents, leading to a new solution. 
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Data Processing 
Once the data has been obtained using the sonobuoy described 
and disposable sonobuoys where time considerations do not permit a 
return to looate and reoover the re-useable buoy, the question of 
data analysis arises and i n particular the level of sophistication 
necessary i n the f i r s t instance, to obtain experimental results which 
may be compared with theoretical predictions. 
As the behaviour of the waves at wide angles is not well 
defined, the moBt obvious method i s to approach the data i n the simplest 
way consistent with obtaining valid results to compare theory and 
experiment. 
Once the existence of some agreement between the two has been 
proven, the next stage i s to increase the complexity of the data 
processing techniques. Clearly, signal enhancement procedures, 
deconvolution, f i l t e r i n g , improve the quality of the results, but i t 
must be borne i n mind the considerable amount of time and effort 
involved i n producing suoh results on the equipment available. Thus, 
before this time consuming step i s undertaken, an i n i t i a l amplitude 
analysis w i l l be performed using simple high out f i l t e r i n g to remove 
unwanted noise, and linear interpolation for signal recovery. 
C H A P T E R TWO 
29 
INTRODUCTION 
The Dig i t a l l y REoording Sonobuoy System (DIGRESS) oomprises a 
dig i t a l tape reoorder and an F.lfl. transmitter, for olose range work, 
housed i n a Glass Reinforced Plastic body, (Fig. 2.1). A blook 
diagram of the oomplete system is given i n Fig. 2.2. The electronics 
inside the buoy oonsists of two main parts; the reoord eleotronios 
and a timing unit. The reoord eleotronios converts the analogue 
hydrophone input signal into d i g i t a l form whioh i s then reoorded on 
£" magnetic tape, together with time information. The timing unit 
provides both a binary ooded decimal (BCD) time oode for writing onto 
tape and a f a c i l i t y for remote (programmable) intermittent operation of 
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The DIGRESS eleotronios are contained i n a cylindrical aluminium 
container which f i t s exactly inside the GRP body. Pig. 2.2 shows 
the oomplete system. 
The uppermost surfaoe of the GRP body i s detachable, allowing 
removal of the internal housing, while 0 ring seals i n a recessed 
groove inside the l i d maintain a watertight seal. Electrical 
connections between the internal eleotronios and the external f i t t i n g s 
are made through Boston Insulated connectors. 
The hydrophone unit i s deployed beneath the buoy, aooording 
to the arrangement shown i n Fig. 2.6, with the hydrophone suspended 
n 
neutrally at the end of a system of 'bites' which decouple the 
hydrophone from the surfaoe motion of the instrument housing. 
ELECTRICAL 
RECORD 
The output from the Mark Products P.27 Hydrophone (Ref. 2.1) 
is fed to an analogue to d i g i t a l converter and gain control unit. 
The d i g i t a l information i s arranged into the chosen format on the 
WRITE board and written onto ?" tape using an 8-traok head. 
The 5 MHz output from an SEI Type 512704 Quarts Crystal 
Oscillator i s counted down by a frequendy divider c i r c u i t to produoe 
both control signals to operate the tape recorder cycling, and clock 
timing signals (Fig. 2.4). 
Stabilised supplies for a l l the electronics are provided by 
the +15V, +5V stabilised power supplies. 
TIMING UNIT 
As well as providing clook pulses this unit also supplies time 



















.Fig. 2.4 Record Eleotronios 
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Fig, 2,6 Hydrophone Deployment 
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The system can function i n any of the following modes: 
i ) transmitter only, 
this i s for short range work only; 
i i ) transmitter, then tape, 
tape either intermittent (preselected) or continuously; 
i i i ) tape only, 
as above; 
iv) tape only, 
i n a repetitive 1 hour oycle. 
There i s also an option of up to nine hours delay before allowing 





The seismic hydrophone i s a Hark Products P-27 low frequency 
deep water hydrophone, consisting of a piezo electric oeramio 
element, a ourrent amplifier and a rechargeable Niokel-Cadmium c e l l . 
The output impedance of the hydrophone i s 50 0, and the 
sensitivity a standard temperature and pressure is JOnV/nb&r. A 
schematic diagram i s given i n Fig. 2.7. The hydrophone was chosen 
beoause i t exhibited an extremely f l a t wide band response (Fig. 2.8) 
combined with high sensitivity, together with long operating time 
at low ourrent levels. 
STABILISED SUPPLIES 
The +15V stabiliser (Fig. 2.9) i s contained on the Matrix 
timing board and provides a +15V supply line from an 16.4 - 24V 
unstabilised battery source. The ci r c u i t incorporates an SG-S L123 
precision voltage regulator with an external BUY24 power transistor 
to inorease the output current. The L123 comprises a temperature 
compensated reference amplifier, an error amplifier, a power series 
pass transistor and ourrent l i m i t i n g c i r c u i t r y . The advantages of 
this particular devioe are that i t has: 
i ) a low standby ourrent; 
i i ) low temperature d r i f t ; typically 
0.003$A 0°C<T^70°C; 
i i i ) high ripple rejection, 
the output power transistor increases the current output to 
1 Amp. 
The -15V stabilised supply (Fig. 2.10) i s achieved using a 
second S&S L123 with an external BFX 39 output transistor. The 
-15V line i s generated from a -18.4 to -24V unregulated battery supply. 
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Fig. 2.10 -15V Regulator 
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ANAL06UE TO DI5ITAL CONVERTER AND GAIN CONTROL (Ref. 2.2) 
The analogue input signal fed through a binary gain switohing 
board (Fig. 2.13) incorporating fast comparator ci r c u i t s , to a 
BURR BROWN 12-bit Analogue/Digital Converter. 
The gain of the Bystem is set using the L.E.D's mounted on the 
top panel of the board (Fig. 2.12) as an indication of saturation 
and the rotary preset gain oontrol potentiometer. The automatio 
binary gain switohing (3 bits) increases the effective dynamic range 
of the oonverter to 90 dB. 
To ensure that the response of the ADC system was linear 
considerable care was taken i n the i n i t i a l gain setting of the 
component amplifiers whose gains were adjusted by means of 
trimming resistors (see inset Fig. 2.12). 
CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR 
The fundamental clock frequency of 5MHz is generated by the 
SEI crystal oscillator, the output of which i s amplified by VTI 
and fed to the TTL divide by five chain oomprosing Rl, R2 and IC1 
to give 1 MHz input to the subsequent MOS logic (Fig. 2.14). 
The 1 MHz signal i s used as an input to a Schmidt trigger (IC2) and 
pulled up to a +15V positive logic level using R3. 
The orystal frequenoy is continually counted down to l k Hz at 
the output of IC5, by IC3 and IC4. IC6 produoes a 100 Hz output to 
IC7, which reduces this via IC8 and IC9 to provide 50 Hz and 1 Hz 
outputs. IC10 provides a 250 Hz signal from the kilohertz input. 
A l l the output frequencies are synchronous. 
CLOCK 
The basis of the dock unit i s a National Semiconductor MM5311 
D.I.L. clock (Fig. 2.15). The 50 Hz signal from IC7 i s fed to an 
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Fig. 2.15 Clock Cirouit 
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internal Schmidt trigger shaping circ u i t which provides approximately 
5 volts of hysteresis. The shaper output drives a function chain 
which performs the time keeping funotions. 
Both fast and slow setting inputs, as well as a hold input 
are provided. Internal 20K pull up resistors provide the normal time 
keeping funotion. Switohing any of the inputs to VDD (ground) 
results i n the desired time setting funotion. 
The three gates i n the counter ohain (Fig. 2.16) are used for 
time setting. During normal operation gate A connects the shaper 
output to a presoale counter (?50)j gates B and C cascade the 
remaining counters. Grate A i s used to inhibit the input to the counters 
for the duration of a slow, fast or hold time setting input aotivity. 
&ate B i s used to oonneot the shaper output directly to a seconds 
(460) oounter - the condition for slow slew. Similarly gate C 
connects the shaper output to a minutes counter (r^O) for fast slew. 
Fast slew advances the hours information at one hour/second, 
slow slew the minute information at one minute/second. 
The seconds, minutes and hours counters continuously refleot the 
time of day. Outputs from each counter (indicative of both units and 
tens of seconds, minutes and hours) are time division multiplexed to 
provide digit sequential access to the time data. The multiplexer 
i s addressed by a multiplex divider decoder driven by a multiplex 
oscillator. This multiplex element i s i t s e l f driven through a variable 
1-k preset, and a 1/iF capacitor at 250 Hz, (Fig. 2.15). 
The preset i s necessary to prevent the clook from going into 
osoillation, which occurs when the 250 Hs multiplex frequenoy i s of 
the same amplitude as the 50 Hs olook driving signal. The preset i s 
adjusted so that oscillation does not occur, and i s 8$ down on i t s 






















Pig. 2.16 Internal Clock Schematio 
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The multiplex addresses also become the display digit enable 
outputs, which are henoe observed at 250/6 Hz, i . e . approximately 
40 Hz which i s just sufficient for flickerless viewing. The 
multiplex outputs are applied to a decoder which, in turn, i s used 
to address a PROM. This PROM generates the f i n a l output oodes - BCD 
and 7 segment. The sequential output i s from unit seconds to tens 
of hours. The digit enable lines turn on the enabling transistors, 
(2N3904) and henoe the L.E.D. display. 
To ensure a good wave shape to the digit enable and inverse 
BCD outputs, for recording purposes, dropping resistors, R are wired 
i n between output and ground. The positive logical voltage i s 
dropped to 13*7 volts on the digit enable lines but this i s s t i l l 
well within the MOS logio aoceptanoe level (45$ noise immunity). 
The dock output goes to an L.E.D. display which i s 
disoonneoted onoe the i n i t i a l time setting operation i s accomplished. 
MATRIX TIMIN& CIRCUIT 
This provides the pulses for timing the remote programmable 
operation of the tape transport system. The 1 Hz signal from IC9 
i s fed to IC12, a decade divider whose 0.1 output i s divided by 
36 using IC13 and 14, (Fig. 2.17) f to give a pulse every 6 minutes. 
IC15 provides a decoded decade output of these 6 minute pulses. 
The 6 minute outputs are fed through protection diodes to 
the f i r s t ten columns of the matrix board; column 1 corresponds to 
minutes zero to six, column 2 to Hg_^2 e * ° * 
The oarry out signal from IC15 ( l pulse/hour) i s used to drive 
two sequential deoade counters, HRST1 and HRST2 (IC16 and 17), which 
provide an hours count (Fig. 2.18). Eaoh hour line output from 
IC16 and IC17 i s connected to one input of an AND gate, the other 
input coming from a Row of the matrix board, i . e . hour line zero to one 
(HQ.^ ) i s ANDed with matrix Row 1, H 1 - 2 i s ANDed with matrix Row 2 
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Fig, 2.18 Matrix Board Timing Schematic 
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SEQUENCE CONTROL UNIT 
The placing of a pin i n oolumn C, row R, of the matrix board 
makes an electrical connection between the input line connected to 
oolumn C and the output row R, Fig. 2.19. I f the 6-minute line 
corresponding to Column C i s on, i . e . high, true and the hour line 
ANDed with row R i s also high, then the AND output gate w i l l be high. 
The outputs from a l l the AND gates are ORed together so that any 6-
minute and hour line w i l l provide an output, provided that a pin i s 
placed i n the appropriate row or oolumn of the matrix board. 
The output from the OR gate drives a feed relay connecting power 
to the tape deok. There are, however, several sophistications to 
this basic unit, allowing a oertain amount of f l e x i b i l i t y of operation. 
1. DELAYED OPERATION 
Onoe the timing unit has been started one input to the f i n a l output 
NOR gate (IC27) before the relay driving the tape deok, i s held at 
logioal aero by the Q output of IC33 (FP2). FP2 i s a D-type flip-flop 
driven from the 10 position 8witoh, SW4, which i s i n turn connected 
to the output of IC16, the HRST1 hours counter. I f SW4 i s set to 8, 
FF2 w i l l set and hence Q go low, i f and only i f , the Hg_^ line goes 
high. Henoe the NOR gate i s opened. In this manner a delay of up to 
9 hours may be achieved before operation of the tape deok commences. 
2. PROCRAMMED OPERATION 
Onoe FF2 has set, programmed operation may begin provided SW5 i s set 
to logioal sero. SW5 controls the NAND gates (IC23) on the H Q_ 1 and 
^10-11 • L* n e s* * f 3"5 i s set to zero, these NAND gates are opened and 
operation aooording to the distribution of pins i n the matrix board 
ensues. 
3. CYCLICAL MODE 
Once FF2 i s set, with SW5 set to logical one, the HQ_^ and 
lines of IC16 and IC17 are disabled, sinoe the NAND gates are closed. 




Fig, 2,19 Sequence Control Operation 
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to the pine i n row X begins, and thus instead of moving down the 
matrix board, row by row, the operation w i l l cycle through according 
to row X, every hour. 
k. NO BELAY 
I f no delay i s required before beginning the oyclio mode of operation 
then SW5 i s set to position '2', in which i t i s connected to the output 
of FP3 (IC33) which i s clocked by the line of HRST1. In this 
state, SW5 goes high, and oyclio operation begins when FF3 sets, at the 
H~ - transition. 
U—J. 
5. DELAY. PROGRAMMED OPERATION AND CYCLICAL MODE 
Delay i s achieved as i n 1. (49 hours); programmed operation as i n 
2. unti l H ocours (H <19 hours), where H i s the hour at oyo oyc ' * eye 
which the tape goes from programmed to cy c l i c a l operation. The H 
line i s wired i n as a clock line for FF3 and the sequence i s as 
follows: 
The R line goes high, setting 7F3, putting SW5 to '1'. This eye 
resets the HRST1 counter to i t s zero count and enables oyolioal mode 
operation as i n 3* 
6. ITERATIVE 
I f no H line i s wired into F?3. the HRST1 and HRST2 oounters w i l l oyc * 
count on automatically. The olook input of FF1 (IC33) i s driven by 
the carry out signal from HRST1. When this goes high at the end of 10 
hours of counting, i t sets the flip-flop whose Q output disables the 
HRST1 counter i n i t s HQ_^ count. The Q output of FF1 also opens the 
^10-11 g a t e » previously held shut during the cycle of HRST1 by this 
Q output. The Q output of FF1 enables the previously disabled HRST2 
counter and shuts the HQ_^ AND gate so that operation aocording to 
matrix row M begins. When 2 Q goes high on HRST2, FF1 i s reset 
disabling HRST2, enabling HHST1 which jumps into i t s H^_2 count, having been 
held at i t s H Q^ 1 count during the HRST2 oyole. 
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Henoe iterative operation begins, hQ-1' H l - 2 * ***** * H9-10* 
H10-ll» H U - 1 2 » » H18-19» H l - 2 » e t c " u n t i l 1 : 1 1 8 e n d o f 
tape marker i s detected. 
I n order to allow the tape speed to settle down to 1.5"Aec., a 
slight delay ooours between the starting up of the deck and the 
operation of the WRITE board, described i n the next section. This 
delay i s achieved using an RS 555 timer oirouit whioh holds off the 
power to the WRITE board for 1.8 seconds (Fig. 2.20). 
To ensure oorreot operation of the tape deok the following must 
be noted: 
i ) at least one column of the matrix board must be occupied 
for every hour. I f operation i s not required during a 
particular hour, a pin must be placed i n column 20, the 7 
dummy column, at that row. This i s necessary as otherwise 
the input to the HOURS AND gate would float high and give 
a spurious oommand pulse, 
i i ) in the case shown i n Fig. 2.21 there i s electrioal 
continuity between A and C through B i f ordinary pins are 
used. This would lead to operation of the tape deck 
during 1*24-30 i n H o u r "k^0*1 i s n o * required. I n this 
instanoe, a diode pin (type 2) i s used, whioh allows only 
one way connection (horizontal) to occur. 
The situation becomes that shown in Fig. 2.22, so that when 
oolumn 6 goes high (^24-30^ * n ^ o u r d i o d e prevents the 
input to the HQ_^ AND gate going high. 
WRITE BOARD 
This presents the data i n a suitable format for writing onto 
tape. The information to be written onto tape comprises two 
distinct parts: 
a) the data from the ADC and gain ranging boards, which i s 
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Fig. 2.20 Timer Cirouit 
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"24-30 
Fig. 2.21 Matrix Board Operation - Case 1 
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M42-48 
Fig. 2.22 Matrix Board Operation - Case 
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g(l)» g(2) and the 5 most significant date bi t s (m.s.b.) 
and the seven least significant b i t s ( l . s . b . ) . 
b) time, which i s obtained from the BCD output from the clock. 
The format i s arranged so that the tape may be uniquely decoded, 
and the following scheme meets this requirement (Fig. 2.23)* 
The information i s written i n 4 500/uaec blooks with a mark/space 
ratio of 1:1, between blocks giving a 4ms cycle time. 
BLOCK 1 i s reserved for decoding purposes. 
BLOCK 2 i s used for time and decoding. 
BLOCK 3 i s a data blook - g ( l ) , g(2) and m.s.b. - 8th m.s.b. 
BLOCK 4 i s a data blook, the seven l.s.b's. This unique coding i s 
accomplished by arranging that a l l of BLOCK 1 i s '0' followed by a l l 
of BLOCK 2 '1* at the beginning of each second. 
The centre traok (TRACK 4) i s used for strobe purposes by writing 
a continuous 1 kHz signal onto i t . There are hence 7 traoks 
available for information and the second identification code i s 
termed a 0, 7 recognition pulse. 
I n every 4ms BYTE i n between eaoh second, one traok of BLOCK 1 
i s held high and one track of BLOCK 2 is held low to prevent mis-
recognition on playback. 
I f b i t s 1-5 are zero then g ( l ) , g (2) w i l l be high, ensuring 
that BLOCK 3 i s never '0', I f BLOCK 4 i s *0', the ooding ensures 
that BLOCK 1 has at least one *0' traok. 
BLOCK 2 i s only '7' or a l l '1' at each seoond pulse, the BCD 
output from the dock being such that only 4 of the seven available 
traoks are ever used at once. To provide time identification the 
S 1 d i g i t enable line from the olook i s indexed into BLOCK 1, on 
track 6. This d i g i t enable line goes low only whenever the time 
dig i t value at the BCD output i s accessed, i.e. BLOCK 1 track six i s 
+0» only when the time data i n BLOCK 2 following i s Sn, S2, S4, S8. 
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refer to l o g i c a l 0 and l o g i c a l 1 
refers to the most s i g n i f i c a n t b i t 
refers to the l e a s t s i g n i f i c a n t b i t 
are binary gain values 
HOUR x 1 count 
HOUR x 10 count 
SECOND x 1 count 
MINUTES x 10 count 
Hours i d e n t i f i c a t i o n mark 
Second, Minute i d e n t i f i c a t i o n mark 
Similarly - the single minute digit, enable line i s indexed 
into track 3 of BLOCK 1 and Hj, the single hour d i g i t enable line to 
track 5. 
The appropriate 250Hz timing pulses are obtained from the frequency 
divide network and the combination of logic gates as shown i n 
Fig. 2.24 a=->g, are used to arrange the data into the required format 
for each track. 
The information thus arranged i s presented to eaoh of the seven 
multi-channel data selectors (MC14512), which are driven at 1kHz by the 
A 1 and outputs from a BINARY 4 counter (iCIO) Fig. 2.25. 
The multiplexed outputs, together with the 1kHz strobe signal are 
fed to the tape heads via a simple head driver c i r c u i t , which simply 
provides enough current to drive the heads (Fig. 2.26). 
TAPE RECORDER 
The tape transport system used i s a NAG-RA IV L deck, f i t t e d 
with a Nagra IV-SJ speed and tension stabiliser board (Figs. 2.27 and 
2.28). The deck i s adjusted to run at 1.5"/sec. The power to run 
the tape i s provided by the -24V battery supply. The tape deck i s 
f i t t e d with two 8-track \ n Phi Magnetronics d i g i t a l heads, type 
DHM/030. Signal leads to the heads are brought out to a VERO edge 
connector which i s f i t t e d to the head drive board mounted, i n turn, 
on the underside of the chassis of the deck. 
TAPE HEAD DETAILS 
PHI MA&NETRONICS DHM/030 
Dimensions 50" x 50" x 65" 
Traok Width .020" 
Track Pitch .0318n 
Gap Spacer .0001" 
Face Form hyperbolic 
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Fig. 2.27 Tape Recorder - Top View 
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Key 
1 Tape Spool 
2 Erase, Record Heads 
3 Fast Wind/Rewind Switch 
4 Tape Speed Sensor 
5 Pressure Pad 
6 Pinoh Roller 
7 Function Switoh 
8 Tape 
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Fig. 2.28 Speed Control Board 
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Playback Level 85V + 1.5dB 
WRITS Current 10mA p-p. 
Output 2.5mV + 20JS p-p. 
TRANSMITTER 
This Is taken from an Ultra Electronics disposable sonobuoy 
(Fig. 2.29)* and mounted, screened inside the instrument housing of 
the buoy, next to the electronics container. The transmitter consists 
of a modulated crystal controlled R-F osoillator-doubler, two 
frequency doubler amplifiers and a f i n a l RF power amplifier. 
Modulation i s accomplished i n the OBciliator stage by means of a 
variable reaotanoe diode i n series with Hie crystal, and thus the 
oscillator frequency is varied by the audio input. 
The transmitter i s disconnected once the tape deck begins to 
operate, to prevent any R.F. interference which might oause the A/D 
converter to malfunction. 
The power for the x-mitter is dropped from the unregulated 
12v battery supply to 10.1 volts using a Zener diode arrangement. The 
aerial of the transmitter is mounted on a 19' two section hollow 
glass fibre pole, to increase the system's range. 
FLASHING- LI&HT 
This i s an OAR submersible flasher, type SF-500-1-100 which 
operates for over 100 hours at 1 flash every 2 seoonds. I t i s 
mounted externally, clamped to one of the strengthening struts (Fig. 2.1). 
BATTERY SUPPLIES 
The +24V input to the +15V power regulator i s provided by 
two Bxide type 166 12 volt motorcycle batteries, f i t t e d with non-spill 
oaps. One of these batteries also provides the 12V supply to the 
5V power regulator. 
The -15V stabiliser i s driven from two Lucas MGZ7/9A-8 motorcycle 
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A Luoas PUZ5A 12 volt battery supplies the UEL transmitter. 
A sohematie diagram of the power supply system i s shown i n Pig. 2.31* 
The eleotronio boards are housed i n an aluminium container 
which i s mounted as shown i n Fig. 2.1. The container may be removed 
for oircuit analysis, while s t i l l oonneoted. 
50-way and 15-way sockets on either side of the container link 
the internal eleotronios to the tape deok, control switches matrix 
board, L.E.D. display and power supply. 
The top view of the arrangement inside the buoy i s shown in 
Pig* 2.3* The tape deck i s held i n position by spring-loaded 
runners, which f i t inside a groove mounted on the inside walls of 
the container. 
The batteries are mounted in the lower half of the instrument 
housing using formers designed to hold them securely in plaoe. 
OPERATION 
The setting up prooedure for operation of the buoy i s described 
below. 
1. The batteries are connected up and a d.v.m. used to check 
that the correct working voltages are being generated. 
2. The 7-segment display for the clock i s enabled using SV7, and 
the clock set up to i t s zero oount using the fast or slow slew 
oontrols. The dock i s held at this i n i t i a l count unti l just prior 
to buoy drop. The display i s then turned off to conserve power. 
3. The tape deck i s removed from the buoy in order that 3600* 
of Ampex tape may be fitted and the gain of the A/D oonverter and 
gain control board i s adjusted using the rotary gain oontrol switch 
so that saturation does not occur. This i s indicated by the L.E.D. 














gig. 2.31 Battery Schematio 
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4. Onoe the gain level has been set, this display i s disabled i n 
the interests of power conservation. 
5. The tape deok i s replaoed and the timing counter chain 
including the 6-minute and hours counter stages are reset using 
the master reset button. BINARY k oounter controlling the data 
seleotion i s also reset by this switoh. 
6. The appropriate mode of operation i s seleoted (SW5 in position 
0, 1 or 2) and matrix pins placed i n the required (or default) 
positions• 
7. The hold of the olook i s switched off and the l i d of the buoy 
firmly secured. 
8. The flashing light i s aotivated and the buoy i s ready for 
launohing, onoe power to the hydrophone has been supplied by 
attaching the hydrophone cable. 
The individual component oircuits comprising the Digress 
eleotronios and the system i n toto were temperature oyoled in so far 
as was possible without a controlled environment ohamber, to ascertain 
that the cold water conditions in which the buoy was to be used 
would not oause instability or excessive d r i f t in the timing and 
docking functions of the buoy. 
In the range 0-15°C, approximately,no discernible temperature 
dependent dr i f t oould be found after an i n i t i a l settling period of 
some three minutes, during which time, presumably, the l . s . i . circuits 
were achieving their operating temperatures. 
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Replay 
Although some time was spent designing TTL circuitry to decode 
the digital signals recorded onto tape, a PDP8 mini computer was 
purchased by the Department of G-eologioal Scienoes before the playbaok 
system was b u i l t , and i t was a straightforward matter to use this 
computer to replay the digital tapes. 
With knowledge of the tape format (Fig. 2.23), the decoding 
and demultiplexing of the digital data i s simple, once the '0, V 
recognition pulse has been detected. The tape from the sonobuoy i s 
replayed on a Ferrograph Series 7 deck only unit, fitted with the 
same recording heads as the Nagra machine. This Ferrograph deck had 
been modified to enable i t to be remotely operated. 
The computer waits for receipt of a '0, 7' pulse, whereupon the 
digital data blooks immediately following are stored i n the oore 
memory. Each bit i s assigned to a location corresponding to i t s 
binary weighting and the binary gain values, data blook 3, tracks 3 
and 4 are used to convert the 12 bits into real amplitudes. The 
signal i s output through a digital-to-analogue converter to the 
G-eospaoe V.A.D. system (Chapter V). The computer decodes the time 
data presented to i t , simultaneously, the second, minute and single 
hours indicators, S j , Mp H^ , being used to identify the appropriate 
time data, and displays i t on a 6 digit L.E.D. display, similar to 
that used inside the buoy. 
The system was carefully cheoked in the laboratory and found to 
behave well when using digital test signals. For analogue test, 
sinusoidal oscillations, between 3Hz and 80Hz were input to the 
digital tape recorder and replayed subsequently to examine distortion 
and non-linearity (Fig. 2.32). 
A sample of the data obtained using the U.E.L. disposable 
sonobuoys was input similarly and replayed to the jet pen system 
(Chapter V) for visual comparison (Fig. 2.33). 
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Pig. 2.32 Sinusoidal Input (a) and Replay (b) 
(a) 
F i g . 2.33 Sample Input (a) and Replay (b) 
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I t should be noted at this point that owing to oertain d i f f i c u l t i e s 
both at Durham and whilst at sea in the summer of 1974 the sonobuoy 
described in this chapter was not used at sea and the amplitude 
analysis and velocity-depth information presented subsequently, were 
obtained from the U.E.L. disposable sonobuoys, in conjunction with a 
a Bolt Airgun system. I t had been hoped to perform some longer range 
refraotion work in 1973 but the 'Aquaflex' explosive was found to be 
unusable beoause of oorrosion, and similar investigations i n 1974 were 
curtailed beoause of operational constraints. 
Note;-
The books and articles listed i n the bibliography for this chapter 
are not numbered speoifioally as general reference was made to them 
a l l in the design, oonstruotion and testing of the sonobuoy. 
C H A P T E R T H R E E 
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THEORY 
Plane Wave Reflection 
Since the plane wave oonoept i s used as the basis for wave 
analysis, the following i s given i n introduction. 
The plane wave i s the simplest form of wave motion and, in 
general, aooustio scalar and vector potentials, $ and Jj,, may be 
assumed, such that (Ref. 3*1) 
V • grad 4> + curl ( l ) 
where v i s the partiole velocity. 
I f a Cartesian co-ordinate system i s defined only the x and 
s oo-ordinates together with those quantities dependent on x and z, 
need be considered, because of the nature of the plane wave. 
Defining; 
Displacement in the direction of the x-axis as u , 
Displacement in the direction of the z-axis as w, 
Displacement i n the direction of the y-axLs as v, 
I f an inoident longitudinal wave i s assumed then from (1) 
U 3 J>0 - : 
dx dz 
7 = 0 I (2) 
w = J}0 + JM£ 
As there i s no inoident transverse wave, the veotor 
potential. . i s zero (Ref. 3*2) giving 
v = d<ft (3) 
The Cartesian co-ordinate system i s defined such that the 
reflecting interfaoe between the two media to be examined i s 
plaoed in the z = 0 plane, and the x-axis l i e s along the intersection 
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of the interface plane with the plane of incidence, as shown i n 
Pig. 3.1. 
The physical properties of the two media are given i n the 
table below, and the two media are defined as linear isotropic 
homogeneous perfectly elastio media. 
MEDIUM 1 MEDIUM 2 
longitudinal velooity a l a 2 
transverse velooity b l b 2 
density '1 '2 
I t i s assumed that the wave normal of the inoident wave makes an 
angle, i , with the normal to the interface (Fig. 3.1)• The 
potential of the inoident longitudinal wave can thus be written as 
<f,Q = exp j^jk ( x sin 1 + z cos i ) - Jwt J (4) 
where w i s the angular frequency and k i s the wave number (Ref. 3.3)• 
Assuming that there i s continuity aoross the interfaoe and, henoe, 
requiring equal normal and tangential stresses on both sides of the 
interfaoe, the potential of the refleoted longitudinal wave may be 
expressed as 
*° = A 0 ( V B x p [ J k ( x s i n 1 ~ z eos i ) - Jwt] (5) 
where e a sin i . o 
A ( e J i s defined as the Reflection Coefficient for plane waves, o o 
The value of A o 0 * o ) B a 7 D e oaloulated from the above mentioned 
boundary conditions which are lis t e d below; 
Continuity Conditions 
( i ) normal displacement 
( i i ) tangential displacement 
( i i i ) normal stress 




Fig. 3.1 Cartesian Co-ordinate System 
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which may be rewritten aa (fief, 3.4) 
m z\ - E»2 , ( 
(iv) E c . j ! = E (.„), 
where ( a ) = X A + 2n du 
dx 
./am + _dw\ 
\ Sx ^a/ 
M [ a W + du \ 
(7) 
\,M are the Lame constants of the media (Ref. 3.5), 1, 2 subscripts 
denote the corresponding media. 
Substituting into equations (6), gives four equations linking 
the amplitudes of the four waves, reflooted P, reflected S, refracted P, 
refracted S, generated by the inoidenoe of the longitudinal wave, to 
the i n i t i a l amplitude (Fig. 3*2). 
Rearrangement of these equations (Ref. 3.6) and substitution 
for the different angles of reflection and refraction using Snell's 
Law (Ref. 3.7) gives an expression for the plane P wave reflection 
coefficient. 
A (« ) = K.(e ) + L„(« ) y/n2 - fi 2 /«v o o' 2X o 7 2 V o 7 ^  o V°; 7 2 2 
where 
h,2<*J ' i ".2 [ n i 2 <" - i) - 2 « . 2 ( D ] 






Incident P wave 
Reflected P wave 
Refracted P wave 
Refraoted S wave 
Reflected S wave R 
Fig. 3.2 Arrangement of Refleoted and Refraoted P and S Waves 
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" ,2 
2 2 !_ k 
where n = a l ^ & 2 ' **** r e f r a o t i v e index (Ref. 3*7) 
n 2 • • i ^ a 
>. 2 / v 2 
a. „, b. 0 being defined earlier as the P and S velocities i n their 
respective media. 
The region to be examined i n detail i s that near the c r i t i o a l 
angle, for which e^ = n 
For e < n, A ( e ) i s real o * o* o' 
e Q > n, A &( e^) i s complex 
Only the modulus | A Q( s ^ j f i 8 dealt with here; the phase 
ohanges that ooour as the oritioal angle i s passed through are 
discussed subsequently. The behaviour of j A Q ( e^)| depends on 
whether n 2 > l or n^< 1. 
Fora 1/b 1 = agAg = V3i pj P^ - 1 (Ref. 3.8). The 
numerical solution for | A q ( © o) J , i s shown in Fig. 3.3. 
This plot was obtained using the PLAMP programme, given 
in Appendix 1. Clearly, |A q( «o)j ohanges most rapidly in 
the region of the oritioal angle, 
( i i ) n 2 < l 
In this instance, a second oritioal point i s obtained, 
whose c r i t i c a l angle i s given by * q * n 2, and the |A q( e Q ) | 
ourve displays two peaks. (Fig. 3*4). 
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.42, = =JT, 







3, = a j b 
Fig. 3.4 Numerical Solution for Plane Wave. 
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The rapid variation i n |A q| ia caused by the changes i n 
f~2 2 
J n - e as e —» n. O O 
Writing 
Ao ( eo> = A l ( e o > - V ^ 1 -
then from (8) 
h(e ) = ^  - ( n 2 • e Q 2) 
*1 - L x (n -e 0 ) 
A2<°o> 1~2 2 2/2 2v 
(12) 
(13) 
Defining &j(*0) « 
2 2 e 
o 
(15) 
n <e o ; A ^ ) » ^ (ejj 1 - ef fij^ 
n >e o ; A 3(e o) = A^ejjl - e^^/C 
Clearly ^ ( e ) and A 2(e Q) change continuously i n the neighbourhood 
of the c r i t i c a l point as shown i n Fig. 3.5, obtained using HAL, 
lis t e d i n Appendix 1. 
Expanding A 1(e Q) and Ag(eo) i n a power series i n ( e Q - n) around 
the o r i t i c a l point and considering only the f i r s t term i n the expansion 
A 2(n) = K 2(n) = 1 - 2n 2 [ n / (P- l ) - 2n 2 (M- l ) ] (16) 
A 2(n) =Pnf [ / n ^ - n 2 j p n ^ - 2n 2 (M- l ) J 
/ n 2 2 - n 2 | n / + 2n 2 (M- 1) J J /D 
D = n 2 [ n 1 2 ( p - 1) - 2n2(/*- 1)] + 
4 f~ 2 / 2 2 
- n ^ n 2 - n + 
y i - n ^ - n 2 [ i ^ 2 - 2n 2(M- l ) ] 2 
A 2(n) i s the head wave coefficient. 
From (15), for eo< n; 





density ratio p = 0.75 
refraetive index n = 0.4 
— 
Pig. 3.5(a) A-(eJ against sine of angle of inoidenoe 
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( e j 
e 
• c r i t i c a l 
angle 
P = 0.75, n = 0.42 
Fig. 3.5(b) A„(eQ) against sine of angle of incidence 
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e o > n j 
| I " [ A l 2 ( e o > + k2 <eo> ( 1 " eo 2> ( e o 2 - * 2 ) ] * <20> 
| Ao ( eo> | = [ P o ( n ) + P l ( n ) ( e o 2 " ° 2 ) + ] ^ ( 2 1> 
where the ? k(n) are functions only of the physical properties of 
the medium and are independent of e Q 
For a ohange i n the modulus of the reflection coefficient i n 
the neighbourhood of the o r i t i o a l point, 
e o< n; 
*AU) _ n / l - n 2 A 2(n) b v V -> ^ A " " *2V"' (22) 
de >/ n - e o 7 - 5 — T 
e o > n j 
1 1 V " ) i n l i a as e -»n (23) 
I n the l i m i t as e->n- * A (e ) 
o 0 0 ^ 00 
de 
o 
while lim ^| A p(e o)| i s constant. 
e -»n+ ^ o 08 o 
Thus the derivative of the amplitude against angle of inoidenoe 
eurve i s discontinuous at the o r i t i o a l angle, indicating that the 
curve i t s e l f has a sharp point at this angle as can be seen i n Fig. 3.3. 
Identif ioatIon of this ousp by examination of the amplitude 
curve should, therefore, give information about the refractive index, 
and henoe the velocities of the two media. 
I t can be seen from Fig. 3*6 that the refleoted amplitude 
i s sensitive to the density ratio between the two media. The plane 
wave approximation, however, has serious drawbaoks. From Fig. 3.3 
i t i s obvious that as e -»1, I A (e ) l —*• 1, i.e. as grazing 
o 1 o o 1 
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/ P = 1.33 / / 
/ 
P = 0.75 
/ 
c r i t i c a l 1.00 0.77 0.54 0.23 angle 
Vp,, density ratio 
Fig. 3.6 Numerical Solution - Density Dependence 
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inoidenoe i s approached the reflected amplitude increases to that 
of the inoident wave. Examination of the phase of the reflooted 
wave (Ref. 3.9), shows that i t i s * radians out of phase with the 
incident wave. Hence at grasing inoidenoe the reflected wave 
completely oaneels out the incident wave and no energy i s propagated 
along the boundary, whioh i s dearly incorrect. 
Analysis using geometric ray theory (Ref. 3.10) gives sero 
amplitude for the head wave because the analysis i t s e l f necessitates 
a sero order approximation, while the head wave i s a seoond order 
effeot (Ref. 3.11). To obtain more meaningful results a more 
re a l i s t i c wave must be chosen. 
Although the behaviour of reflected plane waves discussed 
above beyond the o r i t i o a l angle i s physically unreal the 
mathematical expressions derived above relating reflection coefficient 
to angle of incidence,density r a t i o , e t c , are s t i l l valid i n the 
super-oritical region, i n that they now refer complex angles and 
are themselves complex quantities. As the following analysis 
employs plane waves to investigate the exaot nature of super-oritio&l 
reflection the v a l i d i t y of these expressions i s obviously important. 
Spherical Waves 
The purpose of this analysis i s to approach the problem 
dismissed above, beginning i n this case with a spherioal instead of 
a plane wave front. Mathematically, however, the technique used 
is to expand the spherical wave into plane waves following Weil 
(Ref. 3.12)., The d i f f i c u l t y of the reflection of a spherioal wave at 
a plane interface arises from the difference between the symmetry of 
the wave and the form of the boundary. 
Introducing a cylindrical oo-ordinate system, r , zf<t>, with an 
acoustic souroe placed at r a o, s = s , the interface l i e s i n the 
o 




Fig. 3.7 Cylindrical Co-ordinate System 
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In this instanoe the solution i s independent of 0. 
Denoting 
i ) displacement i n the r-direotion as u 
i i ) displacement i n the z-direotion as w 
and defining a longitudinal wave potential -"cEand transverse 
potential ^ , so that the vector potential¥ i n ( l ) takes the form 
curl (0,0,*), i t follows that 
u = a"E + a 2 * 
"Sr8" dr dz 
(24) 
= j ] E + a 2 * - v 2 * " a T * 
Assuming the incident longitudinal wave has potential 
0° = Ro"1 exp [jkR o - j w t j (25) 
where R is the distanoe from the source o 
and that there i s no incident transverse wave we obtain, omitting the 
time term and assuming unit i n i t i a l amplitude, the spherical wave 
potential, given as exp (jkR)/R, which can be expanded i n terms of plane 
waves, by use of a double Fourier integral i n terms of x and y, 
where 
r =yx 2 + y 2 (Ref. 3.13) 
I f , for simplicity, the source i s plaoed at the origin, then 
i n the plane z = o, the acoustic potential may be written as 
00 
exp(jkr) = j j A(k x,k y) exp [ j ( k x + y ) ] dkd k y (26) 
^ —00 
Using the Fourier transform property, (Ref. 3.14), A(k ,k ) i s 
x y 
given by, 
( 2 T ) 2 A(k x,k y) = j j expfjkfl exp [ - j ( k x + y ) ] dkdk (27) 
Transforming into polar co-ordinates 
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x -a. r 
X = r 008</> 
dx&y = rdrd<£ 
then (27) becomes 2 i 
k = q siniA 
y 
7 s r sin4> (28) 
(2T) 2A(k i,i^) - y d* y exp [ j r { k - q OOB (* - * ) } ] * r (29) 
0 0 
The Integral over r i s straightforward and by assuming a s l i g h t l y 
absorbing medium, so that the imaginary part of the wave number i s 
positive, (Ref. 3.15), the substitution of the upper l i m i t (" ) , 
yields sero, giving 
2ir 
( 2 i ) 2 A ( k i i j ) = 1 y d» 
|k - q cos (^ - <£)J 
2ir (30) 
= j/k / TTT d<*> 
Q [ l - qA cos 
From the Table of Integrals (Ref. 3.16) 
From 
A ( V y > 
(28), q -J 
2TT ( 3 1 ) 
. 2 . 2 k + k 
y 
* 4 A ( k J c ) = V2^/k 2 - k / - k 




I f exp [ j ( k x + k^y) 
J J /™o 5 9* 
dk dk x y 
/ ,2 . 2 .2 k - k - k x y (33a) 
This equation describes the potential f i e l d i n the x-y plane (2 = 0) 
and oan be continued into spaoe ( i . e . for the source not i n the 
plane of the interfaoe) by using Fourier integrals (Ref. 3.17) 
1 4 JUL 1978 ) MOTIO« y 
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Eaoh Fourier component then corresponds to a plane wave i n space. I n 
exact terms, t h i s continuation i s aohieved by adding to the exponent 
i n the integround + Jk .a, where 
k 2 - k x 2 - k y 2 (33b) 
The positive quantity represents continuation i n the halfspace, 
z > o. 
The negative continuation denotes the halfspace z< o. 
Thus for z>o; 
oo 





exp(JkR) = 5/2n j j exp [ j C k x + k^y - k^z) j dk^dk y k 
z 
These equations (34-) represent the formulae for expansion of a 
spherical wave into plane waves eaoh exponent representing a plane 
wave propagating i n a direotion given by the components of the 
wave number* 
The integration over k and k may be replaced by 
x y integration over 0 and </>, where 
k = k sin 0 oos <f> x 
k y = k sin e s i n * j ( 3 5 ) 
k • k oos 0 
z 
as illu s t r a t e d i n Fig. 3.8. 
The integral with respect to 4> i s between 0 and 2ir , whilst 
that over 0 i s not limited to only the real values of 0 • From 




Spherloal Co-ordinate STBten 
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and from (35) 
=^ .0= o. 
When k x , k y > + „ , k^— 
^ 0 — * ( 7 r / 2 - J » ) . 






X = 0 (tt,v) 
y a f (u,v) 
where 
J f(x,y) d(x,y) = y f [0 (u,v), ^ ( u , v ) ] d(u,v) | j | 
S 
From (35) we obtain 
dk z dk = k sin 0 cos 0 d 0 d 
tt* ^ v = k sin 0d 0 d<*> 
(36) 
Equation (33) may thus be rewritten 
for s ^ o; 
TT/2-J 0 0 2TT 
exp(.1kR) = j k y y exp £ J ( k x * + k^y + k gz)Jsin 0d 0 d<*> 
for 2 4 0 ; 
71-/2-,J°° 2 T 
exp(JkR) = j k 
R 2? 
Qc j j exp £ J(k xx + k^y - k^s)] sin 0 d 0 d * 
0 0 
So, i n addition to the waves i n a l l possible directions, limited 
b y 0 4 & 4 2 7 r , and 04 <t>4 */2, there are waves corresponding 
to complex values of 0 , so called inhomogenous waves (Ref • 3*18) 
(37) 
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At e - f / 2 . j a , where a i s real and positive oorresponding to 
the integration path To, (Fig. 3*9), these inhomogeneous waves 
propagate with a shortened wavelength along a direction i n the x-y 
plane (given by</>), and with an exponentially decreasing amplitude i n 
the z-direotion. Such waves are necessary since a superposition of 
plane waves alone would not produce a potential f i e l d having the 
required singularity as R-+ 0, and s t i l l remain bounded at other points 
(Ref. 3.19). 
Evaluation of the Reflected Potential 
The t o t a l f i e l d i s given by 
*T = 9 x f f i " 0 + ^ r e f l . R 
tfygf-j^ nay be represented as the superposition of plane waves, resulting 
from the reflection of the plane waves into which the original spherical 
wave was expanded. Upon reflection each plane wave w i l l have an 
amplitude equal to the product of i t s original amplitude and the plane 
wave reflection coefficient, 
i.e. 
A c(e o) exp [j(k* + y + k^ (z + Z Q ) ] 
i s the amplitude of each refleoted plane wave given unit incident 
amplitude. 
Hence, ir/2-j«, 2ic 
trefl ~ 4£ I I A«^ en^ e x D I ^ x s i n ( ' oos<£+ y Bin_$ sin 2 
0 0 (z + Z Q) cos0 ) J sin0 d 0d4> 
The integration over <t> reduoes to a Bessel function of zero order 
(Ref. 3*20), and writing 
x s r oos <fa 
y = r s i n ^ , 









> ' r . 
Fig. 3.9 Complex Plane Diagram 
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2TT 
jk(x OOB <t> + y sin 0) sin 01 d </> •] 
2ir 
j exp £jkr sine OOB (<f»- d</> 
2rr J (u) , u = kr sin o o 
Henoe T / 2 - J » 
* r e f l = J k j Jo^ e x p * 0 O B * ] Ao^ eo^ a i n * & e 
0 
Rewriting J (u) i n terms of Hankel functions (Ref. 3.20) 
. ( 4 
(4 
J c(u) [H QW(«) • H o< 2>(u)] ( 4 
where H ^ ( u ) i s a Hankel function of the f i r s t kind. 
Now H o ( 2 )(e' j 7 r u) = -H o ( l )(u) (Ref. 3.20) 
and A Q(e o) • ^ C " 6 , , ) » F R O B ( 8 ) • 
The integral i n (42) becomes the sum of two integrals. I n that 
containing H ^ ( u ) i f 0 i s replaced by - $ , identical integrands 
are obtained, the l i m i t s of integration being respectively 0 to v/2 - j 
and - 7 / 2 + j oo to 0 . 
Combining the two integrals 
7 r / 2 - J 00 
* r e f l = f j H o ( l ) ^ e*P [ * k ( z + 0 0 8 * ] Ao ( eo> 8 i n f i d ' 
-7T / 2 + j o o 
substituting for 0 from (35) 
* r e f l = f f Vo> 6Xp[*k (* + ^ Jlm\2] H o ( l ) ( k r 6 o ) * 
1 e de 
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This expression may be evaluated by using the method of steepest 
descents, or saddle point integration. The method is described i n 
detail by Horse and Feshbaoh (Ref. 3.21), but an outline i s given 
below. 
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Method of Steepest Descents 
This technique i s used to evaluate Integrals of the form 
where a has a large value. 
The functions f ( n ) , F(n) are arbitrary analytic funotions of 
the complex variable, n, and S i s the path of integration i n the 
in-plane. 
Within certain limits the path of integration i n the complex 
plane may be deformed without changing the value of the integration. 
Knowing this, a path of integration may be chosen such that almost 
the entire value of the integral i s given by a relatively short 
seotion of the path of integration (Ref. 3*22). Then the integrand 
oan be replaoed by another more simple function which approximates 
sufficiently closely to the original integrand over this region of 
the path. 
The Hankel function i n equation (46) may be extended 
asymtotioally at the so-called saddle point (Ref. 3*23)» out as 
the integration path oannot be deformed continuously into one 
passing through the saddle point without encountering pole and 
branch points, the i n i t i a l single integral becomes several, the 
other contributions arising from the integrals around the pole and 
branoh points. $ ° represents the saddle point path contribution 
and physically corresponds to the acoustic potential of the truly 
reflected wave. 
J£* represents the contributions from the integration paths 
around the branoh points (eo=n) and corresponds to a type head 
wave. 
"5"2 represents the contribution of a l l the paths around other 
branoh points and around the poles and corresponds to the remaining 
surfaoe and other head waves. 
J exp [af(n)J F(n) dn (47) 
S 
Ignoring the last of these potentials, 
* = 4> + «j>* 
i s the total refleoted potential, 
where from saddle point integration 
*° = R"1 A o(e o) exp (jkR) 
= JnA2(n) exp ^ k ( r n + (a + Z Q ) J 1-n2) J 
A 2(n) i s the head wave coefficient. 
L i s the distance travelled by the head wave in the lower medium, 
i.e. L = r - (a + S q ) n n 
The refleoted amplitude i s thus 
and the refracted amplitude i s 
Assuming constant ( 2 + Z q) and defining A°, A*,^0,^* such that 
*° = A° exo(A 1>°) 
(z + zo) 
** s A* exp ( J f * ) 
(s + s e ) 
i. e . 
K M / 1 
2 e o 
sinoe r • (Fig. 3.7) 
and 
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A* * nA„(n) (1 - e 2 ) 
k(« + « )e 2 x o' o i.'J





The amplitude of the truly reflected wave i s given by the 
reflection ooeffioient multiplied b y J l ~ - ~ e ^ . 
The amplitude of the spherical waves in this solution increases 
very rapidly just prior to the oritioal point, and since A Q(e o) has 
a discontinuous derivative, equation (23), A° similarly has a 
discontinuous derivative. The refraoted wave amplitude i s infinite? 
at the oritioal point but decreases very rapidly as distance increases, 
2 
tending to f a l l off as l/r for large r . 
Figures 3.10 and 3*11 show the shape of both the reflected and 
refracted amplitude ourves. These plots were produoed using 
programmes ASSRFLN and ASSRFRN li s t e d in Appendix 1. 
Interference w i l l ooour between the reflected and refraoted waves 
giving a resultant potential which has different characteristics to 
either of i t s constituent members. 
Write 
T = A exp (At) (57) 
(s + z o) 
where A = [(A°)2 + (A*) 2 + 2A°A* cos ( *° - ^ * ) J * (58) 
and = k|^R - m - (z + zQ)s/l - n 2 J + am <A Q(e o)>- TT/2 (59) 
The amplitude ourve for the remittent potential oscillates between 
an upper bound and a lower bound Cg, where 
C, - A 0 + A* ) 
" (60) 
Cg a A - A* J 
The frequency of oscillation depends on the frequency of the 
inoident wave and the refractive index, as seen in Fig. 3.12. The 





i 0.15 1. 
e 
n = 0.75, P = 1, b 
Fig. 3.10 Reflected Amplitude Curve - Asymptotic Approximation 
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) 
— i - i 1 • > — — 
0.15 0.30 0.46 0.62 0.77 0.42 1. 
e 
o 
h = o.75, p = 1, b 1 = 0. 












2ir v (z + z ) 30, 50, 75, 100, 300. 500. 
Fig. 3.12 Frequency Dependence of Oscillations 
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difference between the two waves shows that the amplitude of the 
osoillation decreases with increasing distance. 
In the area close to the c r i t i c a l point equation (46) becomes 
invalid, since the method of steepest descents i t s e l f i s invalidated 
when A i s a rapidly varying function, as i t i s near the orltioal 
angle. (Ref. 3.24). 
Applying a different path of integration and arranging A so that 
i t does not vary so rapidly (equation (12)), 
j£= R"1 exp (jkR) )A o(e o) - e Q 3 A 2(e Q) P(a,/3)J 




F ( a , 0 ) » J - 2 J / e x p ( - 0 2 ) |" * + («-fl) exp ( J TT/4) X 
>nr J L 2 
and 
J+ + a exp (J ir/4) x J <t> -jSexp ( j d</> (62) 
a = / kr 7 l - n 2 + / l - e 2 
J * ' 
where the branch of the Riemann surfaoe on whioh the integral l i e s i s 
given by 
<J<f> + a exp ( j ir/4) > = TT/8 
< - 0 exp ( j V 4 ) > = 
TT/8 
5TT/8 
e < n o 
e >n o 
'(64) 
For n, e Q away from unity a » 1 
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P( « ,/3) = kr - e o 2 J n - e p 2 f exp (- * 2 ) 
R o 3 \pr L 
7 -^exp Ca^A) 
= ^ *(«,0) = to /1 - e Q 2 - e o 2 M ;(/3) 
where 
0  
^ ( t f ) = _ L . /exp (-</>2W<fr - <3 exp(.1 TT/Q d</> 
-« 7 - 0 exp( j *A) 
as 0 
= ((8) + M / (0) 
(Ret. 3.25) 
Thus 
= R"1 exp (jkR) J A ^ ) - A 2 ( e o ) y i - **Jr^ e 
for e < n; o 
J ? = R"1 exp (jkR) { A Q(e o) - A 3(e o) [ M l H ( / 5 ) - l ] 
- j A 3 ( e o ) / i 1 I ( j 8 ) } 
e o > n ; 
2* = H"1 exp (jkR) { A 1 ( e o ) + A 3(e o) - j A ^ ) j 
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Henoe 
e o< n; 
Ao ( eo> o o - A 3 ( 6 O ) ( M x
R ( / 3 ) - 1) ] " • [ A 3 ( e o ) M 
2 ^ (71) 
» kR - tan"* (72) 
e o>n; 
A° = j f ^ T 5 [ i x U J * A 3(e o) M ^ O ) ] • [ A 3 ( e o ) , > ) ] (73) 
^° = kR - tan" 1 
A ^ ) • A 3(e e ) M.^) 
(74) 
As 0 -*» , equations (71 - 74) give the asymptotic formulae already 
obtained (equation 54)* 
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Critioal Point 
At the ori t i o a l point i t s e l f , an indeterminacy arises in 
equation (50), and another expression for the totally reflected 
amplitude must be calculated. 
from equations (66) and (67) for (8 a o and large a , F(a,/9) 
differs depending on whether vris approached from e < n or e >n. 
o o e —>-n-o 
F (a,0) = 0.822 a 3 / 2 exp ( j i r / 8 ) (75) 
e —»>n+ o 
F (a,/3) - 0.822 a 3 / 2 exp ( j 5 T / 8 ) (Ref. 3.25). (76) 
So that 
a —»-n-o 
2* - R"1 exp (jkR) A 1(n) - 0.822A2(n)>/n" ( l - n 2) exp ( j TT/8) 
k(s + z ) Jl - n 2 
(77) 
e —»-n+ o 
<t»° * R"1 exp (jkR) 
which leads to 
A 1(n) - 0.822A9(n)7"n" (1 - n 2) exp (J5 */8) 
k(z + a ) ^ 1 - n 2 
(78) 
e —*>n-o 
A x(n) - 0.759A 2(n)/n* ( l - n 2) 
jk (s • zQ)jn 
0.31U 2(B)/B"' (1 - n 2) 1 2 ^ 
/ * 




A 1(n) + 0 . 3 1 U 2 ( n ) / n " (1 - n 2) 
jk (* + Zq) Jl - n 2 | J 
-, 2 
0.759A 2(n)/ir (1 - n 2) ' 
jk (s + s ^ l - n 2 j . 
(80) 
The amplitude i s thus discontinuous at the c r i t i c a l point, 
but as no head wave has been considered, this i s only to be expected* 
Head Wave 
From (Ref. 3*26), the head wave potential i s given by 
.4 * = -n4Ag(n) & (5 ,V ) exp [ j k (rn + (z + Zq) Jl - n 2)] (81) 
where & 
0  
(&,v) = d t i Y* e x p [ - 0 2 -fT{l + i) r, <*>] 
* y </> + * «*p (J *A) x <*> x j5 exp (J JTA) d * 
• / 2 k r (1 - n 2) 17 =/ k ( l - n ) n I 
2r 
For a refractive index not olose to unity 
8 » 1 
( M ) -» - j r 3 / 2 [21?exp ( J T A ) V* 
5F2 r (3 /2 ) 
0  




M 2 (u) = k u w r o f j *A) ] 3 / [exp [-0 2 -/2~ (1 + fitljT d</> 
r (3/2) 
& ( o n ) = - . 1 r 3 / 2 /x 2 ( '») . 
n V / 2 
At the c r i t i o a l point i t s e l f MgO?) = 0 
and for large r, jf 2(ij)-»l . 
Hence equation (81) may be rewritten 
1* = jnA 2(n) M 2 ( r / ) exp [jk(rn + (z + - n 2 )J 
k / ? L 3 / 2 
At the c r i t i o a l point equation (86) i s indeterminate since both 
M 2(l) and L are equal to zero but ) may be evaluated at i = 0 
for large & . 
&(«,0) - krf_ 1.162 75* (1 - n 2) 3 ^ 2 expJ A 7 i r / s l 
jk(z + s o ) 7 l - n 2 j ' 
giving, in general 
^» = l . l 6 2 A 2( n ) n (1 - n 2) 3 / 2 exp [jk (rn + (z + Zq) Jl - n 2) + j7*/8j 
|k(z + Sq)V4L - n 2 | and 
A* = nA2(n) n2(y) 
k/TL 3/ 2 
^* = k(rn + (z + Z Q) Jl - n 2) + TT/2 + am< M 20?)> 
and at the c r i t i c a l point 
A* = l . l 6 2 A 2 ( n ) y r ( l - n 2) 3 / 2 
[k(z • z ^ ^ / l - n 2 ^ 
^* = k(rn + (a + z ) Jl - n 2) + 7*/8 
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The amplitude of head waves deoreases as r " ^ where p ^ 2 . 
p i s greatest i n the c r i t i c a l region but—>Z as r increases. Figures 
3*13 and 3.14 show the head wave amplitude for various aooustio 
parameters and were obtained using the HD&EN1 computer programme 












k (z +, z ) = 30, 100, 500. 
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n =o.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 0.9. 
gig. 3.1U Head Wave Amplitude Asymptotic Approximation 
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Total Reflection 
For the totally refleoted wave 
r / — 2 1 ( 9 3 ) 
JnA2(n) M2(n) exp I jk(rn + (B + e Q ) y i - n 
Z- wj |V* - «„2 [*!<•„) -1 v . ' "*<fJ)] 
• n i 2 ( n ) (• • « o ) M 2(I) « P [ j k ( r n + ( « + » 0 ) ^ 1 - n 2 - JkS + J r/a] I («.) 
Thus the total amplitude A, i s given by 
A =/l - e Q 2 | [ ^ ( e ^ + A 3(e o) ^ ^(/S) + nA 2(n) Jl - e p 2 
e o . / l - n 2 
k(s + z ) e 2 / l - n ^ " " 
^M2R 00 0 0 8 " -M^Cl) sin vjj 






. / N ^ 2 /_ n ^ l - e k (z + z j e ( 1 - ( 
where 
^M2X (*>) ooe " + M2R(^?) sin J^J | ( 9 5 J 
= k(rn + (« • z )J\ - n 2 ) -kR + JT/2 (96) 
Define 
2 e o (97) 
(98) 
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* na 2(n) (1 - e / ) 
(z + « ) 8 1 1 - V 
172 
|^ 2 R 00 OOB v -n*(v) SiB 
O' o 
T j 8 nA 2(n) (1 - e Q ) 
k (s + « o) e / f l - o 
3/2 
]*»2 (»?) SlBV + Mg (1?) 008 
The amplitude of the reflected wave i s 
The amplitude of the head wave i s 
while the total amplitude, A, i s given by 
These expressions are valid for a l l regions beyond the oritioal 
point, at whioh 
T = R exp (jkR) 
T 
A^n) - 0.822A 2(n)yn(l - n ) exp U5V8) 
|k(s + s o ) / l - n 2 J 
+ l.l62A 2(n)/n~(l - n 2 ) 3 / / 2 exp^jk (rn + (z + zQ)y/1 - n + J7' 
[k (z + s )>/l - n 2 ] * 
and sinoe 
R = rn + (z + z - n 2 at the or i t i o a l point 
*. = R"1 exp (jkR) A x(n) -p.822A2(n)yn* (1 - n*) x 
jk (s + i 0 \ / l - « 2 J 
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(1 -J?(l + i//2) exp 
R"1 exp (jkR) A 1(n) - 0.822A 2(n)/n-(l - n 2) exp(j tt/8) 
|k (. + *e)/T7?| 
(105) 
(106) 
which i s the same expression as equation (77) and thus the amplitude 
curve i s continuous at the c r i t i c a l point. 
A orit A x(n) - 0.822A 2(n)yB*(l - n 2) exp ( j ir/8) 
T / — 2 * 1 * 
k (a + ZqJv 1 " n 
(107) 
Figure 3*15 shows the theoretical amplitude curve generated by 
the computer programme FINAL, lis t e d in Appendix 1. 
I t can be seen from equations (71 - 79) and (95) that the 
amplitude of the reflected waves i s dependent on three parameters* 
i ) the refractive index, n, = »-L/a2» 
i i ) the density ratio, p = P Jf\* 
i i i ) the quantity, k(z + ZQ) = 2ir * + V 
X 
Refractive Index 
A variation in refractive index oauses the position of the 
oritioal point to vary as can be seen in Figure 3.16, as i s expeoted 
from plane wave theory. 
Density Ratio 
The only terms whioh involve the density ratio, p, are A^(e Q) 
and A 2 ( e o ) * The integral expressions derived for M^(j3) » M 2(f) 1 x 1 
equations (67) and (84) are density independent. As can be seen from 
Figure 3-17 a variation i n density ratio hardly alters the position 
of the peak amplitude at a l l but does influence the shape of the 
amplitude ourve to a discernible extent - the curve for a smaller 
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Fig. 3.15 Theoretical Amplitude Curve. 
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n = 0.2, O.k, 0.6, 0.8, 0.9. 





Pig, 3.17 Variation in Amplitude with Density Ratio. 
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k(s + z ) 
o' 
^either A.(e ) nor A_(e ) depend on this quantity, but the 
shape of the amplitude curve and especially the position of the maximum 
amplitude changes considerably with a change in k(s + z ) . In 
o 
particular, for large k, or high frequenoy, the peak i s sharpened and 










k(z + z ) = 30, 50, 75, 100, 300, 500. 
Pis. 3.18 Variation In Amplitude with k(z + * ) 
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Layered Media 
In the ease of reflection from an arbitrary number of layers, 
firekhovskikh (Ref. 3*27) has shown that 
% ( n > - « l i M - ' ^ , » 
where 
Z-ju^n^ i s the input impedance of the n t l\ layer, 
n i s the phase change i n the n*^ !' layer, 
n i s the aooustio impedance of the layer 
= P C n n 
cos <r n 
where 
(108) 
P Q i s the density of the n**1 layer, 
C n i s the velooity of the n layer, 
&n i s the angle of incidence at the n**1 layer. 
d> s a d v n n n 
d^ i s the thiokness of the n^ 1 layer, 
a «: k cos 0 n n n 
i s the wave number i n the n**1 layer. 
n 
The calculation of the input impedance i s achieved by successive 
application of equation (108) and i t oan be shown that the reflection 
ooeffioient for a number of layers may be written as 
i = n 
s = 1 - I E 
7 * 7 ^ ) 
Zi+1 N e x p ( - J 0 ) . , v , (10Q) Z i + Z1N 
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The modified reflection coefficient for an arbitrary number of 
layers can thus be found by multiplying the expression for A(e Q) 
in equation (95), by R, above, and dividing by the appropriate single 
layer plane wave reflection coefficient. 
Inhomogeneoua Layered Media 
For an lnhomogeneous layered medium, i.e. one i n which the 
characteristics vary oontinually along one axis (the z-axis), 
provided that the variation with z i s slow, the problem of wave 
reflection reduces to the solution of the wave equation 
V 2 * + k 2 ( s ) * =0 (110) 
vlfpT (Ref. 3.28) 
Particularly this may be expressed in terms of the hypergeometrio 
equation (Ref. 3*29) and may be solved explicitly for a transitional 
layer where the refractive index increases smoothly from one value 
to a larger one. 
In this case 
r = r (3 s eos e o ) r j - j ( «/2) [cos e 0 + y o o s 2 e0 - n J j x 
r (-J 5 cos 9 Q ) r j +J( «/2) [cos 0 Q ^ e o s 2 B Q - n ] | 
r j i - J(«/2) [cos eQ +Joo82oo - h ] J 
J( 8/2) [eos e0 -JOOB2 0o - n]J 
(111) 
r i + 
where H s k (z + z ) x o' 
C H A P T E R F O U R 
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Processing 
The data processing of the sonobuoy reoords obtained on 
Durham University Geological Soience Department Geophysical Surveys 
in 1973 and 1974 may be divided into three parts. 
i ) Analogue playout of the Frequency Modulated (FH) tapes to a 
Variable Area Display (VAD) to obtain travel time information for 
reflection and refraction analysis programmes. 
i i ) Digitisation of these analogue reoords and subsequent amplitude 
investigation. 
i i i ) Curve f i t t i n g and synthetic curve generating procedures. 
The above processing was carried out on both the Durham University 
Departmental CTL Modular One oomputer and the Newcastle Universities 
Multiple Aooess Computer (NUMAC) IBM 360/67 and 370 machines. 
Analogue Playout 
The FM tapeB reoorded at sea on an EMIDATA instrumentation tape 
recorder by means of a V.H.F. link from sonobuoy to ship, were 
replayed on a "Geospace Instruments" Variable Area Display (VAD) 
unit. The original V.A.D. reoord made whilst at sea does not, usually, 
contain that portion of the signal corresponding to the direot or 
water wave arrival, i f the sonobuoy was used in deep water (Fig. 4 . 1 ) . 
The V.A.D. record comprises only an arrival time range of 
4.5 seconds, representing a water depth of 3.4km, at normal inoidenoe. 
In order to display arrivals beyond this time, a sweep delay f a c i l i t y 
i s incorporated into the unit which delays the beginning of this 4.5 
seoond sweep for up to 9 seconds i n 1 seoond steps (Ref. 4 .1)• 
Those sonobuoy reoords whioh were made in deep water where this 
f a o i l i t y had been used to permit examination of the bottom reflection 
were replayed without any sweep delay to obtain the direot arrival 
(Fig. 4.2). This was necessary to provide the water wave arr i v a l 
time data needed for the Wide Angle Reflection programme (Appendix 1 ) , 
(Ref. 4 .2 ) . 
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.Pig. 4.1 Variable Area Display (V.A.D.) Record 
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Increasing source / hydrophone separation 
Ref lectedarrwal 
it 
Two - way 
travel time 
0< 
4.2 Outline of V.A.D. A r r i v a l s 
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On board ship, an electromagnetic log of both the ship's 
fore-and-aft and port-and-starboard velocities had been taken 
continuously and i t was hoped that this knowledge of the ship's velocity 
through the water would be sufficiently aocurate that the direot a r r i v a l 
times of the water wave could be calculated from this data for each 
sonobuoy run. An i n i t i a l comparison showed that the ship's velocity 
relative to the sonobuoy was substantially different from that given 
by the E-M log, and thus a l l the records lacking the direot arrival 
were replayed to obtain corrected ship's velocities, using the surfaoe 
water velocities appropriate to the area, as given i n the standard 
tables (Ref. 4 .3 ) . 
A comparison of the ship's E-M log velooity and that obtained 
from the water wave i s given in Table 4 .1. 
Table 4.1 




1 6.2 7.09 
2 5.5 5.88 
4 5.0 5.21 
5 4.7 4.93 
6 5.3 5.78 
9 4.1 4.26 
11 5.7 6.09 
17 4.9 5.13 
Once the direot wave arrival had been obtained, each V.A.D. 
reoord was examined closely to determine the various' reflecting 
horizons apparent on the ultra-violet sensitive paper (Ref. 4 . 4 ) . 
A close reference was made to the continuous reflection profile 
immediately before the start of the sonobuoy run and also after 
i t s termination. In those instances where the aooustio basement 
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appeared p a r t i c u l a r l y rough, the continuous r e f l e c t i o n p r o f i l e 
which had been recorded but not displayed whilst the sonobuoy run 
was being made, was replayed to provide information on the dip of 
the bottom and sub-bottom r e f l e c t i n g horizons. 
Those horizons disoernible to the eye were transferred to 
tracing paper, i n an eff o r t to preserve the u-v se n s i t i v e reoords 
which aged f a i r l y rapidly on exposure to l i g h t , and the displacements 
i n terms of distanoe and time from the origi n of the display 
measured ( F i g . 4 .3 ) . 
The ori g i n of the display represents the instant of buoy drop 
and hence zero displacement. Horizontal displacements, proportional 
to separation of ship and sonobuoy, were measured at 0.05 seoond 
i n t e r v a l s , both for the di r e c t and refleoted a r r i v a l s . An example of 
the output of one such analysis i s given i n Table 2, ( o v e r l e a f ) . 
Reflection Processing on the 360 
The information thus obtained was fed into the IBM 360/67 at 
Newcastle using the Durham batch processing f a c i l i t y . The Wide 
Angle Reflection programme (WAR - Appendix l ) , developed from that 
written by Swing, Le Pichon and Houtz (Ref. 4 .5 ) , requires the input 
of both direot and refleoted a r r i v a l times, as mentioned above. 
The programme u t i l i s e d solves f o r i n t e r v a l v e l o c i t i e s and 
thicknesses of N homogeneous layers with plane sloping i n t e r f a c e s , 
given a t r i a l solution for the dip angles, which i s obtained from 
the continuous r e f l e c t i o n p r o f i l e s made during the sonobuoy run. 
The direot a r r i v a l times were calculated from the ship's v e l o c i t y , 
whioh had i t s e l f been determined from the direot wave. The operation 
of the program may be explained by examining the single layer case. 
Defining: 
T - v e r t i c a l r e f l e c t i o n time o 
T - r e f l e c t i o n time at distanoe X, from the source 
V - i n t e r v a l v e l o c i t y i n the layer 
e - slope of the lower interfaoe with respeot to the upper. 
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1 Direct arrivals (slope —) 
Travel lime It) 
Reflected arrivals 
1 Refracted arrivals (slope —) 
"2 
xc Separation ix) 
(Critical distance) 
4.3 Refraction Outline 
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Table 4.2 T*ri«Ai Analysis 




A r r i v a l 
Layer 2 
Displacement 
Layer 3 (inehes) 
0.05 0.89 1.02 1.18 
0.10 0.89 1.03 1.19 
0.15 0.90 1.04 1.19 
0.20 0.91 1.05 1.20 
0.25 0.92 1.06 1.20 
0.30 0.93 1.08 1.22 
0.35 0.95 1.09 1.23 
0.40 0.97 1.10 1.25 
0.45 1.00 1.12 1.26 
0.50 1.02 1.15 1.27 
0.55 1.05 1.18 1.29 
0.60 1.08 1.21 1.32 
0.65 1.10 1.24 1.33 
0.70 1.13 1.26 1.35 
0.75 1.16 1.29 1.37 
0.80 1.20 1.32 1.40 
0.85 1.24 1.35 1.42 
0.90 1.27 1.38 1.45 
0.95 1.31 1.42 1.48 
1.00 1.34 1.45 1.50 
1.05 1.38 1.48 1.53 
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Then 
T 2 = T 2 + X 2/V 2 - 2T X s i n e ( l ) o o * ' 
V 
from simple geometric ray theory (Ref. 4.6). 
Given a dire c t wave t r a v e l time, D, and a horizontal water 
velooity, VH, 
T 2 = T^ 2 + D 2 x VH 2 - ZT^.D.VH s i n e (2) 
V 
For the water layer, the i n t e r v a l velooity i s known to be a 
slowly varying function (Ref. 4.7), and the solution to the water 
layer oase oan give X(V), the separation of ship and sonobuoy by 
entering the correct water i n t e r v a l v e l o c i t y found from Matthew's 
Tables. 
Assuming plane layering (e = o) equation (2) becomes 
* 2 " *.* * » 2 ( ? ) 2 <3> 
which i s the equation of a straight l i n e i n D and T , the veloci t y 
being obtained from the square root of the slope of the l i n e . Henoe, 
i n i t s simplest form, the i n t e r v a l v e l o c i t y for a given r e f l e c t i o n 
2 2 
may be found by a l e a s t squares analysis of the D against T plot 
(Ref. 4.8). 
I n faot, this method leads to large errors sinoe the l e a s t 
squares f i t i s that of a tangent to an extremity of a ourve, beyond 
which there i s no data. 
A solution i s obtained for eaoh la y e r proceeding downwards, 
and each layer i s reduoed to a single f l a t layer case, using the 
solutions obtained for the upper layers to remove t h e i r e f f e c t s . 
For eaoh layer below the water l a y e r the procedure outlined 
below i s applied: 
V 2 
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1) The angle of emergence, b, of the sound ray at the sea water 
interfaoe, i s obtained at eaoh data point, by d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n of a 
fourth order polynomial f i t t e d to the o r i g i n a l T/X data by l e a s t 
squares, aooording to sirib/V^ = dT/dX (it) 
2) This emergenoe angle i s used to f i n d the theoretioal time 
corresponding to the t r a v e l i n the layers above the one of i n t e r e s t , 
using as a f i r s t approximation the t r i a l velooity and corresponding 
slope of the previous lay e r . 
3) This computed time i s subtracted from the observed time to 
give a reduced t r a v e l time corresponding to the t r a v e l i n the l a y e r 
for which a solution i s required. The equivalent reduced X distance 
along the upper interfaoe of the l a y e r i s found i n the same way. 
k) The t r a v e l time i n t h i s l a y e r i s f i n a l l y reduoed to the f l a t 
l a y e r case using equation (2) and by removing, at eaoh data point, 
the value, 
T 2 - 2T X s i n e o o 
V 
to obtain the reduced times 
T 2 = X 2A 2 (5) 
5) The velooity i s obtained from a l e a s t squares f i t of t h i s 
equation. 
6) The solution from (5) replaoes the o r i g i n a l t r i a l solution, 
with the ttip m o d i f ^ a C i ^ r $ p $ t o , - . t e ^ | p ^ a n % ( 2 y f | ^ # v (2) 
and the computation goes baolTto (2) for"'a'Second iterati^M 2^ 
l 2 
7) F i n a l l y , the reduoed times, T , i n the layer with the 
corresponding deviations from the l e a s t squares f i t are oaloulated, 
as are the velooity and i t standard deviation derived from the 
2 2 
standard deviation of the slope of the T /X l i n e . 
A detailed description of the operation of t h i s programme i s 
given i n Appendix 2. 
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Refraotlon Analysis 
Any refracting horizons prevent on the VAD record were analysed 
using a ref r a c t i o n analysis programme, WAT ( F i g . 4.3)(Appendix l ) . 
This programme simply performs a l i n e a r regression to obtain the 
v e l o c i t y s t a t i s t i c s - slope, interoept and standard error - for one 
layer with corrections for overlying l a y e r s . I n practice to obtain 
the best f i t more than j u s t the simple regression of time onto distance 
i s used. Regressions of both distance onto time and reciprocal time 
onto distanoe are car r i e d out (Appendix l ) . A complete l i s t of the 
output from TWAT for a l l the sonobuoy runs i s given, together with the 
wide angle r e f l e c t i o n v e l o c i t i e s obtained from WAR i s given i n the 
next ohapter. 
Amplitude Analysis 
For the amplitude analysis i t was decided to use the Departmental 
Modular One computer normally employed f o r seismic array processing. 
The analogue records were d i g i t i s e d onto magnetic tape using a 
d i g i t i s a t i o n programme, STORE, l i s t e d i n Appendix 1. I n order to 
prevent saturation ooourring on d i g i t i s a t i o n the analogue signals 
were fed through an a n t i - a l i a s i n g and gain control u n i t , whose gain 
oould be adjusted manually to prevent saturation. 
A l e v e l detection programme, LEVEL, (Appendix l ) , was run on 
the computer at a saturation voltage l e v e l of -5V. This figure 
represents the maximum signal that oan be exactly d i g i t i s e d by the 
Modular One; any signal greater than t h i s value i s stored as -5V, or 
i n the 60dB dynamic range of the computer input as -1024. ( F i g . 4.4). 
The EMIDATA analogue deck was started up j u s t prior to the 
instant of buoy drop and the teletype output of the Modular One 
printed any input ohannel (only channels 1-5 were used to transfer 
from analogue to d i g i t a l tape), ( F i g . 4.5), greater than -5V at any 
d i g i t i s a t i o n i n s t a n t . The gain of the a n t i - a l i a s i n g and gain oontrol 

































F i l t e r 
F i g . 4.5 Modular One/Analogue Link UP 
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saturation did not ocour. 
The analogue tape was then rewound to i t s i n i t i a l pre-4>uoy drop 
position and the STORE programme loaded into the computer. The 
d i g i t a l tape reoorder, attached to the Modular One, was loaded with 
a tape, and a f i r s t f i l e number written onto i t to enable the STORE 
sequence operation to prooeed. 
The programme operates i n the following fashion ( F i g . 4-.6): 
On one analogue input channel i s the shot instant command, 
which i s recorded on board ship and governs the f i r i n g rate of the 
Bolt airgun system. I t con s i s t s , e s s e n t i a l l y , of a 1 second duration 
2.2 volt pulse, with a positive excursion from zero v o l t s . On the 
other analogue input channel to the Modular One i s the telemetered 
output from the sonobuoy system. The programme waits f or receipt 
of the shot instant s i g n a l , and then transfers information from the 
input buffer to the d i g i t a l magnetio tape at a rate governed by the 
d i g i t i s a t i o n rate ohosen for the recording. A count i s taken of the 
number of samples stored and t h i s number i s continuously compared with 
the required number of samples, speoified a t the beginning of eaoh 
run, f or eaoh shot. Onoe t h i s number has been reached the programme 
writes an end-of-file (EOF) mark onto the tape and resets the various 
i n t e r v a l oounters to aero, to await the next shot instant s i g n a l . The 
prooess continues u n t i l the requisite number of shots ( f i l e s ) has been 
reoorded. 
Onoe the tape has been f i l l e d , i t i s ready for a n a l y s i s , 
accomplished by using the REPLAY programmes. Several REPLAY programmes 
were written, eaoh one increasing the f l e x i b i l i t y of the o r i g i n a l , 
whose flow diagram i s shown i n F i g . 4.7 (Appendix 1). 
The programme operates i n the following fashion; 
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Go To 24 
YES 
, f NO 
? 
YES >_ 




To Tape > 
Go To 16 
Pri n t 
Space 
Channel Print 
EVAjTBP = 0 
boNTINDE 
EVA;TBP = 0 
FG0T0;1 
F i g . 4.6 Store Flow Diagram 
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Programme Line 
Set I n t e r n a l 
Counters 







Starting F i l e 
(B) 
Terminating 





No* of Loops 
to Increase 
Range (D) 
Do From (B) 

























Do Loop i s 
Not Ended 
Return, 
E l s e 
Close Tape 
F i l e 
P r i n t F i l e 
Number 
I f not Last 
F i l e , Return 
-22 E x i t End 
F i g . 4.7(b) More Advanced Store Programme - Flow "Diagram 
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Step 1 
•I&NORE N SAMPLES' 
A oount i s taken f or the specified number of samples before beginning 
amplitude comparison. Onoe t h i s delay has been achieved. 
Step 2 
The modulus of the si g n a l value present i n Channel ( l ) . i s taken 
and compared with the value of ch(53) , which i s i n i t i a l l y set to zero. 
I f |oh(l) | i s greater than | ch(53)J the former i s stored i n oh(53)» 
the r e a l value of oh(l) i n oh(71) and the sample number at which 
t h i s storage occurred placed i n oh(57). 
Step 3 
A oheok i s made to determine whether the number of samples required 
for analysis has been achieved, and i f t h i s i s not so the next data 
sample i s taken before returning to Step 2. 
Step 4 
I f the window length oount has been achieved the information contained 
i n ch(53), oh(58) and oh(100), being respectively the absolute value 
of the maximum s i g n a l , the sample number a t which t h i s maximum 
ooourred, and the shot (tape f i l e ) number under examination, i s sent 
to diso for storage. 
Step 5 
A oount i s taken to see i f the desired number of windows has been 
examined, i f more than one window i s to be inspected the programme 
goes baok to Step 2, as often as there are required windows ( F i g . 4.8). 
Step 6 
I f only one window i s needed or the indicated number of windows has 
been analysed, the computer checks i f any more f i l e s are to be 
examined, having already reset the delay counter, oh(50), to zero. I f 
more f i l e s are required, the programme goes baok to Step 1, and works 
through the entire scheme again. 













F i r s t Window Second Window 
F i g . 4.8 Time Diagram For Store Programmes 









Read I n ; 
(60) - Delay 
(61) - W Length 
(62) - Shot Nos. 

































Store i n (2) 
Store 






























Set (55) \-(53), (54)} 3 0 
f 
C a l l Output 
Subroutine 
> f 
Go To 47 
U n t i l Tape 
Buffer P u l l 
> 
2L END 
Pig . 4.9(o) Replay Programme - "Flow Diagram 
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given below, i n F i g . 4.10. This was read from d i s c f i l e using the 
PRINT programme (Appendix l ) . 
Transfer of Data from Modular One to IBM 360/67 
This t r a n s f e r of data from the Modular One machine to the IBM 
360/67 proved neoessary beoause the Modular One did not have s u f f i c i e n t 
storage c a p a b i l i t y to enable i t to handle numbers smaller than 0.01 
or greater than 30.0. Several attempts were made to write a 
programme to oonvert the sample number and shot number for a p a r t i c u l a r 
peak amplitude into separation distance of ship and buoy and normalised 
amplitude, but t h i s proved f r u i t l e s s owing to the great dynamio range 
of the input data. 
Hence the output from the REPLAY programme ( F i g . 4.9) was 
transferred somewhat laboriously using paper tape to the 360/67. 
The conversion of t h i s data for quantitative analysis i s straight 
forward. Assuming a l i n e a r propagation path i n the water l a y e r the 
shot number may be converted to distanoe knowing the ship's velooity 
and the rate of discharge of the Bolt airgun system. 
The a r r i v a l sample number i s simply reduced to time by 
u t i l i s i n g the d i g i t i s a t i o n rate and t h i s a r r i v a l time oonverted to 
distanoe as above, the additional distanoe being added to the shot 
distanoe to give the exaot distanoe. 
Given ; shot number, s n 
ship v e l o c i t y , k knots 
= k* km h r " 1 (* k*/3.6 x lO^kms" 1) 
f i r i n g i n t e r v a l = F seconds 
The distance between successive shots, i s given by 
d L ^ j = F x (k*/3.6) x 10"3 km (6) 
Thus the separation of ship and buoy at the nth shot i s given 
by 
L n = S n x F x (k»/3.6) x 10"3 km (7) 
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C P»0?J F I L T F F ? » S T A * M T ? 5 
NI T I M F. S F . » I F . Q CH ? ? P 
F I L F 0 - 4 0 
I G M C F . N) ? . M P L F 5 S = 7 : 
W L F M H H = 7 7 . 
Mr. O F wi MDrws= ?. o t ; 
S T A P H MG F I L F . = 7 . 0 i ; 
T E P M I M A T I M G F I L F = ? 7 . ? ! 
rPM?: F T L T F » ? 1 • S T A1M T ? ? 
•M T I '-IF S E R I F S CKc? gte 
F 
C P'M ?: 
M T I ' 
F I L E 
J F I L T F P 7 1 ; p T P T M T 
•MF S E P I F S CM S ? 
0 - /} 
4 ? K 5 1 
4 0 p 4 4 ? 
P9 0 3 
3 7 56 4 
4 9 3 3 3 f 5 
f 19 37 H e 
-ill 1 7 
4 ^ 3 3B 
5 37 3? 9 9 
5 39 1 0 
t 31 3 37 1 1 
5 ? 5 ? 7 1 ? 
( 3 0 3P.9 1 3 
/J 0 7 31 1 4 
5<r 3 P i 1 5 
eo I 34 i e 
51 R P* 1 7 
47 3 49 1 1* 
63 5 31 19 
5 4 ? 3 3 P0 
1 ? 7 5 0 
0 
1 ? 7 5 0 P 
1 ? 7 5 0 P 
0 
Fig. 4.10 Example of Output from Modular One 
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For an arrival sample number, N, at a digitisation rate, r 
samples seo~\ the additional separation of ship and buoy is given 
by 
D = (N/r) x (k»/3.6) * 1 0 " 3 km (8) 
Thus the t o t a l separation i s 
Hn = ( S n P + N ^ ( k >/ 3' 6 x 1 0 ~ 3 ) W 
The distance the refleoted ray traverses i s calculated from the 
mean water depth and the separation distance, calculated above, using 
Pythagoras' Theorem, and the normalised amplitude found simply by 
multiplying the Modular One output amplitude value, i n approximately 
5mV units, by this distance i n kilometres* 
In the oase of sub-bottom reflections, the conversion i s 
accomplished by introducing an 'effective water layer thickness 1 
at each shot point. This e.w.l. thickness i s found from the W.A.R. 
and refraction analysis data. Then give estimates of the thickness(es) 
of the sediment(s) above the sub-bottom reflection of interest. By 
using these estimates, a two-way travel time for the passage of the 
sound wave through the sediment layers i s calculated and oonverted to 
an equivalent water depth using the water velocities obtained from 
Matthew's tables. This equivalent water depth i s added to the exaot 
water depth to provide the 'effective water layer thickness', from 
which the separation of ship and sonobuoy may be found. (Appendix 1). 
In an effort to determine the aocuraoy of the digitisation 
procedure, a series of digitisation tests were run on the Modular One 
and the analysis of these i s given i n Appendix 3* 
Curve Pitting and Svnthetio Curve generating Procedures 
In an effort to smooth out the expeoted experimental error 
effects i n the amplitude data thus produced, various curve f i t t i n g 
routines available i n the *NAG (Nottingham Algorithim Group) 
subroutine package were employed to f i t polynomial expressions by means 
of a least-squares or cubic spline approximation to the amplitude/ 
angle of inoidenoe (ship-sonobuoy separation) plot. These ourve 
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f i t t i n g routines are given i n Appendix 1, SAT (+ *NAG- B02 ABF). 
The output from these routines i s then fed to a double preoision 
curve plotting routine, SEN(Appendix l ) , which simply produces a 
smoothed output plot of the input amplitude data. 
C H A P T E R P I V B 
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RESULTS 
Analysis of Sonobuoy Records 
The variable area display records obtained using the Ultra 
Electronics disposable sonobuoys were analysed to provide information 
on the velocity-depth structure of the sea floor sediments i n the 
areas shown i n Fig. 5.1. The reflection parabolae were digitised by 
hand and the resultant information processed using the Wide Angle 
Reflection (W.A.R.) analysis programme, as outlined i n the proceeding 
chapter. 
Those portions of the records which contained refracted arrivals 
were examined using a travel-time reduction programme, TWAT, (Appendix 
1), with a view to producing further information concerning the sedimentary 
velooity structure, for correlation and cross-reference with that 
derived from the reflection studies. 
The results of these analyses and the precise geographical 
location of each sonobuoy run are given below. 
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DAY/YEAR LATITUDE LONGITUDE 
DEPTH 
(fathoms) 
h 19:01:45 167/73 58° 34.8' N 10° 46.B" W . 1005 
S2 16:29:18 169/73 61° 23.3' N 17° 24.2' w 1287 
S 3 17:52:12 171/73 59° 13.0' N 10° 13.6" w 293 
S4 10:26:20 174/73 60° 28.0' N 10° 22.5' w 104 
S 5 01:06:18 190/73 61° 42.8' N 5° 33.3' w 94 
S6 05:06:47 190/73 61° 56.3' N • 5° 21.8' w 96 
S7 06:03:00 190/73 RE-RUN PAST S,. 6 
91 
S 8 . 22:38:18 192/73 61° 02.5' N 7° 25.8' w 292 
s 9 01:49:16 193/73 60° 58.5' N 1° 18.0' w 396 
s i o 16:04:23 193/73 60° 18.2' N 7° 40.7' w 55 
S l l 17.06:54 195/73 62° 06.7' N 21° 18.3' w 815 
S12 23:22:17 199/73 FAILURE - -
S13 00:26:42 200/73 62° OB.7' N 36° 46.7' w 1413 
S14 02:41:46 202/73 63° 14.0' N 37° 16.3' w 1028 
S15 04:57:13 202/73 63° 08.1' N 36° 57.4' w 1292 
S16 23;49:28 203/73 AUDIO FAILURE -
S17 00:32:27 204/73 64° 01.3' N 36° 40.9' w 194 
S18 17:29:04 208/73 618 
S19 00:28:57 210/73 AQUIFLEX FAILURE -
S 7 4 / l 13:04:47 248/74 58° 17.21 N 16° 37.8" w 600 
S74/2 04:3fi:36 257/74 53° 58.4' N 17° 59.4* w 800 
S74/3 18:31:50 251/74 53° 47.8' N 17° 33.6' w , 850 




C a l c u l a t e d 




Water V e l o c i t y 
km s~' 
V e r t i c a l H o r i z o n t a l 
Depth 
(km) 
S l 7.09 8 1.488 1.495 1.84 
S 2 5.88 7 1.481 1.485 2.35 
S 3 6.01 8 1.493 1.495 0.54 
S 4 5.21 7 1.485 1.488 0.19 
S 5 4.93 2 1.461 1.461 0.17 
S 6 5.78 2 1.461 1.461 0.18 
S 7 4.68 2 1.461 1.461 0.17 
S 
8 
4.14 2 1.458 1.461 0.53 
S 9 4.26 2 1.458 1.461 0.72 
s i o 4.31 3 1.474 1.474 O.IO 
S l l 6.09 7 1.481 1.488 1.49 
S 1 3 6.11 6 1.478 1.476 2.58 
S14 4.51 7 1.482 1.476 1.84 
S15 6.40 6 1.478 1.476 2.36 
S17 5.13 6 1.475 1.476 0.36 
S 1 8 5.74 6 1.482 1.476 1.13 
S74/l 5.99 lO 1.495 1.496 1.20 
S74/2 6.73 lO 1.495 1.497 1.62 
Table 5»l(b) Sonobuoy Parameters 
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RESULTS 
R e f l e c t i o n R e f r a c t i o n l 
V e l o c i t y R e f l e c t i o n Time V e l o c i t y I n t e r c e p t 
Layer (km s ~ l ) ( s e c ) (km s - 1 ) (sec) 
1 1.49 t .oi 2.51 
2 2.17 - .1 2.68 2,17 - .05 2.11 
3 2.62 - .05 4.35 
. —. 
V e l o c i t y T h i c k n e s s Dip 
Layer (km s " 1 ) km <°> 
1 1.49 - .01 1.99 - .01 -
2 2.17 i .05 3.81 ~ .05 o° i 4° 
3 2.62 - .05 0° i 4° 
- -
Water depth i s 1.84 km from P.E.S. records implying a t h i n l a y e r of 
unconsolidated sediments o v e r l y i n g the 2.17kms~l l a y e r . 
Table 5.2(a) S n Results 
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R e f l e c t i o n R e f r a c t i o n 
Layer V e l o c i t y 
(km s ' 1 ) 
R e f l e c t i o n Time 
(sec) 
V e l o c i t y 
(km s - 1 ) 
I n t e r c e p t 
(sec) 
1 1.485 - .01 3.29 
2 1.99 - .09 3.52 
3 2.31 - .1 3.81 
4 5.52 - .2 4.40 
L a y e r V e l o c i t y 
(km s _ 1 ) 
T h i c k n e s s Dip 
km degree 
1 1.485 - .01 2.44 - .02 
2 1.99 - .09 .23 t .oi o° ± 2° 
3 2.31 - .1 .34 ± .015 0° i 3° 
4 4.33 - .1 3.25 i .08 0° i 3° * 
5 5.52 - .2 0° i 3° 
On the continuous p r o f i l e records there i s a r e f l e c t o r a t 5.3 seconds down. 
The two way t r a v e l time f o r the f o u r t h l a y e r i s thus 1.5 seconds and from 
the delay time equation 
I - £ 2 z j c o s i j t j + 1 
j = 0 V j 
w i t h I = 4.40, z Q = 2.44 e t c , the r e s u l t i n g g u a r t i c equation i n V3 may 
be s o l v e d (ANAL 1) to g i v e a v e l o c i t y of 4.33 km s - 1 , which i m p l i e s a 
t h i c k n e s s of 3.25 km. 
Table 5.2(b) S„ Results 
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S 3 
R e f l e c t i o n R e f r a c t i o n 
Layer V e l o c i t y 
(km s _ 1 ) 
R e f l e c t i o n Time 
(sec) 
V e l o c i t y 
(km s - 1 ) 
I n t e r c e p t 
(sec) 
1 1.495 - .01 0.749 
2 2.35 - .2 0.945 2.12 - .1 .53 
3 5.77 - 1.13 
L a y e r 
V e l o c i t y 





1 1.49 - .01 .56 - .00(3) -
2 2.235 - .2 .46 - .04 0° ± 3° 
3 5.77 - .15 . 0° * 8° 
Table 5.2(c) S, Results 
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R e f l e c t i o n R e f r a c t i o n 
Layer V e l o c i t y R e f l e c t i o n Time V e l o c i t y I n t e r c e p t 
(km s - 1 ) (sec) (km s - 1 ) (sec) 
1 1.49 - .08 0.13 
2 2.30 - .1. 0.87 
3 8.40 - .2 0.92 
V e l o c i t y T h i c k n e s s Dip 
Layer (km s " 1 ) km (°) 
1 1.49 - .08 .19 - .01 -
2 2.30 - .1 1.70 - .08 0° ± 5° 
3 4.97 - .15 11° 42- i 1° 
From the continuous r e f l e c t i o n p r o f i l e t h i s run i s up d i p . The d i p angle 
i s c a l c u l a t e d a s 11°42'. 
Table 5.2(d) S, Results 
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R e f l e c t i o n R e f r a c t i o n 
Layer V e l o c i t y 
(km s " 1 ) 
R e f l e c t i o n Time 
(sec) 
V e l o c i t y 
(km s _ 1 ) 
I n t e r c e p t 
(sec) 
1 1.495 - .01 0.19 
2 2.07 - .05 1.11 2.03 - .05 0.14 
3 5.19 - .1 1.17 
Layer 
V e l o c i t y 
(km s - 1 ) 




1 1.495 - .01 0.14 - .01 -
2 2.05 - 0.5 0.95 - .03 o° t 2° 
3 5.19 - .1 - o°{?) t 5° 
Table 5.2(e) S c Results 
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S6 
R e f l e c t i o n R e f r a c t i o n 
Layer V e l o c i t y R e f l e c t i o n Time V e l o c i t y I n t e r c e p t 
(km s - 1 ) ( s e c ) (km s _ 1 ) (sec) 
1 1.46 - .01 .12 
2 1.73 - . 0 5 .134 1.68 - .1 0.14 
3 2.25 - .05 .760 2.39 - .1 0.88 
4 5.81 - .1 1.08 
V e l o c i t y T h i c k n e s s Dip 
Layer (km s " 1 ) km (°) 
1 1.46 - .01 0.18 - .01 -
2 1.70 - .1 O.88 - .04 o° i 2° 
3 2.25 - .05 0.29 - .03 2° 
4 4.78 - .1 5°3- i 20« 
From the continuous r e f l e c t i o n p r o f i l e t h i s run i s up d i p , and the angle of 
di p i s 5°3'. 
Table 5.2(f) Results 
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R e f l e c t i o n R e f r a c t i o n 
L a y e r V e l o c i t y R e f l e c t i o n Time V e l o c i t y I n t e r c e p t 
(km s -1 ) (sec) (km s -1 ( s e c ) 
1 1.46 + .01 0.12 
2 1.72 + .05 0. 59 1.65 + .05 0.112 
3 2.08 + .05 0.74 1.95 + .06 0.710 
4 4.66 + .1 1.120 
1 1.46 + .01 0.12 
2 1.73 + .04 0.62 1.70 + .1 O.H5 
3 2.04 + .86 0.75 2.03 + .05 0.720 
4 4.92 + .OS 1.140 
V e l o c i t y Thickness Dip 
Layer (km s -1 ) km (°) 
1 1.46 + • Ol .18 - .Ol -
2 1.65 + .05 .80 - .05 o° i 2° 
3 1.99 + .05 .30 i .04 1°39 + 20' 
4 4.78 + .1 0°42 + 201 , 
i s a r e - r u n p a s t Sg a s the s h i p moved past the sonobuoy again. 
Table 5.2(g) S Results 
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S„ and S (Reverse of S ) 8 9 8 
R e f l e c t i o n R e f r a c t i o n 
V e l o c i t y R e f l e c t i o n Time V e l o c i t y I n t e r c e p t 
Layer (km s - 1 ) (sec) (km s - 1 ) (sec) 
1 1.458 - .01 0.49 
2 1.96 - .05 1.16 + 1.95 - .05 0.83 
3 2.40 - .1 1.41 2.65 - .08 2.0O 
4 6.38 - .1 2.68 
1 1.458 - .01 0.49 
2 1.97 - .08 1.20 1.93 i .05 0.84 
3 2.41 - .1 1.44 2.32 - .1 -
4 5.00 - .15 
V e l o c i t y T h i c k n e s s Dip 
Layer (km s - 1 ) km (°) 
1 1.458 - .01 .74 - .03 -
2 1.95 - .05 1.32 - .OS 4° i 20 
.3 2.45 - .09 .59 - .03 4°27- 1 20' 
4 5.61 - .15 7°49' i 10' 
Sg i s the r e v e r s e d l i n e of and from the up and down d i p r e f r a c t i o n v e l o c i t i e s 
the time v e l o c i t i e s and d i p s were found. 
Table 5.2(h) S„ and S„ Results 
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s 10 
R e f l e c t i o n R e f r a c t i o n 
V e l o c i t y R e f l e c t i o n Time V e l o c i t y I n t e r c e p t 
Layer (km (sec) (km s - 1 ) (sec) 
1 1.474 - .01 0.14 
2* 1.65 - .20 0.33 
3 4.55 - .1 0.22 
shallow depth l e a d i n g t o pronounced r e v e r b e r a t i o n made t h i s apparent 
r e f l e c t o r very d i f f i c u l t t o f o l l o w and hence t h i s r e s u l t i s v e r y i n a c c u r a t e . 
V e l o c i t y T h i c k n e s s Dip 
Layer (Ion s _ 1 ) km (°) 
1 1.474 - .01 .10 - .01 -
2 1.65 - .2 .07 - .02 o° t io° 
3 4.55 - .1 - 0° ± 2° 
Table 5.2(i) S 1 r t Results 
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l l 
R e f l e c t i o n R e f r a c t i o n 
Layer 
V e l o c i t y R e f l e c t i o n Time 
(km s - 1 ) (sec) 
V e l o c i t y 
(km s-1) 
I n t e r c e p t 
(sec) 
1 1.482 - .01 2.134 
2 1.685 t .09 2.550 
3 2.210 - .1 2.920 2.15 - .05 0.34 
V e l o c i t y T h i ckness Dip 
Layer (km s _ 1 ) km <°> 
1 1.482 - .01 1.44 - .02 -
2 1.685 - .09 .025 - .04 o° i 3° 
3 2.18 i .1 - 0° ± 2° 
Undulating R e f l e c t o r s but no o v e r a l l d i p . Deep water r e c o r d . 
Table 5.2(j) S n Results 
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S13 
R e f l e c t i o n R e f r a c t i o n 
Layer 
V e l o c i t y R e f l e c t i o n Time 
(km s - 1 ) (sec) 
V e l o c i t y I n t e r c e p t 
(Km s - 1 ) (sec) 
1 1.478 - .01 3.488 
2 1.54 - .06 3.64 
3 4.84 - .1 4.687 
V e l o c i t y T h i c k n e s s Dip 
Layer (km s-1) km (°) 
1 1.478 - .01 2.578 - .03 -
2 2.16 i .06 .165 - .02 0° i 3° 
3 4.84 - .1 1.13 - .05 0° ± 5° 
No r e f r a c t o r s noted. Deep water. 
Table 5.2(k) S., 0 Results 
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S l 4 
R e f l e c t i o n R e f r a c t i o n 
V e l o c i t y R e f l e c t i o n Time V e l o c i t y I n t e r c e p t 
Layer (km s ~ l ) ( s e c ) (km s _ 1 ) ( s e c ) 
1 1.476 - .01 2.47 
2 2.326 - .1 2.90 
3 2.52 - .05 3.24 
4 2.55 - .05 3.64 
5 6.49 - .1 3.57 
Layer 
V e l o c i t y 
(km s-1) 




1 1.476 i .01 1.84 - .01 -
2 2.33 i . i 0.50 - .03 o ° ± 2° 
3 2.52 i .05 0.42 - .03 o° i 2° 
4 2.56 + - .05 0.54 - .03 o° ± 2° 
5 6.49 + - .1 o°i 2° 
Table 5.2 (1) S.,, Results 
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S 1 5 
R e f l e c t i o n R e f r a c t i o n 
V e l o c i t y R e f l e c t i o n Time V e l o c i t y I n t e r c e p t 
Layer (km s - 1 ) (sec) (km s - 1 ) ( s e c ) 
1 1.487 - .01 0.792 
2 2.02 i .05 0.983 
3 2.57 t .08 1.091 
V e l o c i t y Thickness Dip 
Layer (km s " 1 ) km (°) 
1 1.487 - .01 2.36 - .03 -
2 2.02 - .05 0.19 - .03 0 ° ± 5° 
3 2.57 - .08 0.14 - .04 0 ° ± 6° 
No r e f r a c t o r s present. 
Table 5.2(m) S.,,. Results 
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17 
R e f l e c t i o n R e f r a c t i o n 
V e l o c i t y R e f l e c t i o n Time V e l o c i t y I n t e r c e p t 
Layer {km s _ 1 ) (sec) (km s"" 1) (sec) 
1 1.475 - .01 0.25 
2 1.616 i .07 0.43 
3 1.950 - .09 0.85 1.96 - .05 .46 
4 2.44 - .05 .84 
V e l o c i t y T h i ckness Dip 
L a y e r (km s-1) km (°) 
1 1.475 - .01 0.187 - .01 -
2 1.616 - .07 0.41 - .03 o ° i 2° 
3 1.96 - .05 0.42 i .03 o° t 3° 
4 2.44 - .05 o° t 2° 
Table 5.2(n) S.,, Results 
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S18 
R e f l e c t i o n R e f r a c t i o n 
V e l o c i t y R e f l e c t i o n Time V e l o c i t y I n t e r c e p t 
Layer (km s " 1 ) (sec) (km s - 1 ) ( s e c ) 
1 1.482 - .Ol 0.76 
2 1.980 - .05 1.06 
3 2.31 - .08 1.67 
V e l o c i t y Thickness Dip 
Layer (km s - 1 ) km (°) 
1 1.482 - .01 1.13 - .Ol -
2 1.98 - .05 0.30 - .03 0° ± 3° 
3 2.31 - .05 0.70 - .04 o° t 4° 
No r e f r a c t o r s p r e s e n t . 
Table 5.2(p) S 1 Q Results 
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74/1 
R e f l e c t i o n R e f r a c t i o n 
V e l o c i t y R e f l e c t i o n Time V e l o c i t y I n t e r c e p t 
Layer (km s"" 1) ( s e c ) (km s-1) (sec) 
1 
t 
1.495 - .01 1.576 
2 2.22 - .07 2.292 
3 3.09 - .1 2.38 
V e l o c i t y T h i c k n e s s Dip 
Layer (km s - 1 ) km (°) 
1 1.495 - .01 1.18 - .01 -
2 2.22 - .07 1.60 - .05 o° i 3° 
3 3.09 - .1 0° ± 1.5° 
Table 5.2(g) S_, y i Results 
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S74/2 
K e f l e c t i o n R e f r a c t i o n 
V e l o c i t y R e f l e c t i o n Time V e l o c i t y I n t e r c e p t 
Layer (km s - 1 ) ( s e c ) (km s - 1 ) (sec) 
1 1.497 - .01 1.672 
2 2.10 - .05 2.24 
3 3.31 - .05 2.93 
V e l o c i t y T h i c k n e s s Dip 
Layer (km s-1) km (°) 
1 1.497 - .01 1.25 - .01 -
2 2.10 - .05 0.6 - .03 0° t 3° 
3 3.31 - .05 - 0° ± 2° 
Deep water. 
Table 5.2(r) S^, . Results 
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Experimental Results 
The experimental results discussed here, were obtained using 
the Modular One computer and the amplitude analysis programmes 
described in the previous chapter. 
I n i t i a l t r i a l s on several sonobuoy records revealed that the 
problem of determining the peak amplitude arrival time of a given 
reflecting horizon was not quite as straight forward as might be 
imagined. I t was thought that the primary reflection from the sea 
bed i t s e l f would give the highest reflection amplitude, as this 
boundary represents the greatest change in acoustio impedance present 
(Ref• 5*1), and that a detailed investigation into the behaviour of 
the amplitude of this a r r i v a l for increasing angles of inoidenoe 
would indioate whether the theoretioal predictions would be borne 
out by the practical results. 
An examination of Table 5.3 and Pig. 5.2 shows that the matter 
i s not quite so simple. The table l i s t s the arrival time (in / 
milliseconds) and amplitude of the peak signal for the entire 
detectable range of sonobuoy run, 82. The figure i n column three 
i s the shot number and i s related to ship-buoy separation as explained 
previously. 
As expeoted, at very olose ranges, the direot wave i s the 
largest arrival and for a short interval, subsequently, a bottom 
reflection predominates. The picture, however, becomes more random 
in oharacter beyond this area, whioh corresponds to an approximate 
separation of 2 km, and i s henoe, well within the limit of disoernible 
arrivals. 
Another disquieting .$aj0ure i s th«; >wia> variation ^-amplitude of 
the a r r i v e s 4*16. 5.3). ^ig. 5.4 sho^s^e Jet pen AtyS&of a sample 
of retumlsd^Jials from sa$oluby run, S&l&ba shot 1 t | sMi 71 
I t ^ &gf; 
oorrespon|t|jt0*to a range i0|^|j>proximat4i^|46km and if^)|^.nspects the 
f i r s t and^se^nd peaks o$ ^  return, be seen iM^^e samev-
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r e f l e c t i o n a r r i v a l i s being examined f o r each shot. 
Four c o n s e c u t i v e shots are g i v e n i n P i g . 5.5 and even t h i s 
a p p a r e n t l y coherent s e t of r e t u r n s , which show good agreement as to 
a r r i v a l time, d i s p l a y a l a r g e amount of amplitude v a r i a t i o n . The 
sepa:rfction between each shot i s d f 1 the order of 80m, which should not 
be sfiJFficient to produce t h i s degree of s c a t t e r assuming t h a t 
inhomogeneities of such a s m a l l nature are not l i k e l y to be p r e s e n t i n 
the sea f l o o r s u r f a c e . 
The a r r i v a l time/amplitude/distance r e l a t i o n s h i p s f o r a l l 
the other sonobuoy runs were examined s i m i l a r l y , and i t was found 
t h a t t h i s problem was not l i m i t e d to t h i s p a r t i c u l a r sonobuoy run. 
Examples a r e given i n P i g . 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9. 
S e v e r a l oomplete shots were played out to the j e t pen system 
d e s c r i b e d e a r l i e r , a l a b o r i o u s t a s k s i n c e the d i s c f i l e used to 
capture the amplitude data i n the Modular One was only oapable of 
s t o r i n g 3.5 seconds of r e c o r d a t one time, given the high d i g i t i s a t i o n 
r a t e n e c e s s a r y to g i v e the r e q u i s i t e r e s o l u t i o n f o r t h i s work 
(Appendix 3 ) . 
A c l o s e i n s p e c t i o n of t h i s j e t pen output r e v e a l e d t h a t the 
r e c o r d s , i n g e n e r a l , are s u b j e c t to s h o r t (30-80 msec) b u r s t s of ( F i g . 5.6) 
n o i s e , which s a t u r a t e or n e a r l y s a t u r a t e , the Modular One analogue 
input are r e s p o n s i b l e f o r some of the s c a t t e r i n the peak amplitude 
a r r i v a l times and l e v e l s and i t i s thought t h a t they may have emanated 
from the s t e e r i n g gear of the s h i p used f o r the survey, the R.R.S. 
"Shackleton", and be r a d i o frequency (R.P.) i n t e r f e r e n c e breaking 
through on the c a r r i e r frequency of the P.M. l i n k from sonobuoy to s h i p . 
T h i s phenomenon was apparent on a l l the records examined. 
A more d e t a i l e d a n a l y s i s of the s i g n a l was undertaken, the 
window of r e c o r d examined f o r each shot being c a l c u l a t e d as t h a t 
s e c t i o n of the r e c o r d i n which the bottom a r r i v a l was expected to 
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short window length and incorporating several windows per shot, a 
teletyped output of the relevant section of the arrival was obtained. 
This proved to be an extremely long and time consuming process, 
the actual computer operation being accomplished f a i r l y rapidly, but 
the mechanical limitation of the teletype i t s e l f , at 10 characters/ 
seoond, greatly slowing down the data output, an example of which 
i s given i n table 5.4. A further drawback to this process of 
detailed investigation was the fact that only a limited number of 
shots could be examined with a given window, the arrival of interest 
moving beyond the group of windows chosen i n i t i a l l y , within the space 
of five or ten shots. I t was not possible to write the window .lengths 
and window positions into an incrementing *do-loop' beoause of a 
software limitation on the number of data looation statements and nesting 
levels which could occur i n any one programme. This necessitated the 
repeated termination and re-starting of the replay programmes to 
enable the entire range of ar r i v a l times to be encompassed. 
Fig* 5*10 shows the result of one such examination. The ar r i v a l 
time/distance plot i s better than the equivalent *all-record* result, 
but the amplitude/distance curve (Fig. 5*11) s t i l l shows a dis t i n c t l y 
soattered nature. Repeated investigations were made of the areas of 
the record where there was some doubt as to the v a l i d i t y of the 
oorreot identification of the a r r i v a l , i n an effort to remove the 
anomalous variations. 
In order to obtain these plots, i t was necessary to go over 
and over each particular shot examining eaoh sample almost individually, 
playing out small seotions of the reoord(s) to the j e t pen system and 
printing out the numerical amplitudes time and time again, the nature 
of the ar r i v a l being so hard to follow. 
This laborious technique provided dividends, and i t can be 
seen from Fig. 5.10 that the same horizon is being investigated 
throughout the record and as i t s computed depth t a l l i e s with that 
given by the Precision Depth Recorder (P.D.R.) whilst the run was 
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being made, i t is certain that i t i s indeed the bottom reflection 
that i s being considered. 
The amplitude/distance plot i s also an improvement but s t i l l 
shows considerable variation and i n an effort to smooth these out 
the curve f i t t i n g techniques discussed i n Chapter IV were applied 
to the data points. 
These routines calculate the best f i t of a polynomial of 
specified maximum degree to the given data points, using either a 
least squares or cubio spline method. A weighting faotor i s 
allocated to eaoh data point and i n the f i r s t instance a l l those 
amplitude values which were dearly inoorreot were given a weighting 
of zero. An example of the output from one such f i t , RAT + *NA& 
(Appendix l ) , i s given below. 
Table 5.5 
Curve-Pitting Output for Sonobuoy. 33 - A l l Record 
Coefficient* Error 
0.246813D 03 0.223967D 06 
-0.512474D 03 0.216590D 06 
0.134282D 04 0.558046D 05 
-0.954251D 03 0.434825D 05 
0.343339D 03 0.394150D 05 
-O.640666D 02 0.353928D 05 
0.582796D 01 0.352825D 05 
-0.204074S 00 0.350956D 05 
*The numbers i n the f i r s t oolumn are the coefficients, a^, i n the 
expression 
y -
A plot of the output produced from this data by the curve generation 
routine, &EN (Appendix l ) i s given i n Fig. 5.12. 
Clearly the errors involved i n this f i t to the amplitude ourve 
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are unacceptable, and once i t had been established that this was not 
oonfined to this particular sonobuoy run, i t was decided to attempt 
a r e - f i t of the data by instructing the curve f i t t i n g programme to 
weigh other erroneous amplitude points with a zero value, and also 
to r estrict the range of returns to within 8km of the ship to 
improve the signal to noise r a t i o . 
Fig. 5.13 shows the amplitude/distance curve to be f i t t e d and 
Fig. 5.14 the output from the generation programme, including 15 
'bad' shots, whioh have been assigned zero weights i n the f i t t i n g 
procedure. Table 5.6 gives the errors. 
Table 5.6 
Curve-Fitting Output - S3 15/87 Shots 
Coefficient Error 
0.146842D 03 0.235336D 04 
0.139719D 03 0.2261520 04 
0.228739D 03 0.683976D 03 
-0.144930D 03 0.548240D 03 
0.4765070 02 0.524916D 03 
-0.739646D 01 0.491260D 03 
0.404793D 00 0.489284D 03 
In this instance the generated curve follows the input curve quite 
well, to the eye, but the error bar shown on Fig. 5*14 indioates the 
amount of soatter present i n the input data. For a peak reading of 
2 + approximately 1500 amplitude units (mV-km ) , an error of -500 i s 
to t a l l y unacceptable. 
As a oheok to ensure that the curve f i t t i n g (RAT + *NA&) and 
generating programmes (GEN) were functioning oorrectly, a test was 
made using a known polynomial expression and the results displayed 
graphically i n Fig. 5*15 and Fig. 5.16. 
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and amplitude/distance curves derived from sonobuoy run S2 by the 
methods described above. Fig. 5.19 depiots the output from &EN 
for 20 'bad' shots, while table 5.7, the errors produced by this f i t . 
Table 5,7 
Curve-Fitting Output - S2 20/109 Shots 
Coefficient Error 
0.488454D 03 0.242256D 04 
0.103438D 04 0.230565D 04 
-0.154229D 04 0.128955D 04 
0.969357D 03 0.924444D 03 
-0.281216D 03 0.867053D 03 
0.410683D 02 0.855402D 03 
-0.293341D 01 0.794388D 03 
0.813374D 00 0.685829D 03 
Again, i t can be seen that the error of f i t at -680 i n 1500 a.u. 
represents a minimum percentage error of 30% whioh i s not very 
good. 
Fig. 5*20 shows the expected amplitude variation with density 
ratio for a typical water/unoonsolidated sediment reflection as 
oaloulated according to the theory developed i n Chapter I I I . A 
ohange i n lower medium density from 1.00 to 3*00 corresponds to a 
percentage ohange i n peak amplitude of 5&% which is considerably less 
than the error i n the f i t t e d curve, so that i t i s unlikely that any 
meaningful information on density variation oould be obtained from 
this analytic method. 
At this point, the sonobuoy runs examined i n detail above were 
re-investigated attention being paid to the second and th i r d positive 
peaks i n the bottom reflection a r r i v a l , instead of the f i r s t positive 
peak used above. These secondary peaks are of sl i g h t l y smaller 
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signature or bubble pulse osoillation of the acoustic souroe. 
Detailed printouts of the amplitudes of these peaks were laboriously 
obtained as before but a preliminary analysis indioated that they 
were no more consistent than the original. 
Acoustic Basement Investigation 
Although this i n i t i a l investigation had proved unsuccessful, 
the entire procedure was repeated on reflections from the acoustic 
basement. The techniques employed for this examination are 
identical to those used previously, exoept that an effective water 
depth i s calculated to allow for the passage of the sound wave 
through the upper sediment layers, as discussed i n Chapter IV* Given 
that the signal level was somewhat lower than i n the bottom reflection 
oase, the wide angle reflections were even harder to disoern. 
Fig. 5*21 and 5.22 show the arri v a l time/ distance and amplitude/ 
distance ourves obtained for the basement a r r i v a l f or sonobuoy run, 
S2. Fig. 5.21 indicates that the same horizon is being examined 
throughout the reoord, whilst the amplitude plot displays considerable 
variation. 
Fig. 5.23 shows the generated plot from the curve f i t t i n g output 
given i n Table 5.8* 
Table 5,8 
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Pig* 5*24 gives the f i t t e d curve with ten 'bad* shot weighted 
to zero, but whilst this i s an improvement over the previous case, the 
errors arising from this f i t are s t i l l of the order of -10^ a.u. 
whioh renders the f i t meaningless, as far as density identification 
i s oonoerned. 
The theoretical amplitude curves, shown i n Fig. 5.20, were 
generated using the computer programme, FINAL, (Appendix l ) 
incorporating the aooustio velocities obtained from the wide angle 
refraction and reflection programmes discussed previously. The data 
input for the programme oonsists of the P and S velocities for the 
two media (Ref. 5.3) together with the appropriate densities (Ref. 5*4). 
Assuming an upper water layer of known density, a family of curves i s 
obtained for a given input frequency band, for different density 
oontrasts, and i t was hoped that an estimate of the oorreot density 
value for the lower medium could be obtained by use of a multi-
dimensional pattern recognition reohnique (Ref. 5 . 5 ) . 
I n this process the Cartesian co-ordinates of the entire 
family of curves are input to the computer and then compared, point 
by point, with the co-ordinates of the experimental ourve, using 
a least squares f i t . That theoretical ourve which matches the 
experimental at the greatest number of data points, or dimensions, 
i s taken to be the most similar to the l a t t e r and henoe is the 
ourve with the closest approximation to the oorreot density. 
The spread of a family of curves for the expeoted range of 
density ratios (Ref. 5*6), is unfortunately, as mentioned above, 
less than the error estimates for the f i t t e d curves, and thus these 
oould not be used i n this pattern recognition prooedure. Attempts to 
use the raw data i t s e l f were similarly unsuccessful. 
I t was not anticipated that the frequency dependent 
oscillations i n the supercritical region would be observed, as one 
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expect this feature to be averaged out, but i t was hoped that the 
subcritical curve shape and the position of the amplitude maximum 
would be seen. As this was not so, i t was decided not to undertake 
the extremely time consuming and laborious prooess of analysing 
further sonobuoy records using these techniques. 
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Programme Check 
As a check to test that the theoretioal curves themselves 
were valid, a model of the continental crust i n the Bavarian 
Molasse basin (lief. 5 .7, 5*8), was used to generate a theoretical 
amplitude curve. The actual orustal model i s simewhat complicated, 
involving a differentiated gradient zone at the transition between 
orust and mantle, (Ref. 5 . 9 ) , and this was simplified to the model 
shown i n Fig. 5.25 to enable FINAL to be used by introducing a 
space varying velocity function. The results are shown i n Fig. 5.25, 
and i t can be seen that whilst the curve is not exaotly correct i t 
behaves i n a reasonable manner, indicating that the theory does 
provide a valid result. The curve presented i s the mean curve for 
frequencies between 10 and 15Hz, following Meissner (Ref. 5 .10), i n 
which the arrivals between 9 and 17Hz are those which are least 
affected by multiple and ghost events. 
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Signal Processing 
In order to improve the quality of seismic records, by removing 
unwanted multiple reverberations and bubble pulse oscillations, i t 
is conventional to deconvolve the records with functions representing 
these unwanted signals (Ref. 5*11)• 
Due to the nature of the wide angle reflection standard 
deoonvolution operators are not applicable i n that the path length of 
the shot and hence the shape of the inoident waveform vary with 
increasing separation of ship and sonobuoy, so that a time varying 
deoonvolution method must be sought (Ref. 5.12). 
An attempt was made to use a continuously adaptive linear prediction 
operator i n which the operator coefficients are updated using a 
simple adaptive algorithm. New values for the coefficients are 
oompared for each sample of data so as to minimise the mean square 
errors, following G r i f f i t h ' s method (Ref. 5.13). This method differs 
from the time varying deconvolution techniques used by Wang and 
others (Ref. 5*14), i n which autocorrelation estimates of the data 
are calculated, i n order to solve a set of normal equations to 
determine the coefficients of the deconvolution operator which i s , i n 
turn, applied to the data to obtain the deconvolved output. 
G r i f f i t h s ' extension of Wiener f i l t e r i n g has proved successful 
i n i t s application to conventional marine reflection data, where the 
removal of multiple arrivals i s excellent, but when his programme was 
applied to the data here, i t was unsatisfactory, the portion of the 
programme designed to remove multiples of the refraotion arrivals 
a^so removing the wide angle events (Ref. 5.15). 
I f the problem, howerer, i s treated using 'Cepstrum' analysis 
techniques (Ref. 5*16), this particular limitation does not occur. 
Consider the oomplex natural logarithm of the amplitude and phase 
speotra, log as a oomplex time series and take the 
inverse Fourier transform of this series to produce the oomplex 
oepstrum (Ref. 5*17* 5*18). 
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Deoonvolution i n the time domain becomes subtraction i n the 
oomplex oepstrum and so time varying deoonvolution beoomes muoh 
easier to implement. 
Following the work by Stoffa, Buhl et a l (Ref. 5.19), a 
preliminary study was made to see i f t h e i r homomorphio deoonvolution 
techniques would be applicable to the problem encountered here. Only 
one shot was analysed and the deconvolved output from Stoffa's 
programme i s shown i n Fig. 5*26. The r e f l e c t i n g horizons present i n 
the record oan be seen more c l e a r l y than i n the o r i g i n a l . 
By varying the period f o r whioh the complex oepstrum contributions 
are set to zero i n performing the deconvolution, i t i s possible to 
look at the r e f l e c t i o n of d i f f e r e n t frequenoy bands whthin the 
o r i g i n a l waveform, and i t can be seen from Fig. 5*27 that there i s an 
apparent s h i f t i n the r e f l e c t i o n position of the higher frequenoy 
portion of the signal. The two traces i n Fig. 5*27 correspond to 




(corresponding to a l l cepstrum contributions 
-T^184T, being set to zero). 




A r r i v a l Time 
a) (5-25)Hz 
b) (30-50)Hz 
Deconvolved cepstrum output i s normalised. 
Fig. 5.27 Detailed Deoonvolution - Shot 56. S2 
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Discussion 
The major question to be oonsidered i s the oause of the f a i l u r e 
to obtain correlation between the predioted and p r a c t i c a l r e s u l t s . 
The problem arises i n the actual recorded amplitude, the a r r i v a l time 
plots given i n the proceeding section indicating that the same 
r e f l e c t i n g horizon i s being examined* 
When one considers the physical prooesses involved i n obtaining 
the record, the following possible sources of error come to mind. 
i ) Hydrophone 
A change i n the ambient noise l e v e l due to aperiodio wave 
motion/current noise might influence the record. 
By examining, at some length, the recorded portion of the 
tape p r i o r to any seismio a r r i v a l s f o r several sonobuoy runs, at 
varying separations i n d i f f e r e n t depths of water, i t was deoided that 
the v a r i a t i o n i n mean noise l e v e l was not s u f f i c i e n t , w i t h i n one run, 
to explain the extremes of amplitude v a r i a t i o n present i n the peak 
amplitude a r r i v a l . 
i i ) Variations i n Airgun I n t e n s i t y 
This was considered as the airgun/compressor system on board 
the R.R.S. "Shackleton" was subject t o periodic venting, but the 
time i n t e r v a l between successive vents was of the order of 13-20 
minutes whioh would hardly manifest i t s e l f on the records examined. 
An examination of the d i r e c t wave from the airgun a t close range f o r 
three sonobuoy runs indioated that the signal emanating from the 
airgun was of extreme r e g u l a r i t y both i n frequenoy content and 
amplitude. 
i i i ) Frequency Demodulation/Tape 
The question of the F.M. demodulator misindexing and giving 
r i s e to spurious results was oonsidered but rejeoted as t h i s would 
r e s u l t i n the loss of the record during the period of miBindexing. 
The tape deck used was also used f o r recording a continuous r e f l e c t i o n 
p r o f i l e simultaneously with the wide angle record and a b r i e f analysis 
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of the normal incidence r e f l e c t i o n amplitude did not reveal 
variations coincident with the wide angle measurements, thus 
indicating there were no tape *drop-outs' or i r r e g u l a r i t i e s 
responsible f o r a loss of signal strength. 
i v ) D i g i t i s a t i o n 
The idea that aliasing of some description was responsible 
ooourred, but the signals having been d i g i t i z e d at 300Hz, had been passed 
through an 80Hz low pass f i l t e r which was some 8ldB down to 125Hz, 
before being w r i t t e n onto d i g i t a l tape. The signals were also band 
pass f i l t e r e d (5-50Hz) before analysis, (Appendix 3 ) . 
v) Superposition 
Returning to Fig. 5.4 and 5.5, showing the bottom r e f l e c t i o n 
f o r consecutive Bhots and r e f e r r i n g to Fig. 5.27, i t i s apparent from 
these plots that the wave group as a whole i s moving along the time 
axis of the p l o t , and i t can be seen that d i f f e r e n t peaks wi t h i n the 
bottom r e f l e c t i o n wavelet are displaced by varying amounts, so that 
enhancement and cancellation between the various peaks i s occurring. 
Fig. 5.27 demonstrates that the higher frequenoy portion of the 
waveform i s being refleoted at a d i f f e r e n t time to the lower 
frequencies i . e . the lower frequenoy components are being refleoted 
at a s l i g h t l y lower point i n the medium than the higher frequencies, 
and hence have a a l i g h t l y d i f f e r e n t time of t r a v e l . The reason f o r 
t h i s d i f f e r e n t i a l r e f l e c t i o n , w e l l known i n echo-sounding studies 
(Ref. 5*20), i s that the -typically water saturated unconsolidated 
sediments that constitute the uppermost layers of the ocean f l o o r 
are l i t t l e more than o o l l o i d a l suspensions, whose suspended p a r t i c l e 
size increases with depth, thus r e s u l t i n g i n the higher frequencies 
being refleoted 'above' the lower frequencies (Ref. 5.21). 
Thus i t i s oonoeivable that t h i s r e l a t i v e l y microsoopio 
phenomenon, which i s possibly subject to l a t e r a l variations, of 
short wavelengths i n comparison t o the range covered by successive 
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wide angle r e f l e c t i o n s , due to d i f f e r i n g bottom current l e v e l s , 
t u r b i d i t y , temperature and p a r t i c l e size could cause t h i s superposition* 
During the course of one sonobuoy run over what i s maoroscopioally 
homogeneous sediment according to the continuous r e f l e c t i o n p r o f i l e , 
these variations oould effe c t the wide angle r e f l e c t i o n s i n the 
manner observed* Those ref l e c t i o n s from the acoustio basement would 
pass through suoh small scale inhomogeneities and would be s i m i l a r l y 
subjeot to these frequency selective phase s h i f t s , 
v i ) Interference 
Another possible oause of t h i s wide v a r i a t i o n i n amplitude 
return l e v e l may be disoerned by examining Fig. 5*5 and 5*26, 
from which i t seems that interference i s occurring between d i f f e r e n t 
portions of the return leading to cancellation and enhancement of 
the signal which i s obscuring the true amplitude. 
This interference could be between the reflected and 
refraoted portions of the wave but as t h i s would only be expected 
at certain water depths/velocity structures and ship to sonobuoy 
separations, there must be some interference occurring between 
d i f f e r e n t r eflections at almost a l l angles of incidence, oaused by 
the r e l a t i v e l y long pulse length of the a i r gun i n combination with 
the nature of the r e f l e c t i n g horizons themselves. 
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ConoluBion 
From t h i s preliminary analysis of the dynamic properties of 
wide angle re f l e c t i o n s i t i s obvious that no d e a r picture oan emerge 
from the simple amplitude investigation techniques developed here, 
as to the physical constitution of the r e f l e c t i n g horizons as was 
anticipated from the theo r e t i c a l analysis. 
Amplitude information i s being l o s t due to either superposition 
w i t h i n the refleoted waveform possibly produoed by a non-linear 
e f f e c t i n the uppermost sediment layers, or interference between d i f f e r e n t 
r e f l e c t i o n and r e f r a c t i o n a r r i v a l s i n the return signal or perhaps 
a combination of the two. This i s leading to such large variations 
i n the measured amplitudes that no exact determination of the lower 
medium density was able to be made. 
Recent developments i n signal processing techniques may give 
better results by allowing smaller frequency bands t o be investigated 
separately as i l l u s t r a t e d b r i e f l y above, but i t i s u n l i k e l y that 
the arrangement used to oolleot the data i n t h i s oase would be 
suitable, a shorter range system of higher resolution being probably 
required to allow either examination of the f i n e structure whioh 
may have been deteoted i n t h i s range of experiments or to enable the 
d i f f e r e n t pulses producing the interference e f f e c t noted above to be 
separated f o r detailed examination. 
B I B L I O G R A P H Y 
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PLAMP 
a) This programme oaloulates the plane wave amplitude as 
a function of the sine of angle of inoidence (eQ)» 
b) This programme computes the value A l ( e Q ) as a function 
of e . 
o 
o) This programme computes A2(e ) as a function of e • 
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niMENSlON -.AG(1"0I ,XKI ( 1 Cf ) ,XK1 <J Of > ,XL1 (1 00 ) , XI.? U 00 ) , F 0 ( 100 ) , 
1F1 ( 100 ) , R Af •!G ( 100 ) i ANG ( 100) , XK 2 ( 1 00 ) . 
2T0( 1 00) ,T1 ( 100) , T2< 103) ,T3 (ICO I , TM I OC ) , Tr> ( l ^ r ) , T A< 1 ;r ) , 
4X1(1>!0), 
3 T 7 ( 1 0 0 ) , T S ( 1 0 0 ) 
READ(5,1) Al , A2,tU,3? f Dl f D2 
1 F0RMftT(10F7.?) 
0=02/01 
XNl = A l / f i l 
XN2=A2/U2 
R I = A 1 / A 2 
U=(02*P2*is2) /(0I>!-Bl*rU) 
WRITP(6,3) 
3 FORWiTC ' ,' S l h t OF ANf-LF* t SX, • AMPL I THf!|£« ) 
on 2 1=1,as 
A \ G ( n = i 
PA.\C ( I ) = (ANG(I ) * 3 . 1 4 1 6 ) / l t K ' . 
L-OI 1 ) = SIN(RAr r, ( I ) ) * S I N l RANG! 1 ) ) 
T0( I ) = S O K T ( l - F O ( I ) ) 
T l ( 1 ) = SORT ( XM*K"-1-F:0 m ) 
T2 U ) = S3ftT ( Xf,?*X,\2-E0( I ) ) 
T i l 1 >=F0( I ) * I ' 1 — 1) 
XK j ( i ) = ( E O ( I 1*111 X M * X ! J I * I C - I I ) - ( 2 . - • ' T - 3 . ( r ) ) ) * * 2 ) ) • ( T O ( i ) * r i ( i j * ( ( ( 
i n * X M * X M ) - ( 2.*T3( I ) ) )**2 ) ) + ( T0( I )*T 2f ! )*"*« XNl**',) ) 
X K 2 ( I ) = X K 1 I I ) — ( 2 • * ( E •„ ( I ) * I ( ( X \; 1 X N I * ( 0 - 1 ) ) - ( 2 • * T ? ( I ) ) ) ) 
XI. I ( U = ( 4 . * T C m * T l ( H * T 2 U >*( T 3 m * i n - l ) ) > *<T 1 ( I )*D*IXM**4 
I I I + ( T 2 ( I ) * ( ( ( XM1*X' 1 ) t ( 2 . * T i ( I ) ) >**2 I ) 
E 1 ( I ) = St N( RANK ( I ) ) 
XL2( I ) = ('+.*T0( I ) * T 1 ( I )*T2( 1 ) * ( T 3 ( I ) * ( U - 1 ) ) ) - ( T I ( I )*?}*( XN 1**4 
1 ) ) - ( T2( I ) * ( ( { X M * X N l l + l 2 . * T 3 ( l ) ) )**? ) ) 
R I 2 = R I * R I 
I F ( F 0 ( I ) .GT."I?) f.C TQ 47 
T 5 ( I ) = S Q R T ( R I ? - F C ( I ) ) 
T6 11 ) = (XK.2 ( I )+ (XI 2 ( I )*T5 ( I ) I ) 
XI ( H = I 
T7 ( 1 )=(XK 1 ( I )+(XI 1 ( 1 ) * T 5 ( I ) ) ) 
A 0 ( I ) = T 6 ( I ) / T 7 ( I ) 
GO TO 2 
47 T 5 [ | ) = | F 0 I I ) - H 2 ) 
Tf, ( I)=SO«T( AGS(XK2( I >**2+(XL2( 1 ) * * 2 ) * T M 1 ) ) ) 
I 7{ I ) = SORT(AtiSUK. 1( I ) * * 2 + ( X L 1 ( I ) * * 2 ) * T 5 ( I ) ) l 
AO(I )=T6(1 )/T7 ( I ) 
2 CONTINUE 
W R I T E ( 6 , 4 4 ) (F 1 ( I ),A0( I ) , 1=1,«?) 
44 FORMAT(2F14.3) 
WRITE(6,45) P1 
45 FORMAT (« ',' REFRACT 1VE 1 > !0 FX= » F7 . 3 ) 
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C PROG CALCUI. ATFS A 1 { l.: 0 ) AS A F iif|C T ( !'."! fM- F r> 
C p i n r s n . 
i l l ,vf,\s p>. f. | | l o) i , A ( l ••a) , xy \ ( i • V3 ) , v< '•' M fj i:) , >: | I. { 1 •': "i) , >; I T ( K ) 
1 , T 1 (<n ) , TV ('"in) ,T?, ( - 0 ) , T-i ('• .1 ) , T '3 ( °0 ) t T t. ( CJO ! , T 7 ( , 'M'K'l , f i ( 9 C ) . 
2ANG t QC 1 . ('••' ) , ! ( • - . ) , K J. I V ' l . S l H ' l ,S2 CK I , S.i <9G ) , S4 t 'TO ) , S S ( 90 I . 
5XI2'0«fl) , Y ( 2 0 i P J . 
3K I ( » ) .'-'1 (''-O) ,^1 1 ( 9 0 ) 
P F 4 D ( r j , l ) VI ,V?,i-l , i V , H , r v 
1 F O R M A T (6F7 ) 
•U=V1 A'2 
XMl=Vl/.Jl 
XN2 = V2/*<2 
ii=n?/oi 
1.1 = C* ( ( K2/B1) 
n i = n - l . 
U1=U-1. 
DO 2 1=1,89 
A \ T { I ) = ! 
Pfi\'f- ( 1 ) = ( ANC( I ) * ? . ] I:"• - ) / I ^ i . 
E i { I ) = S I M( [ w U f , ( T ) ) 
Fi ( I ) = E 1 I I J ** 2 
T I ( T ) = S!iRT ( 1 -E ( J) ) 
T2 ( 1 ) = S0;sT ( ( X M l * * 2 1 - 1 ( 1 ) 1 
T 3 ( I ) = S0-<1 ( ( XN2**?. )-• ( ?) ) 
T4 ( 1 » = 2.*F( I 
Tf>< I ) = ( I X.M*v2)*D l-TA( I ! )**> 
T6 ( I >={D=MX.V 1**2 >-T-V( I ) )**2 
T 7 ( I ) = F( I | *T5( T ) 
T8(T ) = T 1 ( I )*T2 <1 J * i M I ) 
TO ( I ) = T1 ( 1 ) * T ? ( T ) * r * | X^' 1 **A) 
X K 1 ( T ) = T 7 ( I ) + T P ( I ) + T 3 ( I ) 
XK2( I ) = ( TP,( I ) + T O { 1) ) - I 7 { I ) 
SI < I 1 = F { 1 ) * ( HI t * 2 ) 
S2( T J = I ( XN]**?) t-T/, ( I ) )**? 
S3( I ) = A.*T1( I ) * T ; - { | ) i T ^ m * S l ( ! l 
S4< 1 ) = T2( 1 I X M ^ 4 I 
S5( H = T3( I )*S?( I ) 
XL 1 ( J ) = VJ ( I H S 4 ( I ) + S 5 ( i ) 
R I ? = P | #4=2 
XL2U ) = S3< 1 ) - ( S M I l + S M J ) ) 
p . i ( i ) = ( x < i ( i ) * X K 2 ( : ) ) 
"21 f ) = P1 2-E ( I ) 
P.3 ( I l = ( X L . l ( 1 J*XL2( : )*i-:2( F 1 ) 
P, 1 1< I ) = < XL 1 ( I 2 ( I ) 
A l ( I ) = I P 1<I ) - P 3 ( I ) ) / I (X* l ( I ) * * 2 ) - P 1 1 1 ! ) ) 
2 CONTINUE 
WKllF(fc,4 lj ) Fl ,XM ,X\'2f 0 
X( I ) = F 1 ( I ) 
Y ( I ) = A1 ( 1 ) 
WRITF<6,44) I E l d ) , M I I ) , 1=1 ,H°) 
44 r-nRVAT(U| , • f, IMF OF ANGLE' »*i X • 1 A 1 ( F C ) • , / 2 P 1 4 . ?,) 
45) ( 1 H ,««FFPACT I VF I f-.:DF X = 1 F 7 . 3 / • N 1 ( = A I / P> I. J = ' F 7. .?. 
1/ • N?(=A2/R2)=•F7.2/'DENS ITY PATin=»r7.3) 
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C PROG CALCULATES A2CEO) AS A FUNCTION OF FO 
C AND PLOTS IT . 
DIMENSION Al ( 1 0 0 ) , A 2 ( 1 0 0 ) , X K l ( 100),XK2<100),XL l<100),XI 21 100) 
I , T i l 90 ) i T2 I 90) ,T3 (*!">) . T4 1*0) ,T5(°- ) , TM90 ) , T7(\»0) , TS ISO ) , T<- (op) , 
2ANG(90>,RANC.(90) ,E(90) , E U 90) , SI < 90) , S2 ( 9 0) t S3( 90 » , SM ^01 , S5 (<=0 ) , 
5X12048),YI2048), 
3 R U 9 0 ) ,R2l90),R3t90) ,R 1 1( c>0> 









00 2 1=1,89 
ANG(I)=I 
RANG 11)=(ANG(I ) *3.14 159 ) / 130. 
, E i m = SIN(RANG(I) J 
E ( I ) = E l ( I ) * * 2 
T l ( I ) = S Q R T ( 1 - F ( I ) ) 
T 2 ( T J = S Q R T ( (X N 1 * * 2 ) - F ( I ) ) 
T311 )=SQRT I I X N 2**2)-F:I I ) ) 
T4M 1=2.*EU ) * U 1 
T 5 ( I ) = ( { X N 1 * * 2 ) * D 1 - T 4 ( I ) ) * * 2 
T 6 ( I ) = ( 0 * ( X N 1 * * 2 ) - T 4 { I ) ) ** 2 
T711 ) = E( I )*TM I ) 
TB CI) = T 1 ( I ) * T 2 < I J * T 6 ( I ) 
T 9 ( I ) = T 1 ( 1 ) * T 3 1 1 ) * n * ( X N l * * 4 ) 
XKK I ) = T7 ( I ) + T 8 ( I ) + T9( I ) 
X K 2 ( I ) = ( T 8 ( I ) + T 9 ( I ) ) - T 7 ( I ) 
S 1 ( I ) = E ( I ) * ( U l * * ? ) 
S2 M ) = ( ( X N 1 * * 2 ) + T 4 ( I ) ) * * 2 
S3( I )=4.*TU 1 )*T2( I ) * T 3 ( I )*S1( I ) 
S 4 ( I > = T 2 ( I ) * D * ( X N l * * 4 ) 
S 5 ( I ) = T 3 I I ) * S 2 ( I ) 
X L l ( I ) = S 3 l I ) + S M I ) + S 5 m 
RI2=RI**2 
XL2I I ) = S3I I ) - ( S 4 M )+S5( I ) ) 
R L ( I ) = ( X K 2 ( I ) * X L 1 I I ) ) - ( X K l ( I ) * X L 2 ( I ) ) 
R 2 U ) = RI2-E( I ) 
R 3 ( I ) = I X L 1 ( I )**2)*R2(I» 
R U M ) = ( ( XK1 ( I )**2)-R3( I ) ) *T1 ( I ) 




44 FnRMAT('SINE OF ANGLE',5X,•AMPLITUDE' ) 
WRITE(6,46) I E K I ),A2( I ) , 1 = 1,89) 
46 FORMAT12F14.3) 




This programme computes the r e f l e c t e d amplitude of an 
incident spherioal wave according to the asymtotio 
approximation• 
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CIMENSICN ANG(9C),PAN'G(90),XK1(SC),XK2(90),XL1(Q0» , X L 2 ( 9 0 ) , T I ( 9 0 > , 
1 T2(90) , 13 t 90) , 14( 9 n ,15(90 ) , 16 ( 9C) , T7 (90) , T 8 (90 ) ,19 ( 9'j ) , E ( 90 ) , E I ( 9 
2 0 ) , S 1 ( 9 C ) , S 2 ( 9 C ) ,S3(90> ,S4(90) ,S5(90) , S 6 ( 9 0 ) , R l ( 9 0 ) , R 2 ( 9 0 ) , R 3 ( 9 0 I , 
3P4(90),R5 t 90),R6(9C) ,A(90) ,A1(9C) ,A2(90),A3 (90) ,X(2048 ),Y(204P),BE 
41A(90 »t I BET A (90 > i E1A190), IE1A( 90 » ,R*IU( 90) , XMU( 9CJ ,S*U(90) ,XSMIj(90) 
5 » RMU1 ( 2_') tXMUl (20) ,XN!U2(9 > , PMIJ2 (9 J , X.S*'U I ( 38 ), W I ( 9C }, M 2 ( 90 ), Z I ( 
690 ),Z2( 90) ,Z3(9C),Z4(90),Z7(Q0) ,ZB(90),Z9(90),W3(90),K4(90),XX1(90 
7),XX2(90) ,XX3(90),YY1(90),YY2(90) , XNU ( 90 ) , CNU ( 90 ) t SNU ( 90 ) ,7.Z 1( 90) , 
8ZZ2(90) ,ZZ3(Q0 ) i Z Z 4 ( 9 0 ) , ZZ5(9C) ,ZZ6(9C),ZZ7(90),Z78(90 I,ZZ9(90),eB 
9 1< 9 0 ) i 882(90) i PB3(9C >, 8BM9C ), BE5C 9.)) ,PB6(90) tBB7( 90 ) t BE8(90) , BB9( 
190), C C K 90) , C C 2 ( 9 0 ) . T I T L E ( 2 0 ) ,A0(93) , RR1(901,S«U1(39) 
CATA RKU1/ 1.63,1.30,1.17,1.11,1.07,1.05,1.04,1.03,1.02,1.01, 
11.01,1.01,1.01,1.00,1.on,l.00 11 .00 ,1.CO.I .00,1.00/ 
DATA XMU1/ C.51,0.31,0.22,0.16,0.13,0.10,0.09,0.07,0.06,0.05, 
10.04,0.03,0.03,0.03,0.02,0.02,0.02,0.02,0.01,0.01/ 
DATA Rf'U2/ 16.3, 8. 15,5.26,4.07,3.26,2.72,2.61 ,2.04,1.81/ 
CATA XVU2/ 5.10,2.55,1.70,1.28,1.02,0.85,0.73,0.64,0.57/ 
CAT A SMUl/ 0.0 3,0 .0 8,0.15,0.2 2,C.3;: , C 3 8 , ).46,-;.53,r. 59, 
1C.64,0.70,0.74,0.76,0.81,0.84,0.86,0.68,0.90,0.91,0.92,0.93, 
20 .94,0.95,0.96,0.96,0.96,0.97,0.97,C.S7 , O . 9 6,0.98,C.S8, 
3 t . 9 8 , 0.99,1.99,0.99,:?.99, I .00/ 
CATA XSMU1/ 0.05,0.12,0.18,C.24,0.23,0.31 , 0.33 , 0.33, 
10 .68,0.32,0.32,0.31,0.29,0.28,0.26,0.24,0.23,0.21,C.20 



















21 FORMAK 15,13F5.2) 














S3C = 4.+TlC*T2C*T3C*S.lC 
S4C= T2C*0*(XN1**4) 
. S5C= T3C*S2C 
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Z4C= C.fi22*A2C*SGPT(RI ) * ( 1-R 12 ) 







k4C = SORT(H3C+(Z9C**2)) 
AC=T1C*W4C 
WRITE(6,115) AC 
115 FORMAT t * 'CRITICAL AVPLITUDE=•F10.4) 
U1=U-1. 
CO 2 1=1,89 
ANG(I)=I 
PANG(I) = (ANG( I)*3.1416»/180. 
E 1 U ) = SIN(RANG(I) ) 
E ( I ) = E 1 ( I ) * * 2 
T1(I)=SQRT(1-E(I») 
1 2 ( 1 ) = S O R T ( I X N 1 * * 2 ) - E ( I ) ) 
I F ( X N 2 . L T . E 1 ( I ) ) G 0 TO 130 
T3 ( I ) = S Q R T ( ( X N 2 * * 2 ) - E ( I ) ) 
1 4 ( I ) = 2 . * E ( I ) * U 1 
T 5 ( I )=((XN1**2)*DD-T4( I ) ) * * 2 
T 6 U ) = ( D * ( X M * * 2 ) - T 4 ( I ) )**2 
T7(H=E(I)*T5(I» 
T 8 ( I ) = T 1 ( 1 ) * T 2 ( I )+T6(I ) 
T91I)=T1( I )*T3 ( I )*D*(XM**4) 
XK1(I>=T7(I)+T8(I)*T9(I» 
X K 2 ( 1 > = ( T 8 ( I ) + T 9 ( I J ) - T 7 ( I ) 
S 1 ( I ) = E ( I ) * ( U 1 * * 2 ) 
S2( I )=( <XM**2)+T4(I ) >**2 
S 3 ( I ) = 4 . * T 1 ( I ) * T 2 ( I ) * T 3 ( I ) * S 1 ( I ) 
S4( I )=T2( I )*0*{XN1**4) 
S 5 ( I ) = t 3 ( I I * S 2 ( I ) 
XL1(I)=S3(I)*S4U)-»S5(I) 
XL 2 ( 1 ) = S 3 ( I ) - ( S 4 ( I ) + S 5 ( I ) I 
GO TO 131 
FOR N2 LESS THAN E l ( I ) 
I . E . T 3 ( I ) , T 9 { I ) , X K 1 ( I ) , X K 2 ( I > 
S 3 ( I ) , S 5 ( I ) , X L 1 ( I ) , X L 2 ( I ) COMPLEX 
130 T 3 ( I ) = S Q R T ( E ( I ) - ( X N 2 * * 2 ) ) 
IF(FLAG.NE.O) GO TG 133 
FLAG=ANG(I) 
133 CONTINUE 
T 4 ( I ) = 2 . * E ( I ) * U l 
T 5 ( I ) = ( ( X N 1 * * 2 ) * D D - T 4 ( I ) ) * * 2 
T 6 ( I ) = ( D * ( X N 1 * * 2 ) - T 4 ( I ) ) * * 2 
T 7 ( I ) = E ( I ) * T 5 ( I ) 
T 8 ( I ) = T 1 ( I ) * T 2 ( I ) * T 6 ( I ) 
T 9 { I ) = T l ( I ) * T 3 ( I ) * D + ( X N l * * 4 ) 
XKK I ) = SQRT((T7(I ) + T8( I ) ) * * 2 * I T 9 ( I )**2) ) 
X K 2 ( I ) = S Q R T ( ( T 8 ( I ) - T 7 ( 1 ) 1 * * 2 + ( T<3( I ) * * 2>> 
S 1 ( I I = E ( I ) * ( U 1 * * 2 ) 
.S2(I ) = ( ( X M * * 2 ) * T 4 ( I ) )**2 
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1.8 S 3 ( I 1 = 4 . * T 1 ( I ) * T 2 ( I ) * T 3 ( I 1 * S l ( I ) 
1 [ 9 S 4 1 I ) = T21I>*D*1XN1**4) 
i;!0 S 5 1 I ) = T 3 U ) * S 2 ( I ) 
X L K IJ=SQRT 1IS41 I )**2)*(S3< 1 1+S51I 1)**2) 
1..2 XL21 I ) = SQRT(1 S4< I )**2>M S31 I ) - S 5 ( I ) 1**2) 
1513 C REST OF CALC. COES NOT INVOLVE COMPLEX VALUES. 
li' 4 131 R K I I = I X K 1 ( I ) * X K 2 1 I ) ) 
1,5 R l l I ) = ( X K l ( I ) * X K 2 i m 
i : 6 P 2 I I ) = R I 2 - E U ) 
1J 7 R 3 U ) = I X L H U * X L 2 1 I ) * R 2 ( I I ) 
l i 8 R 4 1 I) = l X L l ( I ) * * 2 ) * R 2 ( I ) 
12 9 Al ( I ) = (R1 { I )-P3( I ) >/l IXKl ( I )**2 I-R41 I ) ) 
120 P 5 ( I ) = ( X K 2 1 I ) * X L l t I ) ) - ( X K l ( I ) * X L 2 ( I ) ) 
12 1 R 6 ( I ) = ( ( X K 1 ( 1 1 * * 2 ) - 1 XL 1 ( I ) * * 2 ) * R 2 ( I ) ) * T 1 1 I ) 
13 2 A 2 U ) = R 5 ( I ) / R 6 ( I ) 
133 I F 1 R I 2 . L T . E ( I ) ) GG TO 99 
134 A01I)= A l ( I ) - ( A 2 ( I ) * T 1 ( I ) * S G R T ( R I 2 - E 1 I I 1 1 
135 GO TO 100 
136 99 R R 1 ( I ) = E 1 I I - R I 2 
137 AOU )= SQRT1 Al 11 )**2+l A21 I ) * * 2 ) * R R l ( I >) 
138 100 SI2=SQRT(1.-RI2) 
139 Wl111 = S I 2 - T 1 ( I 1 
IAD C N I S THE FACTCR K1Z+Z?) 
143.2 V*RITE18,24) 1R 1 1 1 > , P 2 ( I ) , R 3 1 1 ) , F 4 ( I ) , A l I I ) , R 5 1 1 ) 
140.4 1 ,R6l -I) , A2 ( I 1 , AO(I) » SI 2) 
140.6 24 FORMAT 110F8.3) 
14 1 W 2 1 I ) = S Q R T 1 N / 1 2 . * E l I ) * T 1 I I ) ) ) 
14? EETA1I)=W2(I)*W11I) 
143 B E T A ( I ) = A E S ( 6 E T A ( I 1 ) 
14* IF1BETA1I1.GE.2 . C 1 GO TC 47 
14 5 I F 1 B E T A 1 I ) . L T . 0 . 1 1 GO TG 48 
14 b IBETAl I ) = (BETAtl )*1C.C+C53) 
14T J M B E T A U ) 
14 J PMU1I)=RMU11J) 
14 3 XMU1 I )=XMU11 J) 
15i) GC TO 49 
15 L 48 I B E T A U l = t 8 E T A t I ) * l C 0 . + 0 . 5 3 ) 
15;! J = I B E T A ( I ) 
151 RMU1I)=RMU21J) 
15<t XMU( I ) = XML2 ( J) 
15fi GO TO 49 
15<i 47 PMU1I)=1.0 
15V XMUII)=0.C 
15f 49 I F I R I 2 - E U ) ) 111,2,113 
1 5< * 113 A 3 U ) = A2( I ) * T 1 U ) * S 0 R T ( R I 2 - E 1 I 11 
160 Z 1 1 I ) = 1 A 3 ( I ) * X M U ( I ) ) * * 2 
161 Z21I)= A3(I)*(R«U(I)-1.) 
162 Z 3 U ) = A r . U ) - Z 2 U ) 
163 C A l l ) CALC. ABOVE IS AMPLITUDE BEFORE C P . 
16< Al I )=T1 I I )*1SQRTUZ311 ) * * 2 M Z l l I ) ) ) 
165 . GO TO 2 
166 C BEYOND CRITICAL POINT 
167 111 X X i m = E l t I ) / T l t I ) - R I / S Q R T t l . - P I 2 ) 
168 XX21I ) = 1 N * 1 1 . - R I 2 ) * R I * T 1 1 I ) ) / 1 E 1 I I ) * 2 . ) 
169 XX31T) = S0RT1XX2U) ) 
170 ETA1I)=XX31I)*XX11I) 
171 IF 1 E T A { I ) . G E . 2 . 6 0 ) GO TO 147 
172 IETA1I JMETA1I )*10.0+0.53) 
173 J M E T A 1 I ) 













































GO TO 148 
147 SMU(I)=1.0 
XSMU(I)=0.0 
148 y Y l ( I ) = ( R I * E l ( I ) ) / T l ( I ) 
VY2(I> = ( S G R T ( 1 . - R I 2 ) ) - ( 1 . / T 1 ( I I ) 
XNIM I ) = N * ( Y Y 1 ( I ) + Y Y 2 ( I ) > + 3 . 1 4 1 6 / 2 . 
CNU(1)=COS(XNU ( I ) ) 
SNU{I) = S I N ( X N U ( I ) ) 
Z Z 1 ( I ) = A3(I )*XMU< I ) 
ZZ2(I ) = S M U ( I ) * C N U ( I ) 
ZZ3(I)=XSMU(I)*SNU(I) 
Z Z 4 ( I ) = ZZ2( I )~ZZ 3( I ) 
ZZ51I ) = R I * A 2 C * T l ( I ) 
ZZ6( I ) = ( R I * T 1 ( I ) J / J E H I)*SQRT( 1.-RI2) ) 
ZZ7U )= 1.-ZZ6U I 
ZZ8(I)=SQRT{ZZ 7 ( I ) * * 3 ) 
Z Z 9 U ) = N*E(1)*ZZ8(I» 
B B 1 ( I ) = Z Z 5 1 I ) / Z Z 9 ( I > 
BB2U J=BBl< I )*ZZM I ) 
P B 3 ( I ) = XSMUU)*CNU(I) 
BB4(I) = S M U { I ) * S N U ( I ) 
BB5(I)=BB3(I)+BB4( I ) 
E B 6 ( i ) - B e 5 ( u * e e i ( i i 
B B 7 ( I ) = A l l I ) + Z Z i m + B B 2 U ) 
B B 8 ( I ) = A 3 ( I )*RMU( I ) 
• B B 9 ( I ) = ( B 9 6 ( I ) - e e 8 ( I M 
C C 1 U ) = ( <BB7( I ) )**2)+(BB9< I 1**2) 
CC21 I ) = SQRT ( C C K I ) ) 
A ( I ) = T l ( I ) * C C 2 ( I ) 
2 CONTINUE 
CO 499 1=1,89 
X ( I ) = E 1 ( I ) 
Y ( I ) = A ( I ) 
499 CONTINUE 
WRITE(6,14) FLAG 
14 FORMAT(1H ,* SINE(ANG .OF INCIO. BECAME GREATER 
1 THAN N2( = V1/B2) WHEN THE ANGLE KAS=«I3) 
WRITE(6,11) ( X ( I ) , Y ( I ) ,1=1,89) 





This programme computes the head wave amplitude as given 
by the asymtotic approximation. 
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1 DIMENS ICN A N G ( 9 0 ) , R A N G ( 9 0 ) , X K M 9 0 ) , X K 2 ( 9 0 ) , X L 1 ( 9 0 ) , X L 2 ( 9 0 ) . T ] { « oi ) 
2 1T2 ( 9 0 ) , T 3 ( 9 0 ) , T4 | 9 0 ) , T 5 t 9 0 ) , T6( 9 0 ) , T 7 ( 9C) , T 8 ( 9 0 ) , T9( 9 0 ) , E C « 0 ) i ( 
3 2 0 ) . SI ( 9 0 ) , S2 ( 9 0 ) , S 3 ( 9 ? ) . S4 19? ) , S5 (9:.i) , S 6 ( 9 0 J . R 1 t9r ) , P ? ( SO ) , R 3 ( ) 
4 3 R 4 ( 9 0 ) , R 5 ( 9 C ) , R 6 ( T C ) , A ( 9 0 ) , a 1 (<-C) , A?( ^0 ) t A3 ( 9 0 ) ,X ( 2 0 4 * ) . Y (2 0'>8 ) . ; 
5 4 T A ( 9 0 ) t I BETA ( 9 0 ) I E T A (90 ) , I FT A ( 9 0 ) , R M U ( 9 0 ) , XMI.H 9 0 ) , SMU( 9 0 ) , X$ M(J( 9 : 
6 5 ,RMU1( 2">) f XNU1 ( 2 0 ) , XMU2 ( 9 ) ,RMl l? (9 ) , XS fU I ( 38 ) , W1 ( 90 ) , W2 ( 90 ) , 7 1( 
7 6 9 0 ) , Z 2 ( 9 0 ) , 7_3( 9 0 ) ,7.4( OQ) , Z 7 ( 9 0 ) , Z R ( 9 0 ) , Z 9 ( 9 0 ) , W 3 ( 9 0 ) ,U4 ( 9 0 ) . X X I (" 
8 7 ) , X X 2 ( 9 0 ) , X X 3 ( 9 0 ) , Y Y l ( 9 0 > , Y Y 2 ( 9 C ) t X N U ( 9 0 ) , C N U ( Q 0 ) i S N U ( 9 0 ) , Z Z 1 ( ° ) 
9 8 Z Z 2 ( 9 0 ) , Z Z 3 ( 9 0 ) , Z Z M 9 0 ) , 7 . 7 5 ( 9 0 ) , Z Z 6 ( 9 0 ) , Z Z 7 ( 9 0 ) , Z Z 8 ( 9 0 ) , Z Z 9 ( 9 0 ) , U 
10 9 1 ( 9 0 ) , P B 2 ( 9 0 ) , K H 3 ( 9 0 ) , 6 B 4 < 9 0 ) f B B 5 ( 9 0 ) » R B 6 ( 9 0 ) , BR 7 ( 9 0 ) , B B S ( 9 0 ) , » B 9 
11 1 9 ' ' ) , CC 1 ( 9 0 ) , C C 2 ( 90 ) » T J T |. E ( 20 ) » AT ( 90 ) , R P 1 ( 90 ) , SMIJH 38 ) 
12 DATA RMU1/ 1 . 6 3 , 1 . 3 0 , 1 . 1 7 , I . I 1 , 1 . 0 7 , 1 . C 5 , 1 . 0 4 , 1 . 0 3 , 1 . 0 2 ,1 . 0 I , 
13 1 1 . 0 1 , 1 . 0 1 , 1 . 0 1 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 , I . 0 0 , I . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 / 
14 DATA XN'U l / C . 51 31 , ^ . 2 2 , 0 . 1 6 , 0 . 1 3 , 0 . 1 0 , 0 . 0 8 , 0 . 0 7 , 0 . 0 6 , 0 .O r < , 
15 1 0 . 0 4 , 0 . 0 3 , 0 . 0 3 , 0 . 0 3 , 0 . 0 2 , 0 . 0 2 , 0 . 0 2 , 0 . 02 , 0 . 0 1 , C O W 
16 DATA R P U ? / . 1 6 . 3 * 8 . 1 5 , 5 . 2 6 , 4 . 0 7 . 3 . 2 6 , 2 . 7 2 , 2 . 6 1 . 2 . C 4 , 1 . 8 1 / 
17 DATA XMU2/ 5 . 1 0 , 2 . 5 5 , 1 . 7 0 , 1 . 2 8 , 1 . 0 2 , 0 . 3 5 , 0 . 7 3 , 0 . 6 4 , 0 . 5 7 / 
18 TATA S f U L / 0 . 0 3 , 0 . 0 8 , 0 . 1 5 , 0 . 2 ? , C . 3 0 , 0 . 3 8 , 0 . 4 6 . 0 . 5 ? , C . 5 9 , 
19 1 C . 6 4 , 0 . 7 0 , C . 7 4 , 0 . 7 8 , ' . 8 1 r- . 8 6 , 0 . 8 3 , 1 " . . 9 0 , c . 9 I , C . 9 2 , 0 . 9 3 , 
20 2 0 . 9 4 , 0 . 9 5 , C . 9 6 , C . 9 6 , 0 . 9 6 , 0 . 9 7 , 0 . 9 7 , 0 . 9 7 , 0 . 9 8 , 0 . 9 8 , 0 . 9 8 , 
21 3 0 . 9 8 , 0 . 9 9 , 0 . 9 9 , 0 . 9 9 , 0 . 9 9 , 1 . 0 0 / 
22 CATA XSMU1/ >.). 05 , C . 12 . 1 9 , 0 . 24 , 0 . 28 , 0 . 31 , 0 . 3 3 , 0 . 3 3 , 
2 3 1 0 . 6 8 , 0 . 3 2 , 0 . 3 2 , C . 3 1 , C . 2 9 , 0 . 2 8 , 0 . 2 6 , C . 2 4 , 0 . 2 3 , 0 . 2 1 , 0 . 2 0 
24 2 , 0 . 1 9 , 0 . 1 7 , 0 . 1 6 , 0 . 1 5 , 0 1 . 4 , 0 . 1 3 , - ' . 1 2 , 0 . 1 1 , 0. l ' J , 0 . J 9 , 0 . 0 8 , 
2 5 3 0 . 0 7 , 0 . C 6 , 0 . 0 5 , 0 . 0 4 , 0 . 0 3 , 0 . 0 2 , 0 . 0 1 , 0 . 0 0 / 
26. F E A C ( 4 , 1 0 I N 
27 P E A C ( 5 , l ) V 1 , V 2 , B 1 , P 2 , C I , 0 2 
28 10 F O R M A T ( 1 5 ) 
29 1 F O R M A T ( 6 F 7 . 2 ) 
30 R I = V 1 / V 2 
31 K I 2 = P I * * 2 
32 XN1=V1/B1 
3 3 X N 2 = V l / B 2 
34 D = 0 2 / D 1 
3 5 U = D * ( ( e 2 / 6 1 ) * * 2 ) 
36 D l = D - l . 
37 U 1 = U - 1 . 
3 8 FLAG=0 
39 C C R I T I C A L P O I N T C A L C U L A T I C N 
40 T 1 C = S Q K T ( I . - P I 2 ) 
41 T 2 C = S Q R T l ( X M * * 2 ) - R I 2 ) 
4 2 ' T 3 C = S Q P T ( ( X N 2 * * 2 ) - P 1 2 ) 
43 T 4 C = 2 * R I 2 * U 1 
44 T5C=( ( X M * * 2 ) * D 1 - T 4 C ) * * 2 
4 5 T 6 C = ( D * ( X N 1 * * 2 ) - T 4 C ) * * 2 
46 T 7 C = R I 2 * T 5 C 
4 7 T 8 C = T 1 C * T 2 C * T 6 C 
48 T 9 C = T 1 C * T 3 C * D * ( X N 1 * * 4 ) 
49 X K 1 C = T 7 C + T 8 C + T 9 C 
50 XK 2 C = ( T 8C + T 9 C ) - T 7C 
51 S1C= R I 2 * ( U 1 * * 2 ) 
52 S2C= ( ( X N 1 * * 2 ) + T 4 C ) * * 2 
5 3 S3C= 4 . * T 1 C * T 2 C * T 3 C * S I C 
5 4 S4C= T 2 C * D * ( X N 1 * * 4 ) 
55 S5C= T 3 C * S 2 C 
56 XL1C= S3C + S 4 C + S 5 C 
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57 XL2C = S 3 C - 1 S 4 C t S 5 C ) 
5 8 R1C= ( X K 2 C * X L 1 C > - ( X K l C * X L 2 C ) 
5 9 R 2 C = ( X K I C * * 2 ) * T 1 C 
6 0 A2C = R 1 C / R 2 C 
6 1 Z4C= 0 . 8 2 2 * A 2 C * S Q R T { R 1 ) * l 1 - R I 2 ) 
62 Z5C= S C R T ( N * T 1 C ) 
6 3 Z6C = SQRT( 7.5C) 
64 j !7C = Z 4 C / Z 6 C 
6 5 Z 8 C = I C C S I 3 . 1 * 1 5 9 / 8 . ) ) * Z 7 C 
6 6 Z 9 C = ( $ I N ( 3 . 1 4 1 5 9 / 0 . 1 ) * Z 7 C 
6 7 A1C = X K 2 C / X K 1 C 
6 8 fo3C = < A 1 C - Z 6 C ) * * 2 
6 9 fc4C= S G R T t W 3 C + ( Z 9 C * * 2 ) ) 
7 0 A C = T l C * f c 4 C 
71 W R I T E < 6 , 1 1 5 ) AC 
7 2 115 FORMAT(• ' C R I T I C A L A M P L I T U D E = ' F 1 0 . 4 ) 
7 3 DO 2 1 = 1 , 8 9 
7 4 A N G ( I ) = I 
7 5 P A N G ( I ) = ( A N G ( I ) * 3 . 1416 ) /1 BO . 
7 6 E 1 ( I ) = S I N I R A N G ( I > 1 
7 7 E ( I ) = E I U ) * * 2 
7 8 T l ( I ) = S Q R T ( l - E ( I ) ) 
7 9 T 2 U ) = S Q R T ( ( X ^ 1 * * 2 ) - E U ) ) 
8 0 i r i X N 2 . L T . E K I J )GC T n 1 3 0 . 
81 T 3 J I I = S C R T ( ( X N 2 * * 2 ) - E ( U ) 
8 2 T 4 < I ) = 2 . * E ( T ) * U 1 
8 3 7 5 ( 1 ) = U X N ' H " * 2 ) * C 1 - T 4 U ) ) * * 2 
8 4 7 6 ( I ) = ( D * ( X N 1 * * 2 ) - T 4 ( I J J * * 2 ' 
8 5 T 7 ( I ) = E ( I ) * T 5 I I ) 
8 6 T 8 U ) =T1 { I ) * T 2 I I J * T 6 ( ! ) 
8 7 T 9 ( M = T1( 1 ) * T 3 ( I J * D * ( X N 1 * * 4 ) 
8 8 X K 1 ( I ) = T 7 { I ) + T 8 < I ) + T 9 ( I ) 
8 9 X K 2 ( I 1 = ( T 8 ( I J + T 9 ( I ) ) - T 7 ( I ) 
9 0 S 1 ( I I S = E ( 1 ) * ( U 1 * * 2 J 
91 S2 ( I ) = ( ( X M * * 2 ) + T 4 ( I ) ) * * 2 
9 2 S 3 ( I J * 4 . * T 1 ( I ) * T 2 ( I ) * T 3 ( I ) * S 1 ( I ) 
9 3 S 4 ( I ) = T 2 ( I ) * D * ( X M 1 * * 4 ) 
9 4 S 5 ( 1 ) = T 3 ( 1 ) * S 2 ( I ) 
9 5 X L K I ) = S 3 ( r» + S 4 ( I J + S5( I ) 
9 6 X L 2 ( I ) = S 3 ( 1 ) - ( S 4 ( I ) + S 5 ( I ) ) 
9 7 GO TO 131 
9 8 - CC FCR N2 L E S S THAN F l ( I ) 
9 9 C I . E . T 3 ( I ) , T 9 ( I ) , X K 1 < I ) , X K ? ( I ) 
1 0 0 C S 3 ( I ) , S 5 ( I ) , X L 1 ( I ) , X I . 2 ( I ) CCMPLFX 
101 130 T3 ( I ) = S U R T ( F ( I ) - ( X N 2 * * 2 ) ) 
1 0 2 I F ( F L A G . N E . C ) GC TO 133 
1 0 3 FL AG=ANG( I ) 
1 0 4 133 CONTINUE 
10 5 T 4 ( I ) = 2 . * F ( I ) * U l 
1 0 6 T 5 ( I ) = ( ( X N 1 * * 2 ) * D 1 - T 4 ( I ) ) * * 2 
1 0 7 T 6 ( I ) = ( D * ( X M * * 2 ) - T 4 < 1 ) ) * * 2 
108 7 7 ( 1 ) = E ( I ) * T 5 ( I I 
1 0 9 T 8 ( I ) = T l ( I ) * T 2 ( I ) * T 6 ( I ) 
1 1 0 T 9 ( I ) = 7 l ( I ) * T 3 ( I 1 * 0 * ( X N 1 * * 4 ) 
111 X K U I ) = SQRT ( ( T 7 ( I l + T B l I ) 1 * *2+ ( T 9 ( I ) * * 2 I ) 
112 X K 2 I 1 ) = S Q R T ( ( T 8 ( I ) - T 7 ( I ) > * * 2 + ( T 9 ( I ) * * 2 ) ) 
1 1 3 S l < I » = E ( I I * ( U 1 * * 2 ) 
1 1 4 S2 ( I )= ( I X N 1 * * 2 M T 4 (7 ) ) * * 2 
1 1 5 S3( I ) = 4 . * U ( ] ) * T 2 ( I 1 * T 3 ( I 1 *S1 ( I I 
. 1 1 6 S 4 < I ) = T 2 ( I ) * D * ( X N 1 * * 4 ) 
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1 1 7 S 5 U ) = T 3 ( I ) * S 2 ( I ) 
118 XL 1 ( I ) = SOR T ( ( S 4 ( I ) * * 2 ) + ( ' S 3 ( I ) + S 5 ( I ) ) * * 2 ) 
1 1 9 . X L 2 ( I ) = S O K T ( ( S 4 ( I ) * * 2 ) + ( S 3 ( I ) - S 5 ( I ) ) * * 2 ) 
120 C R E S T OF C A L C . W.1E S NCT I N V C L V E COf 'F l .EX V A L U E S . 
121 131 R l ( I » = ( X K H I ) * X K 2 C I ) J 
122 K 2 ( I ) = P I 2 - E ( I ) 
123 P 3 ( I ) = ( X L I ( I ) * X L 2 ( I ) - R 2 ( I ) ) 
124 P4 ( I ) = ( X L 1 ( 1 ) * * 2 ) * R 2 ( I > 
125 A l ( I ) = ( R 1 U ) - R 3 ( I ) ) / ( ( X K l { I 1 * * 2 ) - P 4 ( I ) ) 
1 2 6 R 5 ( I ) - ( XK 2( I ) * XL 1 ( I ) ) - { X K ) ( I ) * X L ? ( I ) ) 
127 R 6 ( I ) = ( ( X K 1 ( I ) * * 2 > - ( X L l ( I ) * * 2 > * R 2 ( I ) ) * T 1 ( I ) 
128 A 2 ( I ) = R 5 ( I ) / R 6 ( I ) 
129 I F ( R I 2 . L T . E ( I ) ) GO TO 9Q 
1 3 0 AO ( I ) = A l ( I ) - ( A2( I ) * T 1 ( I ) *SCP-T ( R I 2 - U I ) ) ) 
131 GO TO I C O 
132 9 9 R R 1 ( I ) = E ( I ) - R 12 
133 AO( I ) = S O R T { A l ( I ) * * 2 + < A 2 ( I ) * * 2 ) * P P l ( I ) ) 
134 100 SI 2 = S O R T ( 1 . - P I 2 ) 
1 3 5 Wl { I ) = S I 2 - T 1 ( 1 ) 
136 C N I S THE FACTOR K ( Z + Z O ) 
137 W 2 ( I ) = S Q R T ( N / ( 2 . * E < I ) * T 1 ( I ) ) ) 
1 3 8 B E T A ( I ) = W 2 ( I > * W 1 ( I ) 
1 3 9 BE TA ( I ) = A R S ( H E T M I ) ) 
140 I F ( B E T A ( I ) . G E . 2 . 0 ) GO TO 47 
141 I F ( R E T A ( I I . L T . O . l ) GO TO 4 3 
142 I B E T A ( I ) = ( B E T A ( I ) * 1 0 . 0 + 0 . 5 3 ) 
143 J= I B E T A ( I ) 
144 PMli( I )=RMU1 ( J ) 
145 X M U ( I ) = X M U 1 ( J ) 
146 GO TO 4 9 
147 48 I B E T A l I ) = ( 8 E T A ( I ) * l C 0 . + 0 . 5 3 ) 
148 J = I E 1 E T A ( I ) 
1 4 9 PML'd ) = R M U 2 ( J ) 
150 X M U ( I ) = X M U 2 ( J ) 
151 GO TO 4 9 
152 4 7 R M U l I ) = l . O 
153 X M U ( I ) = 0 . 0 
1 5 4 4 9 I F ( R I 2 - E ( I ) ) 1 1 1 , 2 , 1 1 3 
1 5 5 111 A 3 ( I ) = A 2 ( I ) * T 1 ( I ) * S C R T ( E ( 1 ) - R 1 2 ) 
156 Z l ( I )= ( A3 ( I )*XMU( I ) ).**2u 
1 5 7 Y Y 1 ( I ) = ( A I ( I ) + Z 1 ( I ) ) * * 2 
158 YY2( I ) = ( A3( I ) * P. f U ( I ) ) * * 2 
1 5 9 A ( I ) = T 1 ( I ) *SQP.T ( ( Y Y 1 ( I ) * Y Y 2 ( 1 ) ) ) 
1 5 9 . 2 113 C O N T I N L E 
160 2 CONTINUE 
161 UO 4 9 9 1 = 1 , 8 9 
162 XI I ) = E 1 ( 1 ) 
163 Y { I ) = A ( I ) 
164 4 9 9 CONTINUE 
165 WRITE ( 6 , 5 0 . 1 ) ( X ( I ) , Y ( I 1 ,1 = 1 , 8 9 ) 
166 5 0 0 F O R M A T ( 2 F 1 4 . 3 ) 
167 STOP 
168 END 
iC o r F I L E . 
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HDftEN 1 
This programme oaloulates the refracted amplitude of an 
incident spherical wave. 
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01 MFNS ION ANG(9 r i ) . RANG(Q') ) , XK M 9 0 ) , VK ? ( 9 • ) , Vt. 1 ( <=; ) , XL 2 ( 5 >) , T 1 ( 9.' ) , 
1 7 2 ( 9 0 ) , T 3 ( 9 0 ) , T 4 ( 9 0 ) , T5<<?0) , T 6 ( C > 0 ) , T 7 C 3 0 ) , T 8 ( ^ 0 ) , T 9 ( 9 0 ) . F ( 9 0 ) , E 1 ( 9 
2 0 ) , S I 1 9 0 ) t S 2 ( 9 0 ) , S 3 ( 9 0 ) , S 4 ( 9 0 ) f S 5 ( 9 3 ) , S 6 ( 9 0 ) , k l ( 9 C ) , » 2 ( 9 0 ) , R i t 9 0 ) , 
3 R 4 ( 9 D , R 5 ( 9 0 ) , R6 ( 9 C ) , A (5 f>) , A l ( 9 : * ; l , A 2 ( 9 0 ) » A3 (<K1), X ( 2 0 4 3 ) , Y ( 2 0 4 8 ) t RE 
4TA(<?0) , I B E T A ( 0 0 ) , ETA ( 9 0 ) , I E TA ( 9 0 ) , ' ^ ' U ( 90) , X f U ( P O ) , SN'Ul ^ 1 , XS" !J ( 90 ) 
5 « RMU1 ( 2 0 ) ,XMUl ( 2 0 ) , XMIJ2 t 9 ) , PMU2 ( 9 ) , X S M U l f 38 ) t Wl( 9'' ) , W2( 9 . ) , Z I ( 
6 9 0 ) ,7 2 ( 9 0 ) , Z3( 5 0 ) , Z 4 ( 9 0 ) , Z7 ( 9 0 ) , Z B ( 9 0 ) , Z 9 ( 9 0 ) ,VTM90) ,W4 ( 9 0 ) , X X I <90 
7 ) , X X 2 ( 9 0 ) , X X 3 ( 9 G ) , Y Y 1 ( 9 0 ) , Y Y 2 ( 9 C ) t XN'LM 5 0 ) ,CNU( 9 0 ) , S N U ( 9 0 ) , Z Z 1 ( 9 0 ) , 
8 Z Z 2 1 9 0 ) ,Z Z3 (90 ) , ZZ4 ( 90 > , Z Z5 ( 9 "> ) , Z Z M 9 r ) , Z Z7 ( 9r. >, ZZ8 ( 9C J , ZZ«»( 90 ) , 88 
9 1 ( 9 0 ) , R U 2 ( 9 0 ) , R H 3 ( 9 0 ) , R B 4 ( 9 C ) , R H 5 ( 5 C ) i B « 6 ( 9 0 ) , t ? R 7 ( 9 0 ) , L J . i iS (90 ) , [309( 
1 9 0 ) , C C 1 ( 9 0 ) , C C 2 ( 9 C ) , T I T L E l ? ' ) , A C ( 9 0 ) , R R 1 ( 9 f ) , S V U l ( 3 6 ) 
DATA RNHJl/ 1 . 6 3 , 1 . 3 0 , 1 . 1 7 , 1 . 1 1 , 1 . 0 7 , 1 . 0 5 , 1 . 0 4 , 1 . 0 3 , 1 . 0 2 . 1 . 0 1 . 
1 1 . 0 1 , 1 . 0 1 , I . 0 1 , I . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . C C , 1 . C C , 1 . C C / 
DATA XMU1 / C . 5 1 , 0 . 3 1 , 0 . 2 2 , 0 . 1 6 , C . 1 3 , 0 . 1 0 , 0 . 0 8 , 0 . 0 7 , 0 . 0 6 , 0 . 0 5 , 
1 0 . 0 4 , 0 . 0 3 , 0 . 0 3 , 0 . 0 3 , 0 . 0 2 , 0 . 0 2 , 0 . 0 2 , 0 . 0 2 , 0 . 0 1 , C . 0 1 / 
DATA RNU2 / 1 6 . 3 , 8 . 1 5 , 5 . 2 6 , 4 . 0 7 , 3 . 2 6 , 2 . 7 2 , 2 . 6 1 , 2 . 1 . 8 1 / 
DATA X M L 2 / 5 . 1 0 , 2 . 5 5 , 1 . 7 0 , 1 . 2 ? , 1 . 0 2 , 0 . " 5 , 0 . 7 3 , 0 . 6 4 , 0 . 5 7 / 
TATA SWU1/ 0 . 0 3 , 0 . 0 8 , 0 . 1 5 . 0 . 2 2 , 0 . 3 0 , G . J f i , 0 . 4 6 , 0 . 5 ? , 0 . 5 9 , 
1 C . 6 4 , C . 7 0 , 0 . 7 4 , 0 . 7 8 , 0 . 8 1 , 0 . 8 4 , 0 . 8 6 , 0 . 8 4 , 0 . 9 0 , 0 . 9 1 , 0 . 9 2 , 0 . 9 3 , 
2 0 . 9 4 , 0 . 9 5 , 0 . 9 6 , 0 . 5 6 , C . 5 6 , 0 . 57 , C . 97 , C . 57 , 0 . <58 , C . 58 , 0 . 5 8 , 
3 0 . 5 8 , 0 . 9 9 , 0 . 9 9 , C . 9 9 , ? . 9 9 , 1 .•:••"•/ 
DATA XSMU1/ 0 . 0 5 , 0 . 1 2 , 0 . 1 8 , C . 2 4 , 0 . 2 8 ,0 . .31 , 0 . 3 3 , 0 . 3 3 , 
1 0 . 6 8 , 0 . 3 2 , 0 . 3 2 , 0 . 3 1 , 0 . 2 9 , 0 . 2 8 , 0 . 2 6 , C . 2 4 , 0 . 2 3 . C . 2 1 , 0 . 2 0 
2 , 0 . 1 9 , C : . 1 7 , f . 1 6 , C . 15 ,"1 . 4 , i ' . 1 3 , ^ . 1 2 , •" . 1 1 , '. . 1 - , " .<: 5 , . 0 8 , 
3 C . C 7 , G . C 6 , C . 0 5 , 0 . C 4 , 0 . 0 3 , 0 . 0 2 , 0 . 0 1 , 0 . C O / . 
K E A C ( 4 , 1 0 ) N 
R E A D ( 5 , 1 ) V I , V 2 , R 1 , 6 2 , 0 1 , 0 2 
10 F C P M A T ( I 5 ) 
1 F C P M A T ( 6 F 7 . 2 ) 
P I = V 1 / V 2 
P I 2 = R I * * 2 
XN1=V1/B1 
X N 2 = V 1 / B 2 
C = C 2 / n i 
L = D * ( ( B 2 / B l > * * 2 ) 
D l = D - l . 
U 1 = U - 1 . 
FLAG=0 
C R I T I C A L POINT C A L C U L A T I O N 
T l C = S 0 R T ( l . - R I 2 ) 
T2C = S 0 R T ( ( X N 1 * * 2 ) - R J ? ) 
T 3 C = S Q P T ( I X N 2 * * 2 ) - R I 2 ) 
T 4 C = 2 * P I 2 * U 1 
T 5 C = { ( X N 1 * * 2 ) * 0 1 - T 4 C ) * * 2 
T 6 C = ( D * ( X M * * 2 ) - T 4 C ) * * 2 
T 7 C - P I 2 * T 5 C 
T 8 C = T I C * T 2 C * T 6 C 
T9C = T l C * T 3 C * R * ( X M * - * 4 ) 
X K 1 C = T 7 C + T G C + T 9 C 
XK2C= ( T 8 C + T9C. ) - T 7 C 
S I C = P . I 2 * ( U 1 * * 2 ) 
S 2 C = ( ( X N 1 * * 2 ) + T 4 C ) * * 2 
S3C= 4 . * T 1 C * T 2 C * T 3 C * S 1 C 
S4C= T 2 C * I ) * ( X N 1 * * 4 ) 
. S 5 C = T 3 C * S 2 C 
X L 1 C = S 3 C + S 4 C + 5 5 C 
Xl.2C= S.3C-1 S4C + S 5 C ) 
R l f - ( X K 2 C * X L I C ) - ( X K l C * X L 2 C ) 
B ? r = i v K i r * t » i * T i r 
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R 1 C= ( X K 2 C * X I . 1 C ) - ( X K I C * X L 2 C ) 
R 2 C = ( X K 1 C * * 2 > * T I C 
A2C=R.1C/R2C 
CO 2 1 = 1 , 8 9 
ANG ( 1 ) - I 
P A N G l l ) = ( A N G ( I ) * 3 . 1 4 1 6 ) / 1 8 0 . 
E l ( I ) = S I N ( P A N G I I ) ) 
E ( l ) = E l l 1 1 * * 2 
T l ( I ) = S Q R T ( 1 - E ( ! ) ) 
I F ( E 1 < ! 1 . L E . R T 1 GO TC 2 
2 i 5 ( 1 ) = R I * A 2 C M T H I ) * * 2 ) 
Z Z 6 1 I 1 = I R I V T 1 f I ) ) / ( E l ( I ) * S Q R T ( 1 . - R I 2 ) 1 
Z Z 7 ( I ) = l . - Z Z 6 ( I ) 
Z Z 8 ( I ) = S 0 R T ( Z Z 7 ( I ) * * 3 ) 
Z Z 9 ( 1 ) = N * E < I > * Z Z S ( I ) 
B B 1 I I ) = Z Z 5 ( I ) / Z Z 9 ( 1 1 
2 CONTINUE 
CO 4 9 9 1 = 1 , 8 9 
X ( 1 ) = E l ( I ) 
Y( I ) = P E 1 ( I J 
4 9 9 CONTINUE 
W R I T E ( 6 , 5 0 0 ) ( X ( I ) , Y ( I ) , 1 = 1 , 8 9 > 
5 0 0 F 0 P M A T ( 2 F 1 4 . 3 ) 
STOP 
E N D • 
256 
FINAL 
This programme computes the t o t a l l y r e f l e c t e d amplitude 
of an inoident spherical wave according to the exact derivation. 
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O I ^ F N S !CN ANG ( 9 0 ) , P AMG( c 0 ) , >K \l c ) , \ * ? [ rr ) , >| l i e ; ) , > | , 7 1 ( "C I , 
I T 2 ( 9 0 ) , T3 ( 9.0 ) , T 4 ( 9 0 ) . T 5 (90 ) . T6 I S'O ) , T 7 ( 9 0 ) , T c ( n o ),T9(<:,() ) , r ( on ) , 
2 0 ) , S l l 9.") , S2 ( " 0 J , S 3 ( 9 0 ) , >A <9C) , S s <9C ) , Sf- ( r C ) , ^ l l ^ ) , a ? ) , ^ ( < ? 0 ) , 
3 P A ( < 5 C I , R 5 ( 9 0 ) , R M 9 C ) , A ( 9 0 , A I ( T C ) , A? ( i c ) , * - > ( « 0 ) ,X(2CA-«M . V ( ? 0'- r- ) , P F 
4 T A I S C I « I RF TA ( 9 0 )» E TA t ° 0 ) » I ^ T A ( ^ 3 ) , • - ' V 'J ( T O ) .V- ' i i ( -70) , S'-WK <H) ),XS«- I ( 9 0 ) 
5 , RMUl ( 2 J ) , XML1 ( 2 * J , X ' M j ? ( 9 ) . ° Mi ? ( s ) , X S » I U 1 ^ 8 1 , v. I ( 9 0 ) . w 2 ( ' '>>, 71 ( 
6 9 0 ) , Z 2 ( 9 0 I , Z 3 ( 9 0 l , Z - ' . ( 9 0 ) , Z 7 l 9 C ) , Z P ( C O , 7>: ( C 0 I , W 3 ( c 0 ) . W A C O , X * 1 ( = 0 
7 ) , X X 2 ( 9 0 ) , XX 3( 9 ,) , YYL < " ) . V V ( < ^ I, * N U ( a -. ) , r ,v i i ( <v- ) , SMi ( a - ) , ; z 1 ( 'V ) , 
8 Z Z 2 ( 9 0 ) , 7.Z3 ( 9 0 ) . 7. ?.•'•{ <>0) , 71 v( 9 C ) , 7 7 M T O ) , ."* 77 ( c 0 ) . 7 ? ? ('->0) , 7 . 7 Q ( ° : ) . Pi? 
9 1 190 ) , f?R2 IO0 ) , BP.3 ( 9 0 ) i *• PA I S O ) , If« 5 ( 90 I , R P t < c C » . IM17 ( 9 0) , P « P 1 9C 1 , V- " 9 ( 
1 9 0 ) , C C 1 ( 9 C ) , C C 7 ( 9 0 ) , T l Tl F ( 2 .1) , A..- (o - . j , p p i (=»•" ) , :>MUI ( • > « ) 
DAT A P M U l / 1 . 6 3 , J . 3 0 , 1 . 1 7 , 1 . 11 , 1 . r-7, l . c r ? , 1 . OA , 1. 0"* , 1 . 0 2 , 1 . 11., 
1 1 . C 1 . , 1 . 0 1 , 1 . 0 1 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 , 1 . C O , 1 . 0 C 1 . C C / 
DATA X ^ U l / 0 . 5 1 , 0 . 3 1, 0 , 2 2 , C . If- , C . 1 3 , 0 . 1 C . ' t . t>?,0. 07 , 0 . 0 * , 0 . * 5 . 
1 0 . OA , 0 . 0 3 i 0 . 03 , 0 . 0 3 , 0 . 0 2 , 0 . 0 2 , C . 0 2 , 0 . 0 ? , . 1 . 0 1 , 0 . 0 1 / 
OAT A P M J 2 / I f . 3 . 6 . 1 5 , 5 . 2 6 , 4 . \ 7 , 3 . 2 A , 2 . 7 2 . ? . 6 1 . 2 . - A » 1 . >' 1 / 
.OATA X V U 2 / 5 . 1 0 , 2 . 5 5 , 1 . 7 0 , I . ? * . 1 . C 2 , C . F 5 , C . 7 3 . C . 6 ' i t C . K 7 / 
DATA S W U 1 / 0 . 0 3 . 0 . ft 3 , 0 . 1 5 , 0 . 22 . n . 30 , " . 3C . n . A6 , 0 . 5 ? , 0 . * o , 
10 .£ 7 . , f . 7'-,<" , 7 P , S I .0..-1A , 0 . "f- , C . - ; . - v ; , ^ . 9 1 , 0 . ' - ? . 0 , * 3 , 
2 0 . 9 ^  , 0 . 9 5 , 0 . f ' f • , 0 . 9 , 0 . 9 ft , 0 . 9 7 , C . <= 7 , C . <' 7 , -2 . 9 » , C . 9 * , 0 . r- ~ , 
3 0 . 9 C , 0 . 9 9 , 0 . 9 9 , 0 . 9 c , = . .00 , 1 , ' • ) . • ! / 
OAT A X S ' l U l / C . 0 5 , 0 . 1 ? , 0 . l f i , C . 2 i , C . 2f? , G . 3 1 , C. . 3 3 , C . ~<3 , 
10 . 6 8 , 0 . 32 , 0 . 32 , 0 . .3 1 , 0 . 2 9 , 0 . 2 3 , 0 . 26 , C . ? A , 0 . ? 3 , 0 . ? 1 , C . ?. 0 
2 , 0 . 1 9 , C . 1 7 , : . 1 6 , ' . 1 5 , ' 1 . 4 , . . 1 3 , . 1 1 1 , " . V , ~ . 1 9 , C . ' . 3 , 
3 0 . 0 7 , 0 . 0 6 , 0 . 0 5 , 0 . OA , 0 . 0 3 , 0 . 0 2 , C . C I , C . ' C C / 
R E A C ( A , 1 0 ) N 
R E A P ( 5 , l > V I , V 2 , P . l , 3 2 , 0 1 ,0?. 
10 F C P V A T ( I 5 ) 
1 F O P M A T ( 6 F 7 . 2 ) 
R I = V 1 / V 2 
P I 2 = R 1 * * 2 
XM1=V1/B1 
X K 2 = V 1 / S 2 
D = C 2 / n i 
l . l =C*< ( B 2 / H 1 1 * * 2 ) 
D l = r - 1 . 
U 1=^11-1 . 
F L A C = 0 
C C R I T I C A L PCI fJT C A L C U L A T I C N 
T l C = S f ) R T ( L . - P J 2 ) 
T 2 C = S C P T ( ( X N 1 * * 2 ) - P 1 2 ) 
T 3 C = S 0 P T ( ( X ^ 2 * * 2 ) - P I 2 ) 
T A 0 2 * P I 2*D1 
T 5 C = { ( X N 1 * * 2 > ^ r i - T A C . j * * 2 
T 6 C = ( 0 * ( X M * * 2 ) - T A C 1 * * 2 
T 7 C = R I 2 * T 5 C 
T 8 C = T 1 C * T 2 C * T 6 C 
T9C = T l C * T 3 r . - n * ( X M I » ! . * A ) 
X K 1 C = T7C + TI«C4T9C 
XK2C = (T8CH T 9 C ) - T 7 C 
S 1 C = R I 2 * ( H 1 * * 2 ) 
S 2 C = ( (XN!l*> ! =2)+TAr.)*- , : ? 
S 3 C = A . * T I C * T 2 C * T 3 C * S 1 C 
S A C = T 2 C * G * ( X N 1 * * A ) 
S 5 C = T 3 C * S 2 C 
X L 1 C = S3C + SAr:+S5C 
X L 2 C = S 3 C - ( S A C + S5C. ) 
R 1 C - ( X K 2 C * X L 1 D - ( X K 1 C * X L 2 C ) 
R 2 C = ( X K l C * * 2 ) * T i r 
A2C = R 1 C . / K 2 C 
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Z'»c= r . e z z ' - ^ r - s s u G T i v ! ) M I - R T Z J 
75C= S Q R T ( M * T 1 C ) 
Z 6 C = S G R T ( Z 5 C ) 
Z 7 C = Z ' H C / Z * C 
Z R C = ( C C S ( 3 . 1 * 1 , > ' V 3 . ) )->?7r. 
Z 9 C M S I M 3 . I ' -] 5 ' V 8 . ) ) * Z 7 C 
A 1C = XK 2 C / X K 1C 
W3C = ( A l C - Z f i C )*>.= ? 
W4C = SQRT( '/.3C+ ( 7<3f*!!.?) ) 
AC=T1C*W4C 
W R I T E ( 6 , 1 1 5 ) AC 
115 FORMAT ( • • , * f P I T I C A L V P 1.1 TU!ir = • i 1 0 . <•) 
nc 2 I = i , s « 
A N G ( I ) = I 
R A \ G ( I ) = ( A \ r . ( I ) • • •? . / I r t C . 
E l ( I ) = S I M R A N G < I ) > 
E ( I ) = E I ( I )> =•? 
T I ( I ) = SQi<T( 1-F. ( \ ) 1 
T 2 ( I ) = SQK T ( I X 1 ) - = ? ( ! ) ) 
I F ( V N 2 . L T . F 1 ( I ) )GU TO 1 3 .1 
T 3 ( I ) = SQ*U ( ( > - N 2 ' ' * 2 ) - E ( I ) ) 
T 4 ( I ) = 2 . * E ( I ) * U 1 
T 5 ( ! ) = ! < X N 1 * * 2 ) ~-r. 1 - T M T ) ) * * 2 
T 6 U ) = ( D * ( X N l * - * 2 ) - T 4 ( ! ) ) - - *2 
T 7 ( D = E ( I ) * T S ( J ) 
T B ( I ) = T 1 ( 1 ) * T ? ( I ) * T M T ) 
T<? ( I ) =T I ( I ) i ? M ) v r * ( x M * ) 
X K 1 ( I ) = T 7 ( I ) - * T P ( I ) + T C ( 1 ) 
X K 2 ( I )= ( T 8 ( I | t i o ( I ) ) - T 7 ( ! ) 
51 ( I ) = E ( I ) * ( l 1 * * 2 ) 
S 2 ( I )=( ( X . \ ' l - * 2 ) + T M T ) ) * • * ? 
S 3 ( I ) = 4 • * T 1 ( I ) = T 2 ( I ) * T 3 ( T ) * S 1 ( T ) 
S 4 ( I ) = T2 ( I ) ( X i s il * =*4 ) 
S 5 ( T ) = T 3 ( I ) * .12 ( I ) 
XL 1 ( I ) = S3 ( I ) +S4 ( I )+S r - ( I ) 
X L 2 ( I ) = S 3 ( I ) - ( S4 ( I ) + S 5 U ) ) 
GO TO 131 
CC FOR N2 L E S S THAN E l ( I ) 
C I . E . T3 ( I ) iTcA ! ) , X K 1 ( I ) , X K 2 ( I ) 
C S 3 ( 1 ) , S 5 ( I ) , X L 1 ( I ) , X l . 21 I ) C C P L F X 
130 T 3 ( I ) = S O R T ( r ( I ) - ( X N2*"*2 ) ) 
I F ( F L A G . M E . ( ) GO TC 133 
F L AG= ANG( I ) 
133 C C N T I N U E 
T 4 ( I ) = 2 . * E ( I ) * U l 
T 5 C I ) = ( ( X N 1 * * 2 ) * 0 1 - T 4 ( I ) ) * * 2 
T 6 ( I ) = ( D * ( X M * * 2 ) - T 4 ( I ) ) * * 2 
T 7 ( I ) = E( I ) * T ^ { I ) 
T 8 ( I ) = T 1 ( I ) * T ? ( I ) * T 6 ( I ) 
T91 I-) = T 1 ( I ) * T 3 ( I ) * D * ( X N 1 * * 4 ) 
XK 1 ( I )=SORT ( < T 7 ( I ) + T3 ( I ) ) * * 2 + ( T 9 ( I ) * * 2 l ) 
XK 2 ( I ) = SQR T ( (TP. ( 1 ) - T 7 ( I ) ) * * 2 + ( T 9 ( 1 ) * * 2 ) I 
S l ( I ) = E ( I ) * ( L l * " 2 ) 
52 ( I )= ( ( X N 1 * * ? ) + T 4 ( I ) ) 
S 3 ( I ) = 4 . * T 1 ( I ) * T ? ( I ) * T 3 ( 1 ) * S I ( I ) 
S 4 ( 1 ) = T 2 l I J * P * ( X N 1 * * 4 ) 
S 5 ( I ) = T 3 ( I ) * S 2 ( I ) 
XL 1 ( I ) = SQRT( ( S M I ) * * 2 ) + ( S 3 ( I ) + S 5 ( T ) J * * 2 ) 
X L 2 ( 1 )=SORT ( (S4 ( I ) # * ? . ) + (f,3 { I ) - S 5 ( T ) ) * * 2 ) 
C R E S T OF C A L C . T O E S NCT I N V C L V E C C P F L E X V A L U E S . 
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131 R 1 ( I ) = ( X K 1 ( I ) <• X K ? ( I ) ) 
R 2 ( I ) = R I 2 - E ( 1 ) 
R 3 ( I )= ( XL 1 ( I )*XI . ? ( T ) *<?2< T } ) 
P4 ( I ) = (XL 1 ( I 1 * *2 >*R2( I I 
A 1 ( I ) = ( R H 1 ) - R 3 ( I ) ) / ( ( V K 1 I I ) * * 2 )-'-!4 f ? ) ) 
R M I ) = (XK2 ( I ) *X l 11 I ) > - ( * K U T ) * H 2t I ) ) 
R6 ( I ) = ( ( X K U I ) * * 2 ) - ( X L l ( 1 X * 2 ) »R2< I H * T 1 ( I ) 
A2I I ) = R 5 ( I ) / P M T ) 
I F ( P I 2 . L T . F ( I ) ) GO T'j n Q 
A O 11 ) = A l 111 - t A? U ) * T U I ) " S C R T < » I 2 - T C I ) ) ) 
GO TO 100 
9 9 R R 1 ( I )= E ( T ) - R 1 2 
AO( I ) = SORTJ Al { I )<-*2+t A 2 U ) * * 2 ) " C C M. I'l ) ) 
100 S I 2 = S Q R T ( 1 . - P ' 2 ) 
W l ( I J = S I 2 - T 1 ( I ) 
C N I S THE FACTOR K ( Z + Z " ) 
W2( I ) = S Q K T ( M / ( 2 . * E ( I I * T 1 ( I J ) ) 
. BETAf I )=h2< I )*W1 ( I ) 
8 F T A ( I ) = A B S ( (! F T A ( 1 ) J 
I F ( J ? E T A ( I J . G E . ? . 0 ) r:V. T - 7 
T F ( P . F T A ( I ) « L T . ' ' . l ) GC TC 4 8 
I B E T M I ) = ( U F T A { I ) * 1 0 . 0 i - 0.r> 3 ) 
J = 1 R F T A ( I ) 
RMU ( I ) = R M i l ( J ) 
XMUU )=XMU1< J» 
GC TC 49 
48 I B E T A l I ) = I B E T A H ) * l C ' i . + r . ? 3 ) 
J = I P E T A ( I ) 
R ^ L I I ) = R MU2 I J ) 
X M K I ) = XMU2( J ) 
GC TC 49 
4 7 P. M L ( I ) = 1 . 0 
XMLH I ) = 0 . 0 
49 I F ( R I 2 - E ( I ) ) 1 1 1 , 2 , 1 1 3 
111 A 3 < I ) = A 2 ( I ) * T 1 ( I ) * S G R T { E ( I ) - e 1 2 ) 
Z 1 ( I ) = ( A 3 ( I ) *X f 'U< I ) ) 
B 8 2 ( I ) = ( A1 ( I ) + Z l ( I ) ) * *=? 
B B 3 ( I ) = ( A3 < I XP'M.M I ) ) * * 2 
A U ) = T 1 ( I ) * S C R T < I f R2< I ) + h 6 3( I ) J ) 
C 5 = P I * A 2 C 
Z Z f ( I ) = ( R J * T 1 ( I ) ) / ( E l ( I ) ' S C ^ T ( 1 . -<?I ? ) j 
Z Z 7 ( I )= l . - Z Z 6 ( T ) 
Z Z 8 ( I ) = S Q R T I Z Z 7 ( I ) * * 3 ) 
Z Z 9 ( M = N * E < I J * 7 Z P < I ) 
BB1 ( I ) = C 5 / Z Z 9 < I ) 
X X I I I ) = E l l 1 ) / T l ( I ) - R l / S C P T I 1 . - P I 2 ) 
X X 2 ( I )=(N*<1 . - R 12 ) * * I * T 1 ( ! ) ) / < F 1 ( I ) * 2 . ) 
X X 3 ( I ) = S Q P T ( X X 2 l 1 ) ) 
ETA U ) = XX3 ( I )*XX1 ( T ) 
I F I E T 4 I I ) . G C . 3 . 3 0 ) GO TC J 47 
I ETA ( I )= { ETA ( I ) M ..•"! + -! . 5 3 ) 
J M F T A U ) 
SMLl 1 >=Si"Ul ( J ) 
X SMU ( I ) = XSMU I I J ) 
GO TO 148 
147 S N L ( I ) = l . v 
XSVU( I ) = 0 . 0 
148 Y Y l ( I ) = {P. 1 * E J ( I ) ) / T l ( D 
Y Y 2 ( l ) = ( S O R T ( l . - P I 2) l - l l . / T U ! ) ) 
XNLU I ) = N * ( Y Y H I ) + Y Y 2 ( I.) ) + 3 . 14 1 6 / 2 . 
260 
C C 1 ( T ) = S C R T ( <SMUU ) * * 2 ) M X S w U ( I )*=-2 ) ) 
BBfi ( I ) = i:tll { I J * CC 1 [ I ) M T 1( i )**2 ) 
C C 2 (.I >= ( X S H I ( I ) / 5 M I I ( T ) ) 
C C 2 ( D = A T A N ( ( T . 2 ( I ) ) 
( i ) = ( ( S Q P T ( f - m i i ) ) > / ( s g . u ( P P . ? ( y n ) ) 
R B 4 U ) = A T A M P P 4 m ) 
PB5< 1 ) = - ( X M I ( I l M - K M I ) + C C ? ( T ) ) 
B8*5 ( f ) - ( N / T i - . { i ) ) + X M i ( i ) *rr.2 ( I ) 
C R 8 7 U ) CALC ULATfiD iJELCW I S T f - F S U P E P C P I T I f A L A P C L T T U P F 
RR7 ( I l - S O R T ( (A ( I ) f ( * R M I ) * * ? ) + ? * \ ( T ) i P i « M U * r r s Its'* 5 ( M ) ) 
C P B B ( I ) C A L C l . L ATf-i: HFLflW I S THF W-AK- S! IP PC K I T T C At i v p i p i ' O ? 
B B E ( I » = S'JR T (< A U > -v =-•:?) + J P n-. ( I ) • - * ? ) > 
C Z Z K I I I S T F F I I P P F ^ n\lUtiO A ^ P l . I T i l O E - T H C T A 1 
Z 71 ( I ) = A ( I J + P S 6 I I ) 
C 7 Z 2 ( I » I S T I T L^wPS rtCUNO A P L I T !: H f - 7 l- F T " . ? 
Z Z 2 ( I ) = A { I ) - K " i ( I ) 
GO T O 2 
113 A 3 ( I ) = A2( I 1 *T1 ( T ) * S ) ! ' T { R I ] ) ) 
Z l ( I )= (A3( I ) *XMtJ ( I ) )=• * ? 
Z 2 ( I ) = A 3 ( I ) * ( RMIJ( I )— I , ) 
Z 3 ( I ) = A 0 ( I ) - Z 2 ( I ) 
C B B 7 ( I J C A L C . ft EI F W I S A C P I I T D C E F F P P K E C . P . 
B R 7 ( J ) = T1( ! I'M S O P T U 7. 3 ( I )**2)+7L(] ) ) ) 
2 CONTINUE 
0 0 4 5 9 1 = 1 , 8 9 
X ( 1 1 = E 1 ( I ) 
Y ( I ) = R P 7 ( I ) 
Z4< I ) = RB6 ( I J 
Z 7 ( I ) = R B 8 l I ) 
Z « ( I ) = ZZ1( I ) 
7 5 < 1 ) = 7 Z 2 < I ) 
4 9 9 C C N T I N U E 
W R I T E < 6 , 5 0 0 ) <X( I ) , Y ( I > . 1 = 1 . 8 5 ) 
C OL-TPUT ON • 6« I S T H C T T T . M . A V P L I T l j C E 
W R I T E ( 1 , S > 0 0 ) I X ( I ) , Z M I J , I = 1 , * C > 
C OUTPUT ON • 1 * I S THE HEAP UAVF A ' ' H T T U C E 
WP I T E ( 2 , 5 ( 0 ) t Xf I ) » Z 7 ( I ) »I =1 
C OUTPUT CN « 2 ' I S T E E MEAN S U P E R C R I T I C A L AMPLITUDE 
WRITE ( 7 , 5 0 - - ) I X ( ! ) , Z 3 ( ! ) « I = 1 » S C ) 
C OUTPUT CN • 7» ?S Tl-E UPF.R !3C?LC P — T N E T A 1 
W R I T F ( 8 , 5 0 0 » ( X { I ) , Z ° ( I ) » I = 1» P5 ) 
C OUTPUT ON ' E 1 TS THE LCV>FP RCINO - T H F T A 2 
5 0 0 F O R M A T ( 2 F 1 4 . t ) 




This programme calculates the i n t e r v a l v e l o c i t i e s i n 
sediments from wide angle r e f l e c t i o n data. 
262 
P 0 0 C 0 1 0 0 
00'v'CO2OO 
0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 
OyCOOAOO 
C O 0 O 0 5 0 0 
0OU0O600 
0 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 
C 5 C C 0 9 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
C 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 
0 0 0 i- 1 2 0 0 
JvJvCI 300 
C 0 C O 1 4 0 9 
•J0OC1500 
0 0 0 0 1 6 0 0 
C-J0C1 700 
=j 001-1 800 
C O C O 1 9 0 0 
oooo^ooo 
o o o o r 1 Q o 
0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 
j : o : T 3 o o 
J 'J'.- V p. H\jO 
:• o •:••:•«: s o o 
:J -J . : i, .'> 0 0 
0 v 0 J C 7 0 0 
00 0 C Z 8 G 0 
c-ocos^oo 
0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 3 1 0 0 
0 0 0 •' 3 3 C n 
0 0 0 0 3 4 0 0 
•: o o : 3 s o o 
j-i'. 
? •Jv . 'v3°00 
: j o 0 4 1 0 0 
vOOO-VPOO 
•; jo 3 'H' 
•..o(;c /.4co 
•0OO0450O 
0 0 if 0 •'• '>0u 





* * • * * + + * • * * WlfiL A'.' Ci L L R E F L E C T I O N PROGRAM 
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- - •• C A R O - I N P U r - F O R THE PROGRAM"" 










— C A R D - V - — I D E N T I F I C A T I O N " O F THE " S T A T I O N ; N O . O r - L A Y E R S " : 
CAS»2 - G U E S S A T T H E V E L O C I T Y O F E A C H L A Y E R 
' C A 2 ft 3 - - S l U » s f c Or E A C H L A Y E R -
C A K O A - V E R T I C A L 3 H O R I Z O N T A L W A T E R V E L O C I T I E S 
- C A R 0 5—-- - L A Y E R " R E F E R E N C E N O . ;'" IJO"i _ "OF" R E AD I f!G S " F O R THAT " L A Y E R " 
C A P S 6 - D I R E C T A R R I V A L T I M E S 
C A R ' ; 7 - R . E F L E C T L D " A R R I V A L T I M E S " • 
BACK TO READ NEW - A LOOP I S S E T " OP "SUCH T H A T - THE" PROGRAM" GOES 
DATA FOR A-i:. T ii r ~ LAYER S T A R T I N G AT CARD 5 . 
-DIM EMS ION I " Tu ( 1 0 ) , H f! ( 1 0 ) , V( 10) , . , ( 1 0 ) , S W ( 1 0 ) , CW( 1 0 ) , TW ( 1 0 ) , D ( 1 0 0 ) , 
1R(1 0 0 ) , 2 ' ! ( 1 0 0 ) , p ( 5 , 6 ) , X ( 5 ) , T I ( 1 0 0 ) , U < 1 0 0 ) , S ( 1 0 0 ) 
COM'ON TO . >!« , V , . T« . O R • SW , CM , TW . 0 , R . ZM . P . C , W, I ND . K O , S V H . V H « X , T I T 
C A D L M I A O ? ' : 2 A ? E I D E N T I F I C A T I O N MARKERS OF EACH LAYER 
C - - K P E F s f t u . -OF L A Y E R S • 
P E A . - ; ( 5 , l o e ) * : R C F -
-- 100 - F 0 i : r A T ( I y ) - - - - -
C V ( I ) = L" S T i '-S A1 E S r-F V E L O C I T I E S OF EACH LAYER ( G U E S S ON SMALL S I D E ) 
C W ( I ) = S L 0 p E O F LAYfcK IN D E C R E E S 5 1 / 1 0 T H S . OF A DEGREE 
REi. r> (5 , 1 ,i7 ) ( -J ( I ) , 1=1 , NRfcF ) 
, ? E A 0 (I?, 1 0 7 ) ( ( I ) • I ~ 1 • N R E F ) " ~ 
1 C ? F ( - f ! A T ( 1 0 F 6 . C ) 
K W - 2 - - - •• • , • 
WT=0.0 
DO 6 0 0 0 I = 1 , N R " E K — " — -
6 0 0 0 WT = - . :T *A8S( s - . ' ( » ) ) 
I F ( ! . . -T-1 . E - 1 i i ) 6 G 0 17 6 0 0 1 , 6 0 0 2 
6001 Kl.'=1 
•6002 -WRITE-<6 , l 0 3 ) « R f . H — -
103 F O n : ! A T ( ' : iO . OF L A Y E R S HEAD I N s ' , 1 5 , / / ) 
W F I T E ( o , f O ' ) 
Wf 1 T L I t., 6 0 I ) ( V ( J ) , :•; < I ) , I = 1 , NR E F ) 
60G F ( . ; R ; : A " I ( / / # , T R I ; \ L V E L O C I T I E S i S L U P E S 
( J C 7 F O R M A T (F11 . 5 , 2 x , T 1 1 . 5 ) 
C CU'.VfeBI ANOt.t T O D E G R E E S 
DO 1 3 C 0 1=1 , : J R K F 
1 3 0 0 W( I )=i-m ) * • , ) . )1 74533 
C V V - V E F T I c A L . • A T E R V E L O C I T Y ; Vtl = HOR I ZOfjTAL 
R t A ( f ,1 0 7 ) V V , V ri " 
V ( 1 ) = V V 
WP.I r E ( 6 , 60i>) V V-f VM 
IN D E G R E E S ' , / / ) . 
WATER V E L O C I T Y 
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0 0 0 0 4 7 0 0 -6Cf? fORMAT <//""> • V V a , . - F 1 1 . 5 , 2 x , ' V Ft* ' , F11 . 5 , / / ) - - - -
0 0 0 0 4 3 0 0 c — THE FOLLOW l. 'JG-LOOP 12 I S THfc MAIN" ONE"" v 
0 0 0 0 ' . *>00 c IR L F = L A Y E R : ; 0 . I 0 fMT I F I C AT I ON ; . KO = NO. OF P O I N T S TAKEN ON "EACH " 
V 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 ----- • 0 0 1 2 La1"#"MSE>' - - -
OOOObl00 R E A D ( 5 , 7 3 4 ) I R E F . K O ' ' 
uC '005200 •73 4 FOH!-*AT(2l5) - " - - " - ~ - " - - - - —— 
C 0 0 0 5 3 C O W R I T E < 6 . 7 3 5 ) I R E F i K 0 ' " " " • 
:. 'f)0l !5400 -73 5 FORMAT ( / / / , ' LAYER MO. R C F E K E N C t"' / I 5 , 2 X »"' N 0 • OF R E A D I N G S ' . i s , m 
0 0 0 0 5 5 C 0 c U ( K ) = D J R F C T A R R I V A L TIME IN SECONDS 
c S ( r . ) = P L r L t C T E D A R R I V A L TIME IN S E C O N D S " " - — " 
c J c- 5 7 0 0 R C A C (5 , 1 0 7 ) f U ( K ) , r.= 1 , KO) 
OOUOSdOO R t A U ( 5 , l 0 7 ) ( S ( K ) , ) t s 1 , - ! C 0 ) r - - _ . . • _ : 
J 0 0 0 5 r ' & 0 W R I T L ( 6 . ?, 3 ) " 
OOOOAOOO WRIT .E (A ,S '» ) ( U ( K ) , - S ( K ) 7 « C * 1 - , K 0 ) • " — • - ~ 
0 0 0 0 6 1 0 0 ~3 FC'F:"AT ( / / . 4 X , ' U ( K ) ' , 5X , ' S <K) 1 , / / ) 
y 0 0 0 6 2 0 0 84 FORMAT ( 2 F 8 . 5 ) " - : 
J " 0 0 6 3 0 0 - i r ( L - 1 ) l 2 l 0 . 1 2 1 0 t 1 2 1 1 " 
0 0 0 0 6 4 0 0 c I F N O T THE F I R S I LAYER CONVERT U ( K ) T O D I S T A N C E • • — 
•OOOC650C) 1 211 r>0 796 K L = 1 . K0 
OwU06600 796 U ( r . L ) = U ( K L ) * V H ~ - : - - - - -
00CO67O0 1 2 1 0 CONTINUE - - • -
: jyi)06<i f:0 W R 1 T C ( 0 . 7 4 9 1 ) V H " - - - - - - - - .. . 
0 0 0 0 6 9 0 C 7491 F C i i ' 1 A T ( / / » •</»!=' , F 1 1 . 5 , / / ) 
0 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 c -• F I T CURVE "TO DATA TO OBTAIN TO AND LATER D I F F E R E N T I A T E FOR ANGLE 
; o o ? 1 oo c MERGENCE 
O ' .-00 7 20'J c I M D I S Ar;D f MDEXUSfcC I S MO I MS' " " " " " 
0 3 0 C 7 3 0 0 I F ( U ( 1 ) ) ? 2 3 . 3 i 9 2 3 
0 0 v C 7 4 0 0 - 9 2 3 I!.D = -1 - - - - - - - -
O0CC75GO DO 9 0 r. = 1 . Kis 
Ov007oOO R (:<) = S ( K ) * * 
- . 0 0 0 7 7 0 0 D ( K ) = L ' ( K ) * * 2 
W R I T E (6 .^50) • -
•; : o c 7 7 c c F O . - : " A T < / / , • P A S S E D S T . r . O . 9 0 ' , / / ) 
j OOOtJOOO C A L L A I 0 ( 1 t L ) -
0 0 0 0 8 1 0 0 T 0 ( L ) = S O P T ( y ( 1 ) ) 
00*-'OS 2 00 I N D = 1 - - - - - - -
0 0 0 0 3 3 0 0 1 F ( L - 1 ) 2 , 2 , 3 
jOOKAOO c I F F I R S T LAYER • COMPUTE TH1CHHLSS AND VH 3Y T 2 / X 2 
000!!>;500 0 t. CCr: = 2 . + T 0 ( 1 ) * S r : ( W ( 1 ) ) 
O O V G ; ; < J G O HI-. ( 1 ) = •• ( 1 ) * T 0 (1 ) 12-. - - -
•OOOO'" 7i;C DO 200 1=1 , KO 
OO0G33C0 c B K l l . G 3 A C K TO F L A T LAYER CASE 
R ( ! ) = S ( I ) * + 2 + CfV; + li ( I ) 
D ( l ) = U ( I ) * * 2 
ooocioo W R 1 T C ( 6 . C 1 > 
0v. :0 :;T2 00 S I F 0 i : i - A T < / / F »PASSEi) S T . - N O . 2 0 0 ' , / / ) 
•.. : ' O L ^ ? ? ; O I f; :> = 1 
C A L L : - A I r j 0 ( 1 , 1 ) •• 
v?000°500 V H = S 0 R T ( X C 2 > > * 7 < 1 ) -
;.. •J(»v.'J6C0 GO TO 32 
0 0 0 0 9 7 0 0 c COKPUTC COCFF I C I C ' i T S D E R I V A T I V E FOR EMERGENCE ANGLE 
0 0 0 0 9 3 0 0 3 00 92 \ = 1 , K.O 
o : u o ° ° o u " f K ) = S ( K ) 
0 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 92 0 ( K ) = t ! ( K ) 
•;v? 01 01 0 0 W R I T E ( 6 , / 4 9 2 ) 
'} 001 0 2 0 ' ! W I : I T E ( 6 , 1 9 . J . 5 ) ( U ( K ) , K = 1 , K 0 ) 
c i osuo F O R : - A T ( / / f ' M ( K ) ARRAY AFTER S T . N O / 9 2 ' , / / ) 
•.; , i w 1 WP 1 T C < f > , k-i2) 
• O O O H ' - ' O O be. F 0 H I 1 A T < / / R ' P A S S F D S T . NO. 9 2 ' , / / ) 
O-jC-1 O ' I O O C A L L r / A I ' l D ( 4 , L ) 
264 
0001 0 7 0 C 
0001 0 8 0 0 -
00 01 09 00 
0')u1 100 0 
0001 1 1 0 0 -
o g •.»1 1 ? 0 0 3 4 5 6 
CGC 1 13 00 
14 0 0 
j :}•:;< 15 00 921 
0 0 0 1 1O00 92 0 
o c o i 1 7 v 0 C 
13.JO 922 
J 0 -.i" 1 ? u O 
c o o ' 2 0 0 0 
COO' 2 1 0 0 
0 0 ; ' 1 2 2 0 0 30 
OCO" 2 3 00 
OyO« 2 4 0 0 
0 •.• 0 I 2 5 0 0 31 
Vvv' 2 6 0 0 
O v C I 2 700 
0 0 0 ' 1280 0 -
C O ^ ' 2 ° 0 0 1 9 S 6 
0 v 0 ' 13000 
o v : • 3 1 0 0 
0 v 0 ' 3 2 0 0 
0 0 0 ' 3 3 0 0 
o o o 1 3 4 0 0 c — 
J CO' 3 5 00 
0001 3>>'. 0 • -
O u - 1 3 70 0 
ooo 380Q 
3 ° v 0 
•-: J V 4( jv0 294 7 
: o - . ' 4 1 J 0 C 
4 2 0 0 
0 o; ; 43 00 C 
0 0 ^ ' 4 4 0 0 - 3601 
0 0.: * 5 0 0 
0 0 v.-' 46'">n 3 0 0 
0 c 0 ' 4 70 0 
000 14800 
J •'} 0 ' I 4 9 0 0 19.14 
V V '- ' 1 5 0 ";0 1<>C5 
j ; o 51 0 C 
0 0 ' 5 2 0 0 -
53 0 0 5 
v •-• 5 4 •.! o 6 
0 0 0 I 5 5 0 0 
vOO' i 5 f , o C 
ooo 15 700 
0 ~j:> iSo' .ui 3101 
••J 0 0 ' 1 5 r ) 0 0 
0 0 J 16000 3 4 5 5 
o c •-• 1 61 00 
> 0 v ' I 62 0 0 C 
o o - 1 M O O 
1 M4 
0 J • • 1 (•'.) 0 
0 00 1 6 6 0 0 C 
X ( 2 ) = X ( 2 ) * V < 1 ) 
X < 3 ) = X < 3 ) * 2 . * V ( 1 ) 
X ( 4 ) = X ( 4 ) + 3 , * V ( 1 ) 
X ( 5 ) = X ( 5 ) + 4 . * V ( 1 ) 
WRITE ( 6 , 3 4 5 6 ) V C D 
F 0 R ! - i . A T ( / / ( - y d ) ~ ' 
F 8 . 5 . 2 X . ' X ( 5 ) 
X ( 5 ) 
, F 8 , 5 , 2 X . ' X < 3 ) = » , F 3 , 5 . 2 X , ' X ( 4 ) = ' 
P O I N T E X C E P T L A S T 
X ( 2 ) , X ( 3 ) , X ( 4 > 
F « . 5 , 2 X , ' X ( 2 ) = 
1 . . ' ( = ' , F 3 . 5 , / / ) 
i r < a ( 1 ) ) 9 2 0 , 9 2 1 ; 9 2 0 
T 0 ( L ) = X ( 1 ) 
I F U - 1 ) 2 , 2 , 9 2 2 " -
F U i n A ! • !OLE E M E R G E N C E ZM F O R E A C H 
K 0 * K O - 1 : - - - -. : ; : — 
INi) = 1 : ' ••• " • - '•' " - -' - -
0 0 - 3 0 I = 2 , K 0 " - - ; =— v - -, 
7M( D = X ( 2 ) + X ( 3 ) + U ( I ) + X ( 4 ) * u ( I ) + * 2 + X ( 5 ) *U ( I ) * * 3 
Z f : ( I ) = A T A f l ( Z M ( I ) / 3 G R T (1 . - Z M ( I > * * 2 ) ) " " 
D(1 )= -1 . E Z O .-
T r < 1 >=o - — - — •— " 
I N D = - I ( i ! ) 
C0!i = 2 . * S l ! l < i , ( L ) ) / V ( L ) . ••-
I K = 0 
M R I T E ( 6 i t 9 8 6 ) 0 R - — • — - ; •• : — 
F C R : ' A T ( / / , ' C3=« , F11 . 5 , / / ) 
!>C-300 I = 2 , K 0 " • - • - — •—.—• • -y ' 
C A 1.1. f A ! J S ( L . Z M ( T ) , I K ) -
4 K 1 T L ' ( 6 , 19,-36) DR - - • • • -
IK = 1 
NOTE THAT 0 I S " I tl K'-' ~ " • " " 
0 ( I ) = U ( I ) - l ) R 
P ( I ) = 5 ( I ) - T S ~ - — " -
T I ( I ) = T I T 
i H I ) = [ i ( I ) / C - - - -
' . ' P I T E ( 6 , 2 9 4 7 ) C 
rOK':AT( • C = ' , M 1 . 5 ) - • " " 
E L I': I:; ,"i T c P O H ' T S WITH N E G A T I V E R E D U C E D 0 
I F ( " ( I ) ) 3 0 0 1 3 6 0 1 > 3601 ' - " - -
R E D U C E T O F L A T L A Y E R C A S E 
P.( 1 ) = R ( I ) * * 2 + C Q ! : * D ( D + T I ( I ) - T l ( I ) * * 2 
0 ( 1 ) = 0 ( 1 ) * + 2 
c o i . ' . r I M U E -• - - -
W R I T E ( 6 , 1 9 3 / , ) 
W R I T E ( 6 , l 9 r i 5 ) ( 0 ( 1 ) , 1 = 1 , K 0 ) - . . . . 
F O R i l A T C / / , ' ARRAY P ( I ) .JHICH G O E S I N T O KAiND AT S T . NO. 6 ' , / / ) 
f 0 P.'1A T (1 0 F 1 1 . 5 ) 
S O L V E T O R V E L O C I T Y 
G O T O ( 5 , 6 ) , K W • • - • 
II j D = 1 
C A L L M A I N I) ( 1 i L ) 
vv = y ( D 
C H E C K F O R I! 1A (i I A \'. Y V E L O C I T Y . . . . 
I F ( X ( 2 ) ) 3 l O C i 3 i n , 3 1 0 1 
w ' P I T F ( 6 . a 4 5 5 ) X ( 2 ) , V ( L ) 
W R l T F . ( 6 , g A 5 5 ) X ( 2 ) . V ( L ) 
F 0 l ? i i A T ( / / , ' X ( 2 ) = ' , F 8 . 5 . 2 X , ' V ( L ) = ' , F« . 5 . 2.X , / / ) 
V < L ) = S O R r ( 1 . / X ( i ? > ) 
K F . S E I " A ! i 0 L L A C C O R D I N G T O NEW V E L O C I T Y 
T V ' ( L ) = T W ( L ) * V < L ) / VV 
' • ; ( L)=AiA'; ( T ( L > ) 
CALL K A U s ( L , Z i l ( 2 ) , 0 ) 






0 C •;> 1 71 0 0 
0 0017200 
00<>1 7300 

















0'^  0192CO 
0001^300 
o o ^ i 9 4 o o 
00 01950 0 
yuu1V6C0 











^ :-r20"'} r t 
J •': 2 1 0 0 0 
00021100 
0 j'-'21 200 
;• •;•<: KM'O 
coy21^00 
0C021500 
c o v 21 6 0 
00021700 
00021800 
0 0 0 21 9 0.i) 
00022000 
00022 100 
JO 0 22 200 
00022300 
o;>,22<*-0 
00 022 5 00 








9 0 0 1 
6 0 0 0 
•0001 
6 0 0 2 








1 2 0 0 
1 0 2 1 
1 2 1 0 
IN/) 
I F < I f: C ) 3 1 , 3 1 ,3r-" - """'"' • - •-— - -
Wi; = W ( L " ) / 0 . 0 1 / 4 5 3 3 " ~ ~ — ^""' 
W R I T t < 6 , l 0 4 ) L . V ( L ) , T O < L ) , 5 V N . W w -
FORMAT <//,-• LAYER ' .13,5 X, 'VELOC I T Y = ' ,"F11.5, 2X# 'REFLECTION'"! I'M E = * , F 1 
1 . 5 . 2 X , ' S V - ' . E 1 7 . 7 . 2 X , ' S L O P E S ' , F 1 1 . 5 , / / ) 
C O N T I N U E -.7- "" ' - ' ' " ' '• " " 
U F : I T E ( 6 , 1 1 1 ) V I I - - - -
FORMAT (//,' VM = ' , F 1 1 .5 , / / ) - ; 
W R I T t " ( O , 3 2 0 0 ) L ' 
rOR ' t A T('**** + + * - V E L O C I T Y N E G A T I V E REMOVE" LAYER ********,15,//) 
STOP 
5 U I ) R 0 l ' T l H E M A I N i ) ( L L , L > - ' 
T I I I R O vFRSion S U B R O U T I H E FOP S L O P I N G WIDANG J U L Y 1 9 6 6 — ' 
p i n c j s I O ! ; T O ( 1 0 ) ,•!.'!( 1 0 ) ,v d o) , y d o ) , s w ( i o ) , 
CV.;< 1 0 ) , Tw< 1 0 ) , !>< 1 0 0 ) . P. ( 1 00) , 2 M < 1 00) , P < 5 , 6 ) , X < 5 ) " 
COI1Mri fSTO THH,V,W,TR,OR F S W , C M , TW , 0 , R ,'Z H » P « C , M,IND,KO,SVH,VH 
C O M M O P X . T I T - ~ '•-
W R I T E ( 6 , 7 3 4 ) 
FORMAT( / / # ' I HE FOLLOWING AKE FROM SUBROUTINE MA I NO * , / / ) 
H: = L L . -
n : o = i t : + 1 • — - - - - - -
N C=I ' i O*1 
K N a l U O - l - - - - - - -
DO 1 0 0 0 :• 
0 0 1 0 0 1 !i 
P (!•!, ii) = 0 . 
oa 1 0 0 1 I = I T K O -
1 F (!) ( I ) ) 1 0 0 1 , 9 0 0 1 , 9 0 0 1 
I F + - 2 ) 6 0 00 , 60 0 0 , 6 0 0 1 
TX = 1 . 
GO To ?>002 
r>: = o ( i >**c:*:;-2) 
P ( H , ! i ) = P ( i ' , ! , ) + T X 
CO!iT I FI 
P(!-!.NO)=0. - - — 
00 1 0 0 0 1 = 1 , KO-
1 F ( 0 ( I ) ) 1 0 0 0 , 9 0 0 2 , 9 0 0 2 
I FC - i-1 ) 6 0 0 3 , 6 0 0 3 #6004 
TX = P ( 1 ) 
GO TO 6 0 0 5 
T X = f> ( 1 ) * * ( ' ! - 1 ) * R ( I ) • 
P (! : , ' !<•;) s f ' ( : - i , : i U ) *-TX 
CONT I 'HIE 
oo K.'io t ; = i , ir.'o 
[10 1 0 1 0 M = 1 , ! i 
P ( ! • , : ; ) = ! ' ( ' . , : ) 
0 0 1 0 2 2 K = 1 , KN 
PO -1 00? 1 = 1 , K 
1 1 = 1 + 1 
K K = K + 1 
A 1 = S A B S ( P ( I , J ) ) 
A 2 = A B S ( P ( K K , I ) ) 
i r < A l - A 2 ) 1 0 2 0 , 1 0 2 1 
DO 1 2 0 0 I I N = I ,:ia 
AA = P ( y.K , I I W) 
PU ' .K , I I M ) = P ( I , I IN) 
P ( I , I I i -i) = A A 
I F ( A 1 - 1 . E - 3 0 > 1 0 0 2 , 




00022700 1 2 0 1 PUK,NM)=P(KKr ri ? ! ) - ( P ( I ,Ni!> *P(KK, I ) / P ( I » J ) ) ------- - — • --"- • -' 
i)y022«0O 1 0 0 2 C O N T I N U E " . . . — - „_ 
00022900 1 022 CONTINUE -
J0023000 C --- SOLVE- M A T R I X — - * :~— 77 - -—- ....—_...... -----
0":0231 00 0 0 1005 K = t , I N O • 
00023200 I = f j o - K - - . \ " • ~ - -7 • " - - — 
J0023300 11=1+1 - . - ' - - - - - . - — - —'- -- -
0^023'VOO X( I )=P( I , H>j) • -
v)023500 I F ( I - i ; : 0 ) 1 006 , 1 050, 1 0 5 0 
J v J 2 3 6 0 0 1 0 0 6 DO 106o Kx = 11, rrro • - - =- • • - — — — - . — 
j M'23/00 1 060 X ( I ) = X ( I ) - ( P ( I , K X ) * X(KX) ) 
0 ;023a<j0 10 50 A1=ABS ( f ' ( I , I ) ) - -~ -. ~ ... .._ _ .-— 
i ; o v> 2 J '* 'C 0 I T ( A 1 - 1 . E - 3 0 ) 1 5 0 0 , 1 5 0 0 , 1 0 0 S -
y 0 0 2 A C O O - 1 0 0 5 X( I >.= X ( I ) /P{ I , I ) - _ . . — - - . . .. 
o •.: 0 2 M 00 A = r ; + 1 
U-J02A200 I r ( I N - 1 ) 1 7u1 ,1 701 ,/»- ... . . . .. . - - - - - - • - -
0J024300 1 7 0 1 I F ( I N C ) 4 ,4 ,21 ' " ...... „. 
•j.i02fi'.n0 21 DI;O=6. - - - - - - - - - " " - - — • . 7 - -
0-:02A5CO OK = KO 
oo :;2/,6of) 00 10fr1 K=1 ,K0 • - - — " " • • - - - - " T _ 
C2024700 RR = 0 . 
j 02 A SCO I F (iJ < K ) ) 9 0 0 3 , 900M , 9 0 0 4 ' - — • . -- ._ .. _ 
00024900 ^ 0 0 3 0K=0K-1 . 
u-025000 •- WRITF .<6.91 73>OK,KO - ~ - " " . — . 
c J 3251 CO 9173 FOf t : : ATC/ / . 'PASSED 3T . NO. 9 0 0 3 I N MAINS'» 2X , 'UK = • , F 1 1 . 5 , 2 X , ' K O s ' , 
: K : v 2 ^ ^ : ' 0 1 H O , / / ) - - — -
0 0 0 2 5 3 0 0 GC TO 1061 
•:j ;u>254C0 9 0 OH DO 1 062- 1 = 1 ,-lNO -
J0025500 I F (1 - 1 )600ft, 6 0 0 6 , 6 0 0 7 
J0256C-0 6006 TX=X( I ) - -
v.5.,'025700 GO TO 1062 
•J J025KC0 600 7 TX = X ( I ) * ( 0 ( r . ) ** ( 1 - 1 ) ) • -
1 062 r< l : = r. R + T x 
y-iy26000 0 f. - P ( K ) - R H -- -
; :?02M00 D C u = 0 r- 0 + K * * 2 
<;002620G WR I T K ( 6 , 1 700) 0 (K-) , R (K) , RR, OK . . . .. -
00026300 1 700 FORMAT ( 3 F 10.5, £ 1 5 . 7 ) 
•;}•-''"264 00 1061 COKTIf.-UE -
yjO26bC0 UP: I TEC,, « 9 ) P 0 O , O K , A 
•j v 0 20 600 FOP'iAT (/ / , • 'j!)0=' , F ; ; . 5 , 2X, ' uK = ' , F 8 . 5 , 2 X , 1 A = « , F 8 . 5 ,//) 
30026700 0Dfj = SPRT ( 0 5 0 / ( O K - A ) ) 
j 0 0 26800 WR1TE(0,1S02 ) P D O 
0 .•>2<.°-:'0 1 80 2 FOK'iAT ( / / , 'STA.'lOAKD D E V I A T I O N FROM :-'AIND=' , E1 5 . 7 ,//) 
02,'OuO ST !' = !)[: 
JO271O0 VA = 1 . /x ( 2 ) 
w ;u272C0 W R I T E ( r , , l 9 0 0 ) X ( 1 ) , X ( 2 ) 
--'273-JO 1'K'C Ft.R '.AT ( 2 F U - . 5 ) 
^ 2 7 4 0 0 STD = STi) + *2 
: : ' » 2 7 5 o o D 1 1 * 0 . 
r ..•!2/!.._-C P21=0. 
•J ;U27700 0 0 6 l' = 1 , f.-l 
v v'.; 2 7 •') 0 0 i r ( D ( l ' ) ) 6 . ^ U l O , 9 C 1 0 
:• V>27"00 "010 I) 2 = 0 (!•')+* 2 
vvO2GO0O 021=P2+P21 
:< j02f";1 .'0 D11=D ( ! ! ) -» tH1 
; ')2:V-.iO 0 CO';T I ;•. LIE 
:;-2i;:s?o 0211=0;' + D 2 1 - n i 1 * + 2 
•,.., ;r!;-:', ,>o SX = STt-/L-2l ! 
c-j-..»2;'.5oo SVfi = 0K + SX 































































1501 PRODLEM UNDETERMINED*,II) 
FOR T2/X2 METHOD 













WRITEf6.90)SVM,0K,SX,VA,STDfD211 ' " 
FOR "AT {ll'i ••SVN=-' , F t f.5.2X, »OK=' , F8.5 , 2X , ' SX~ F8 . 5 , 2X , ' V A = ' Y F 8 , 5 , 2 X 
I,'STDS»,F8.5,2X,'n211=',F8.5,//) • 
SVNSSORT <svfi) - - . —.- -- - .- - - — — : ~ — 
GO TO 4 : - • • • 
W R I T E < 6 , 1 5 0 1 ) 1 , I " - • " — " 
FOR: AT< I I , 1 3 , ' . • , 1 3 , '=0 
RETURN •- " " 
END 
SUbROUlIME-KAU3CL.2Z,IK)-
SUBnO'-'T luZ TO Ci;."f'!JTE REFLECTIONS 
L IS liUMsER L A Y f R , Z Z I S~ EMERGFMCE 
RST POI-Vf LAYER,PAKAMERERS .TRANSMITTED D Y COMMON' 
TR , D R , A N p - T I ARE RETURNED " " ~ - " ~ — 
VCRS'IO:; MAY 1967 
DIME'iS I Of-: T O < 1 0 ) , K H ( 1 0 ) , V ( 1 0 ) , W ( 1 0 ) , X ( 1 0 ) , X X ( 1 0 ) 
ICWd 0) ,Tw(1 0) , D (100) , F ( 1 0 0 ) ,ZI!(100) , P ( 5 , 6 ) , Y ( 5 ) 
COMMON TO , H I t , V ,-W , T K , 0 R , : SW ,CW,TW.D,R, ZM , P , C v ~ M ' « I NO. 
C0!-"!0NY,TI 
CHFCK IF TIRST POINT- - - ; - - — 
I F ( IK) (>990.9990,9991 : 
FIiiD- THIcH.'iESSES .COMPUTE SIV. COS TAN" -"" 
00 1 000 1 = 1 , L 
SW(I)=SIfJ ( K < I ) ' ) - " -•- - - — — - — — - - — 
Cl-.'( I)=COs ( : ; ( ! ) ) : 
T i-.' (!)= S '.••'( I ) / C w ( I ) " ' " " -
C = 1 . •• -
1 r ( L - 1 )10C3, 1003,1 002 - — " ^ 
L1=L-1 
WW*C. 
DC 1001 1 = 1 , L I 
w w « « ; w + w ( i ) • - • 
C = COS C I ; ; ) 
FlU'J tuGlt CORRESPONDING VERTICAL REFLECTION 
I = L 
Q = v ; ( I ) -
I F ( L - 1 ) 1 1 , 11,10 
S I X = ( V ( I -1 ) / V ( I-) ) * S I N ( 0 ) 
COX = Si-RT (1.-SIX + S I X ) 
U = ATAI* ( S I X/C 0 X)+1J (1 -1) -
1 = 1-1 
IF< 1-1 M 1 . 1 1 , 1 0 
0 = £.'-<•.' ( I ) 
Z0 = j 
U = 0 . 
T T = 0 . 
i r ( I - L ) 1 3 , 1 4 , 1 4 
COMPU7 E KII ( I ) - ' 
HC = MM( D-U + SIN ( W ( I ) > 
SIX = 5 l ! i ( 0 ) 
C0A=C05 ( Q ) 
U=U*CW(I) +HC*3lX/COX 
TT = 1T - »MC/ (V ( D+COX) 
S I X V = V t I +1 > * S I X / V ( I ) 
XW = A FAN (SIXU/SGRT C1 . - S I X ,; + 5 I X W ) ) 
f) = X W - U ( I +1 ) 
1 = 1+1 
UO TO 12 
MC = ( T O d ) / 2 . - T T ) * V < I ) 
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RE FLECTIONS " 












XX<1)»ZZ+U<1) — - -
1 = 1 + 1 
I F ( L - I ) 9252,9252,9250 -
S l x = S I r ; ( x X ( I » 
I f ( S I X - V ( l ) / V ( 1+1 ) ) 9 2 5 3 , 3 0,3 0 " 
S I X'' = V ( I +1 ) *S I X/V( 1 ) 
XW = ATAri<SlXV.7Syi»T(1 .-SIXW*SIXW) )••" 
XXU t-1 )=/U + W(I+1) 
GO TO 924 • - " •-- - " " 
1=L+1 " " ••• 
X(L>=XX<L> 
1 = 1-1 
IF ( 1-1 )21 ,21 j 9 2 8 " 
SIX = Sl:i (X< I ) + V: ( I ) ) * V < 1 - 1 ) / V ( I ) 
X ( I-1>=ATAM (SIX/S-rjaT(1 ,-SIX*SIX) ) 
GO TO 926 
MAlfi COMPUTATION-- " 
TT = 0 
0 = 0 - - • : -•• ^ .". :-
1=0 
1 = 1+1 -
H C = H H ( i ) - U * S W < I > 
SIX = S1N(X( I ) ) -•• " ........ 
c o > : = c c s < x < I ) ) 
Hf = r l C * ( S l X/COX) - - - - -
U = L'*CW<I) +HK 
TK = HC7(V{ I )*C0X) — 
TT=TT+TK 
i r ( L - l ) 2 5 2 , 2 5 2 , 2 4 
I = L +1 
HK = :IK./COS (W(L) ) -
T f i = r x 
DR = HK - - •— -• =• -. - -
Tl = ( H C / V ( L ) ) * 2 . 
PP = U — —- - - - - - -• 
1 = 1 - 1 
RP = i!H( I >-PP*TW( I ) 
CPX=CCS(XX<! ) - W (I)) 
!1K = L:«*SIN(XX(I ) )/COX 
PP = PP/Clj ( I ) + H K 
TK=(RP*CW<I)>/<COX*V(I)> 
TT=TT+Tr 
I F ( I - D 2 6 2 . 2 6 1 ,261 
Ur,'=OR + !IK 
T P . = ' T ? * T K 
I F ( I - 1 ) 2 / , 2 7 , 2 6 
rp=1 f-T p . . . 
Pff = PP-DP*C 
Rhl'URN 
OK=+1.L20 
T P = v> . 
T I a 0 , 




This programme computes the refraotion velocity for one 
layer with corrections for overlying layers* 
270 
C REFRACTION VELOCITY STATISTICS FOP ONE LAYEF H I H 
C CORRECTIONS FCP CVEPLYING LAYERS. LINEAR REGRESS IGN TO 
C ARRIVAL T I f c S . NO = NO. CF ARRIVAL TIMES. NL = NC. C 
C F CVEPLYING LAYERS. WV(I ) = VELOCITY OF IT F CVERLYING 
C LAYER. X I I I = CISTANCE TC ITH CAfA FCINT. T { I 1 = 
C ARRIVAL TIME AT ITF POINT. M I , J ) = THICKNESS CF JTH 
C CVERLYING LAYER AT ITH FCINT. 
C REFRACTION VELOCITY STATISTICS FCP CNt LAYEF + CCPFECTICNS 
DIMENSION X(100),T(100»,A( I d " »,M1CC,5) ,WV( t),R( 100» ,R( R.Q) 
PEAD(5,2> NC.NL 
2 FORMAT( 13, 12 ) 
PEAC(5,3) ( W V ( I ) t I » l , N L » 
3 FCPPAT(5F7.2) 
INC=l*NL 
Jlf = l 
SX = 0. 
ST=C. 
V»RITE(6,121 NC 
12 FGRMAT( 1H1, V. X,'ANALYSIS OF REFRACTION VELOCITY FCC ONE LAYER WITH 
I CORRECTIONS FCP CVERLYING LAYERS'/21X»g3( I I — ) / / / 'NO. OF DATA POIN 
2TS = , , I 3 / ' C I S T . TIKE. LAYER THICKNESSES'/) 
CO 10 1=1,NC 
READ ( 5 , 4 ) x m , T ( I ) , { M I , J ) , J = l , N L ) 
4 FORMA T(E F7 . 2 ) 
WRITc<6,6) X(I),T(I),(W(I» J ) ,J= 11 NL ) 
£ FCFNATUH ,8F8.2) 
SX = S X 4 X ( N 
ST=ST4T(I) 







CO 20 1=1,NC 
ET = A ( I ) -STN 
EX=X(I)-SXF 
SV = SV + ET*F.X 
STC=STC+ET**2 







RDT = SXI''-PVT*STP 
. TE = 0.. 
XE=0-. 
RTE=0. 
CO 30 I=1,NC 
U-> C I 1 













32 WRI7c(£,3&) VT,C1,S7E,VX,CX,SXE,PV7,PCT,SPTE,EV,EI 
36 FORMATdHO » ' KEGRE SSI ON OF TIME CN TG DI STANCE' //* SLCPE « ,,F6.3/ ,IN 
lTuFCEPT = ' ,F6.2/'STAN0APC EPRCR = • , F £ . 2//'R EGP cSS I CN CF DISTANCE 0 
2N TC TIKE'//' VELCCITY =' ,F 5.2/• IN7EPCEFT = • , F6 .2/• ST ANC A PC ERRGR = 
3',F5.2//'REGRESSION OF RECIPRCCAL T CN TO D FCR V//•VELOCI7Y = ', 
4F5 .2/ 1INTERCEPT =' ,F6.2/•ST ANfAF0 EPPC'P .= •1 F5. 1 /»S . E . ON VELOCITY 
5=' tF6.3/'S.E. CN INTERCEPT =',F6.3///J 
WPITE(6,37) (R ( I )> 1=1,NC) 
37 FCPf A 7 ( l H O t M U f c R E S ICU « L S • / (1 j F8 .3 ) \ 





42 FOFVAT dHO •'VELOCITIES WITH CORRECTION FOR LAYER',12?' V.ITH VELCCI 
1 T V ,FE. 2/) 
CC 44 1=1,NC 
44 E ( I ) = A ( I ) 
45 ANG=ARSINUWI7)/VX) 
FAC=1/(C0SCANG)*fcVC IT I l-TAN ( ANG )/VX 
S7=C. 
CO SO 1=1,NO 
A( I ) = 0( I )-W< I,IT)*FAC 
5C £7=S7+A(I) 
STf=ST/NO 
JIf- = J I M l 





































































Replay 1. 2. 3 
These programmes examine the digital tape to find the peak 
amplitudes and sample numbers. 
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PEAK DETECTOR 8. 
60;; SET;50,51,52,53,54,55,56,57,58;0,.01,0,0,0,0, 
SPR; 






























































































































This programme 0/P the oontents of A (Specified) f i l e 
to the T/T. 
1) Give Pile No. 
2) Starting Sample No. 
























a) This programme converts the Modular One output into 
normalised amplitude and distance. 
b) This programme converts the Modular One output into 
a r r i v a l time and distance. 
283 
IMPLICIT P.EAl.*8( A-H.C-Z) 
D IMENSION A(400).XN{4CG),XSN(4C0),XL(4CC) ,AC(400), 
I I A(40 0 > , IN(400 ) , ISK'(400 ) 
C NNAX IS THENC.CF SHOTS') 
REAC(3,77) NMAX 
77 FCFNATdS) 
REAOt 5, 1) ( I A( I ) , I M I ) , I SN ( I ) f 1 = 1 , N NAX) 
1 F0RMAT14X,14,3X, I4.4X,12) 
CSV IS THE SHIP VELCCITY IN KNOTS. 
C D IS THE WATER [1E DTH IN KV. 
C F IS THE SHOT I Ni T E ? V A L IN SEC. 
REACM4,2) SViDtF 
2 FORMATOF7.2) 




DO 3 I=1»NMAX 
A( I ) = CFLOAT( I A { I ) ) 
X N ( I ) = n F L C A T < I M I ) ) 
„SF=CFLOATl I SF) 
X M I ) = XN(I )/(SF*100.) 
X SN{ I ) =OFLC)AT( I S N ( I ) ) 
X L U J=UXSN( I ) * F + XN< I )J*XK )/3.6 
X L ( I ) = X L ( I ) /1000. 
A C U ) = A( I)*DSQPT(XLUJ**2+D*D) 
3 CCMIMJE 
WRITF(6,4) ( XL ( I ) t AC ( I ) . 1 = 1 ,M"AX I 





1 I V F- L I C ! T K C- A L * H ( A - F , f - Z ) 
1.1 L I MP.'- . 'S T C M A ( 4 C C ) t > M ' ' i ' " C ) » X 5 M 4 C C ) , X I ( 4 C C J , A C ( 4 0 0 ) t 
2 1 I A ( 4 ( 0 > , IK ( 4 0 0 > . I S M 4 0 0 ) 
3 R F A 0 ( , 1) ( I A ( I ) , I N ( I ) , I S M I > • 1=1 t i d ) 
u 1 FV> R X A T { 4 X , ! 4 , i X i 1 4 , 4 ,V , I 2 ) 
5 P C A C ( 4 , 2) S V , H , F 
6 2 f - C P ^ A T ( 2 F 7. 5 ) 
7 X K = S V ~ 1 .P2df 
PS cc 3 1 = 1 ,3 : : : 
9 A ( I J = D F L H A T ( I A ( I ) ) 
10 >.*. I I J = r F L C S T ( I'M I ) I 
11 xsf. 11 ) = n i - L C n i I S M i > > 
12 X L ( I ) -~ ( ( X S \ 1 ! 1 * r+XM I I / I C G . ) ~ X K ) / 3 • 6 
13 X L ( I 1 = : < L ( I l / K C O . 
14 A C ( n = A ( i ) * C S Q K T ( x m » * * 2 + n * c ) • 
15 3 C O N T I N U E 
16 * P 1 T F ( 6 , 4 ) ( X L { I ) , A C ( I ) , T = L , > C C J 
17 4 F C F N A T I 2 G 1 4 . / ? ) 
18 S T CP 
19 FtsC 
Cfcr n r* c c t i r 
285 
BAT 
This programme f i t s a polynomial to the given data. 
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1 C THIS PPOG IS A CURVE FITTING PPCG 
2 C CATA IS FED IN ON '4' FUR ANALYSIS 
3 IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) 
A DI MENS I ON XO"") ,V(W ) ,W(3"ft ),NN(300),SI ( 1 5 ) , P ( 1 5 ) 
5 C FOLLOWING IS BAO SHOT DATA 
6 REA0(3,171NIS 
7 c M S IS THE NO. OF BAD SHOTS 
n 17 FORMAT(15) 
9 IFJNIS.EO. 1-) GC TO 19 
10 READ(3,1<?) ( N N U ) ,J=1,NTS) 
11 c NN(J) IS THF JTH EAD SHOT • 
12 18 FORMAT(415) 
13 c w IS THE NO. OF DATA POINTS TO BE RFAD IN 
14 19 PEAD(5,17) M 
15 READ(4,2) ( X ( I ) , Y ( I ) , I = 1 , M ) 
16 2 FORMAT(2F14.6) 
17 c THIS DO LOOP SETS ALL THE WEIGHTS TC 1.0 
IB DC 3 1=1,M 
19 WU)=1.000 
20 3 CONTINUE 
21 IF(NTS.EQ.O) GO TO 20 
22 c THIS 00 LOOP SETS THE WEIGHTS OF THE BAD SHOT DATA POINTS 
23 CO 77 J = l , N I S 
24 W(KNU) ) =0.000 
25 77 CCNTIMIE 
2ft 20 K1 = 15 
27 LOGICAL L 
28 L=.FALSE. 
29 c THF CURVF. FITTTNG ROUTINE IN *NAG IS CALLED 
30 CALL E0 2ABF(w,x f Y,W,K1,N,SI,P,L) 
31 c THF OUTPUT IS THE COEFFICIENTS CF THE FIT T EC POLYNOMIAL 
32 c A NO THE. VARIANCE OF THE DATA FIT 
33 c N IS THE DEGPEE OF THE POLYNOMIAL 
34 WR!TF(.<-,4) (P{ I ) ,SI ( I ) ,1 =1 ,Kl ) 
35 4 F0R"AT(2E14.6) 
36 WRITE(6,5) N 






This programme produces an output from the f i t t e d curve 
data from RAT. 
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1 IMPLICIT REAL*e(A-H.O-Z) 
2 DINENSICN X (350 ) ,Y (350 ) , T ( K.) ) , A ( ?5'J ) 
3 ViR 1 TE ( 2,1J 
4 1 FORMAT('NC.CF LATA POINTS') 
5 FE AC(4 » 2) NP 
6 2 FOP.MAT ( 1 5 ) 
7 PEAC(5,3) ( M I ) , 1=1,NP) 
8 3 F0PNAT(D14.6) 
9 CO 4 1=1,150 
10 X ( I ) = F L C A T ( I ) 
11 XI I ) = X ( I ) / 1 C . 
11.1 TOTAL=0.0 
11.2 DO 7 J-1,NF 
11.3 K=J-1 
11.4 T ( J ) = A ( J ) * ( X ( I )**K) 
11.5 TCTAL=TCTAL+T(J) 
11.6 7 CONTINUE 
12 Y(1)=TCTAL 
15 4 CCNTIME 
16 WP.ITE(6,5) (X( I ) , Y d ) , 1 = 1,150) 
17 5 FCFNAT (2F14 .6) 
18 STOP 
19 EKC 
D OF FILE 
* * * * * * y, * * * * * ^ * * Vr * tf; * • * 4 Vi * - * & V. v l A A * i t A >li / * * A A 4 t i 4 A j l y. * * A A 
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Appendix 2 
Detailed explanation of the Wide Angle Reflection Analysis 
Programme, W.A.R. 
Layer 1 
Given = f e^) a n ^ v(l)» w n e r e t n e quantities have 
the same meaning as i n equation (2), ohapter IV. 
Step 1 
Find T 0 ( i ) # t n e minimum reflection time i f the T/X curves start 
as X =0, T Q ( i ) i B found by a fourth order least squares f i t 
T ( l ) = T o ( l ) + X ( 1 ) - D ( 1 ) + X ( 2 ) ' D ( 1 ) 2 + X ( 3 ) - D ( 1 ) 3 + X ( 4 ) - D ( 1 ) 4 
I f the T/X curves do not start at X = 0 T Q ^ j i s found from a linear 
squares f i t 
T ( l ) 2 " T o ( l ) 2 + X ( l ) ' 1 ) ( l ) 2 < A 2' 2> 
From T 0(^» ^ ( i ) ' ***e PerPe»dicular distanoe to the f i r s t layer i s 
found (Fig. A2.1). 
Step 2 
For each ?(^» the following i s computed 
C 0 N ( 1 ) = T o ( D 2 • 2 T o ( l ) 8 i n e ( l ) ' D ( l ) ( A 2' 3> 
where CON^ i s a correction term to reduce the observed times, and 
we obtain the reduced times 
T ( l ) 2 * T l 2 " C 0 N ( 1 ) ( A 2' 4> 
Then, VH i s found by a least squares f i t of 
2 2 2 
T ( i ) • « ( D J S - 2 
together with i t s standard deviation. 
Layer 2 
Given T ^ = f ( ^ ( 2 ) ^ ' 6 ( l ) ' V ( l ) a n d knowing the apparent slope 
e
a ( 2 ) a s a r e s u l * o f t f t e t r i a l velocity v a ^ 2 ) * 
A P P E N D I X 2 
290 
B > x 
/ 
(1)/ HH 
/ 0-,- • 1 "(1) / 
/ 
0 
B \ (2) HH 
\ 
1 \ H 
Fig. A2,l Schematic Diagram for Velooity Computations 
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Step 1 
TQ^2) * s found as above, where T Q(2) i s * n e z e r o e x o u r s i o n » (X = 0), 
reflection time to Layer 2. 
Step 2 
HH^ i s found for the t r i a l velocity Va^2)» 
Step 3 
The fourth order polynomial 
T ^ • f(x(z)) i s differentiated to give 
sin - e ( l )) = V ( l ) dT2 (A2.6) 
dX 
and (Sis found from /?for each data point except the f i r s t and last. 
These are omitted because the fourth order polynomial i s not 
constrained beyond these points and i t s slope often becomes erratic. 
Step 4 
Knowing the incident and emergent angles, T^,/P^,,A*B' and T^ ,^ , (Pig. 
A2.1) are calculated and hence the travel time i n the second layer 
obtained 
'A'C'B* = 'AA^'B' " TAA' " TBB' (A2.7) 
Step 5 
The reduced travel times 
T ( 2 ) 2 = T ( 2 ) 2 " « * ( 2 ) ( A 2 ' 8 > 
are calculated, where 
C 0 N ( 2 ) * TA'H'2 " 2TA'H- 8 i n e a ( 2 ) W ( A 2 * 9 ) 
Any negative reduced times are eliminated. These occasionally occur 
at near normal incidence, owing to errors i n the upper layers. I n 
suoh oases the corresponding data points are removed from the solution. 
Step 6 
The oorreoted layer two velocity, with i t s standard deviation is 
obtained by a least squares f i t of 
T ( 2 ) 2 B U2.10) 
V ( 2 ) 2 
and a check made for negative velocities. 
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Step 7 
The dip angle, e(2)» i s o o r r e o t e d » using 
tan e ^ = tan e a ^ .. (A2.ll) 
and the programme returns to step 2 for a new iteration, before 
moving onto a t h i r d layer. 




Using the STORE programme, desoribed i n Chapter IV and Appendix 
1, several digitisations of the same seotion of record were made at 
different sampling rates, 100Hz, 250Hz, 500Hz and 1kHz. 
The analogue signal, as mentioned previously i s f i l t e r e d 
through an anti-aliasing f i l t e r (Ref. 2.2) whose out-off is 
approximately 100Hz, but a test of the digitisation aocuraoy, using 
linear interpolation for signal reoonstitution, was made at different 
sampling rates. 
For a sinusoidal waveform of frequency f , a 95$ aoouraoy l i m i t 
on the peak amplitude is given by having at least one digitisation 
value f a l l between 71.805° and 108.195°, an angle window of 36.39° 
(Fig. A3.1). This i s equivalent to 9*893 windows per wavelength, or 
roughly 10 samples/wavelength. Thus for 95$ aocuraoy (minimum), using 
linear interpolation, the digitisation rate must be ten times the 
maximum frequency of interest. For a sinusoid frequency of 20Hz sampled 
at a rate of 500Hz, 25 samples are taken per wavelength, giving an error 
window of 14.4° about the peak amplitude corresponding to an aoouraoy 
level of 96.86$. 
For a frequenoy of 40Hz, the error window i s 28.8°, giving an 
aoouraoy level of 87.63$, whilst for 100Hz, the error window i s 72°, 
implying at 30.9$ aocuraoy. These, of course, are the worst case 
figures. 
The REPLAY programme (Chapter IV, Appendix l ) was run with a 
window length of one sampletwith zero delay and taking varying sample 
numbers, to give exact coverage of the section of digitised record 
being examined. The results of this were displayed on a teletype, 
using the PRINT programme and the results plotted i n Figs. A3.2, 
A3.3, A3.4. There are obvious inaocuraoies prevent at the lower 
digitisation rates, and the results of the comparison of the amplitudes 
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Fig. A3.U Digitisation Test lOOHzAOOH 
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for 15 different peaks l i s t e d in the table below (Table A 3 . l ) . 
Table A3.1 Aocuraoy of Digitisation Results 




Sample % error 
Value 
100Hz 
Sample % error 
Value 
1 223 213 4.5 217 2.7 
2 122 118 3.3 94 22.9 
3 148 140 5.4 114 22.8 
4 158 157 0.6 156 1.3 
5 279 275 1.4 192 31.2 
6 260 260 0.0 172 33.9 
7 307 294 4.2 294 4 .2 
8 329 309 6.1 260 21.0 
9 277 277 0.0 243 12.3 
10 239 223 7.2 222 7.1 
11 223 216 3.2 79 64.6 
12 276 270 2.2 269 2.5 
13 247 247 0.0 213 13.8 
14 167 149 10.8 24 85.3 
15 136 132 2.9 88 35.3 
Mean Error at 250Hz i s 3.45$ 
Mean Error at 100Hz i s 24.09$ 
These figures are calculated with respect to the 500Hz figure. 
The plots corresponding to Table A3.1 are given i n Fig. A3 .5 . 
The digitisation at lkflz proved unsuccessful; the programme was 
attempting to force the data through the internal storage buffers 
for the magnetic tape faster than possible and this lead to corruption 
of the information written onto tape. 
The 100Hz digitisation, as expected, gave a percentage error 
on the peak amplitude (averaged) of 24.09$, taking the 500Hz as the 
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time record, whilst the 250Hz sampling rate gave a predictably lower 
error figure of 3.45$. The 500Hz digitisation was checked against 
an analogue display of the analogue signal prior to digitisation, 
using 'jet-pen' equipment, normally used to investigate the output 
from an earthquake monitoring seismic array, whose characteristic 
frequencies are well below those encountered in this work. The low 
amplitude range of this display (maximum displacement 7om) together 
with the impulse response of the galvanometers deflecting the pens, 
meant that this analogue display was not capable of producing records 
which could be numerically analysed to any degree of sophistication. 
A l i s t i n g of the relative amplitude ratios obtained, analogue 
source to 500Hz digital source, i s , however, given in Table A3 .2, 
from which i t can be seen that the 500Hz rate seems to give a f a i r l y 
aoourate representation of the analogue signal. 
Table A3.2 Comparison of Diao and Jet-Pen Output 








Disc Output (Digital) 
Ch(5) 
5mV/mm. 
1 4 .7 7.0 1.760 14.14 
2 4.0 6.1 1.525 11.97 
3 3.0 4 .5 1.500 14.00 
4 8.0 11.8 1.475 12.29 
5 5.0 7.9 1.580 14.30 
6 7.2 11.2 1.555 14.12 
7 13.5 20.6 1.526 13.84 
8 13.5 22.3 1.652 13.27 
9 4 . 3 ( ? ) 5.7 1.325(?) 13.85 
10 12.8 21.0 1.640 13.10 
11 18.2 29.8 1.637 12.22 
12 5.0 8.4 1.680 12.86 
13 9.2 15.0 1.630 13.13 
14 21.0 33.0 1.571 12.21 
15 9.0 15.0 I . 6 6 7 13.00 
16 4 .5 7.2 1.600 13.33 
17 4.0 6.7 1.675 13.13 
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Ch(2) i s analogue source/analogue output. 
Ch(5) i s digital source (diso file)/analogue output. 
The figures i n column 4 are obtained by dividing the numerical 
diso f i l e output (Table A3.3), obtained on the teletype using the 
PRINT programme, by the corresponding analogue output from disc. 
The response of the jet pen system was investigated using a 
computer generated square wave, and analysis of the results gave 
an approximate overshoot value of 25.30$. 
Table A3.3 Disc F i l e Output 
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